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Summary 
 

During Phase One of statutory consultation, responses were received from 13 different organisations, including local authorities, statutory bodies and interest 

groups.  This document includes the full responses from each organisation and details how the Applicant has shown regard to this feedback as part of the 

submission of the application for a DCO. 

Feedback was also received from two MPs – Rt Hon Andrea Leadsom MP and Chris Heaton-Harris MP.  The full responses and how regard has been had to 

this feedback is also included in this appendix.  

 

Organisations that responded 

 

1. Blisworth Parish Council 

2. Canal and River Trust 

3. Highways England 

4. Historic England 

5. Milton Malsor Parish Council 

6. Natural England 

7. Northampton Inland Waterways Association 

8. Northampton Ramblers 

9. Quinton Parish Council 

10. Ramblers Association (Northampton Group) 

11. South Northamptonshire Council 

12. Stop Rail Central 

13. The Woodland Trust 

 

MPs who responded 

14. Rt Hon Andrea Leadsom MP 

15. Chris Heaton-Harris MP 
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1. Blisworth Parish Council 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 19 September 2016 

I am writing to you on behalf of Blisworth Parish Council.  

Blisworth Parish Council would like to express our concerns regarding the recently 

released visualisations which form part of your section 47 consultation and in relation to 

your Statement of Community Consultation. 

The opinion of the Parish Council members is that the visualisations are inadequate, 

misleading and provide absolutely no clarity on the potential impact on residents and the 

wider community of this inappropriate and large scale SRFI development.  

There is also confusion and lack of understanding on 1) how the visualisation ‘viewpoint’ 

positions have been selected and 2) why only half of the 13 viewpoints stated have been 

utilised for the purposes of illustration? The obvious assumption being that the selected 

viewpoints present the development in the most favourable and sympathetic light and 

not the actual negative impact this will undoubtedly have on the community. Either way 

this is   very misleading. 

Blisworth Parish Council is extremely concerned about the poor performance and lack of 

compassion demonstrated by Ashfield Land and associated partners and the ongoing 

unrest this is causing the Blisworth residents. It is totally unacceptable to continue to 

allow residents to be uninformed and uncertain about their future in Blisworth village. 

These comments are noted and have been considered.  As 

explained in the team’s response to this letter, dated 21 

September 2016, the visualisations were undertaken in line with 

industry and professional standards and are based on technical 

base information which enables us to show the potential Rail 

Central buildings in their landscape setting.  The Rail Central team 

selected a representative sample of viewpoints to develop into 

visualisations for illustrative purposes and to supplement the 

consultation.  In order to help address any confusion or 

misunderstanding the team produced and shared with the parish 

council a briefing note on the visualisations. 

A full set of visualisations were subsequently developed and 

published as part of the Phase Two Consultation.  Furthermore, 

the project team ensured these were available in large scale (A1) 

at the Phase Two public exhibitions. 

It should also be noted that an interactive 3D CGI model was 

created for Phase Two consultation in response to feedback and 

to enable enhanced understanding of the proposals and how they 

might appear within the site and landscape setting. 

In the interest of openness, honesty and compliance (promised by your business at the 

onset of this project), Blisworth Parish Council shares the SRC view and insists that you: 

1.  Hold public exhibitions for at least 5 consecutive days in Sept/Oct in Blisworth and 

Milton Malsor to enable residents and other stakeholders to gain a reasonable 

understanding of the impact your scheme would have.  

Thank you for your suggestions with respect to further 

consultation and the criticisms of the project team.  On 28 April 

2016, a number of documents and other materials were published 

for consultation.  A programme of eight public exhibitions were 

held in late April and May 2016 to provide local communities with 

an opportunity to find out more about the plans, ask questions and 

give their feedback.  This was subsequently complemented with 
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2.  That you extend the deadline for responses to 31st November 2016, and formally 

amend your SoCC accordingly.  

3.  That you publicise these actions by mail to all local households quickly and on your 

Ashfield Land, Camargue and Rail Central websites. 

the publication of a pack of updated plans and visualisations, 

themselves a response to initial feedback from the public.  The 

project team at the exhibitions answered questions and sought to 

ensure it provided accurate, thorough and relevant information.  

The exhibitions were well attended by local residents and 

consultation and feedback were also available on the project 

website and at deposit locations.  With respect to the request for 

further events, it was felt inappropriate and not proportionate to 

host additional public exhibitions in the local area some months 

later to present largely the same information, particularly as there 

were few requests for such an approach.  Indeed, further events 

in autumn 2016 could cause confusion and frustration amongst 

local residents who may have attended expecting different or 

further information to what they had seen at the exhibitions a few 

months earlier.  Phase Two consultation dates were set in 

accordance with the completion of further surveys and 

assessments – and design evolution – so as to make the 

consultation meaningful. 

With respect to the consultation date deadline, the potential for 

delaying the end of the consultation further was considered.  

However, given that the consultation started in April it was felt by 

the project team that a substantial amount of time had been 

provided and the end date had already been extended to 23 

October 2016.  This deadline was substantially after the 

publication of the visualisations pack (August 2016).  It is also 

important to note that engagement with Blisworth Parish Council 

continued post-consultation and that Phase Two Consultation 

would – and did – serve as a further formal round of consultation 

and opportunity to comment on the up to date plans at the time. 
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2. Canal and River Trust 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 18 October 2016 

Thank you for your consultation on the above.  

The Canal & River Trust (the Trust) is the guardian of 2,000 miles of historic waterways 

across England and Wales. We are among the largest charities in the UK. Our vision is 

that “living waterways transform places and enrich lives”.  

The site boundary as identified in the community consultation leaflet accompanying your 

consultation letter includes part of the Grand Union Canal, which is owned and operated 

by the Trust. We are a statutory consultee in the development management process, 

and we consider that, for the purposes of this proposal, we should be considered as a 

consultee under Section 42 of the Planning Act 2008. 

As you will be aware, we have previously submitted comments to the Planning 

Inspectorate in response to the Scoping Request made in December 2015. We have 

now also reviewed the information contained on the Rail Central website, specifically the 

Preliminary Environmental Information Stage 1 Report (PEIR) and the updated plans 

and visualisations published in August 2016. To assist your identification of matters 

which will need to be addressed in the application, we would offer the following 

comments.  

This information is noted. 
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Land West of the A43  

We note that the proposal no longer includes development of the land to the west of the 

A43. This land is bounded by the Grand Union Canal to the south and the Northampton 

Arm of the canal runs close to the western boundary of this parcel of land. Development 

on this land would have the potential to affect the canal and its setting, and should any 

further changes be made to the masterplan to include development here, we would ask 

that we are consulted at an early stage. 

The area to the west of the A43 was initially identified as an area 

that had the potential to offer ancillary uses which might benefit 

local communities.  As part of the Phase One Consultation, 

feedback was invited from the public and suggested a number of 

potential options including a training facility, hotel or public park.  

In response to the feedback received, the outline proposals that 

this part of the site could be used for hotel, commercial or other 

ancillary uses were dropped respecting concerns raised with us 

about the potential impact of development in this part of the site. 

Instead, this land will be safeguarded to provide mitigation 

planting for the proposed development and A43 junction. In 

addition to the mitigation planting, the land will be developed as 

an informal pocket park for use by adjacent residents and also 

utilised for ecological mitigation. This part of the site’s proximity to 

the canal makes it of particular importance for bat mitigation with 

the potential to construct purpose made features. The proposed 

park will be low key and kept informal with native planting. 

New A43 Interchange  

We further note the location of the proposed new A43 interchange and the requirement 

to construct a grade separated junction. This junction will be located very close to the 

Northampton Arm of the canal, and would appear to be within about 30m of the canal. 

Gayton Marina is located immediately north-west of the canal at this point. North of the 

junction location, the distance between the A43 and the canal reduces to about 15m.  

The Illustrative Landscape Sections contained in the updated plans and visualisations 

dated August 2016 only show sections to the north and to the south of the proposed A43 

junction, and consequently are of limited use in understanding the site levels and 

earthmoving that may be necessary to facilitate construction of the new junction. In the 

absence of more detailed information regarding the design and appearance of this 

junction, including cross sections to show the existing and proposed topography at and 

around the junction, it is difficult for us to provide advice on the likelihood of any impact 

Full detailed design information regarding the A43 grade 

separated junction was not available at the time of the Phase One 

consultation. The comments presented by the Canal & River Trust 

regarding the need for additional information to assess the 

potential impact of the proposals were noted. As a result, the 

design team have met with the Canal & River Trust at numerous 

times during the progression of the design for the grade separated 

junction at the A43.  

The purpose of these meetings has been to provide the Canal & 

River Trust with updates regarding the progression of the scheme 

and receive their informal feedback regarding the proposals. 
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upon the canal structure or to assess the potential impact that it would have on users of 

the canal, including users of Gayton Marina. 

Land Stability Impacts  

Section 13.3 of the PEIR advises that ‘a range of impacts associated with the design, 

construction, operation and decommissioning of the Proposed Development will be 

considered, including potential ground contamination, mineral safeguarding and impact 

on mineral resources, ground improvement, earthworks, foundation solutions, slope 

stability and associated geotechnical issues’. We would ask that this assessment 

includes consideration of the potential for the construction of the proposed new A43 

junction to affect the canal, including potential impacts on users of the canal and Gayton 

Marina, both during and after construction operations.  

Direct physical impacts arising from construction operations, such as vibration, 

earthmoving or excavations which may create land instability in the vicinity of the canal 

should be considered, as well as impacts on canal users from construction and 

subsequent operation of the development. Mitigation measures should be identified to 

address any adverse impacts.  

The direct physical impacts arising from construction operations 

(such as vibration, earthmoving or excavations) have been 

addressed within the ES (Chapter 12 Ground Conditions).   

A Conceptual Geotechnical Design report has been prepared to 

provide an outline proof of concept for geotechnics and 

earthworks at the site. 

Within the ES (Chapter 12 Ground Conditions), this is addressed 

by the requirement for adaptive mitigation. 

At the current time the detailed mitigation measures are not fully 

know.  However, in outline, this will comprise: 

• Further site investigation, with specific aim of investigating 

geotechnical risk, both during the construction and during the 

operation of the development. 

• Appropriate site-specific geotechnical design, to be detailed 

in specific Geotechnical Design Reports for each separate 

aspect of the site (which will include the new A43 junction) 

this will assess potential for vibration, earthmoving 

requirement and excavation requirements and ensure that 

there is no land instability in the vicinity of the canal through 

appropriate design, specification site monitoring and 

validation. 

• In addition, monitoring will be undertaken (if required) to 

confirm no impacts to the canal and ensure compliance with 

specification. 

• Site monitoring will be undertaken by geotechnical trained 

site staff to ensure compliance with the Geotechnical Design 

Reports and the Specifications. 
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All geotechnical works will be recorded to ensure compliance with 

the Geotechnical Design Reports and the Specifications and be 

reported in an earthworks validation report.  

Noise  

We further note that Sections 18.8- 18.10 of the PEIR advise that noise and vibration 

impacts arising from both construction and operation of the development will be 

assessed up to a distance of 700m from the site boundary. This distance would include 

a significant stretch of both the main Grand Union Canal and the Northampton Arm. We 

would ask that the potential for adverse noise or vibration impacts to occur to both the 

structure of the canal and also users of the canal (including users of the towpath) is fully 

taken into account, and addressed where necessary.  

Impacts on canal users from traffic noise, particularly in relation to the operation of the 

new A43 junction, should be considered. The proposed development is intended to be a 

24 hour operation, so consideration of night time noise impacts on canal users (including 

Gayton Marina) would also be relevant.  

A full noise and vibration assessment in relation to construction 

works near to the Grand Union Canal has been carried out and 

considers both the noise and vibration effects of construction 

activities on both canal and towpath users, and also canal 

structures such as the lock gates near to J15a.  

A full assessment of operational noise and vibration from activities 

within the main SRFI site and also from road traffic noise on roads 

local to the main SRFI site, and also roads on the wider network, 

has been carried out for both the day and night time periods.  The 

assessment specifically includes receptors such as the Grand 

Union Canal and towpath, and Gayton Marina.   

This has been addressed in the ES in sections Identification of 

Study Areas; Methodology for Baseline; in Table 16.3 (including 

sensitivity of amenity areas); Scoping and Consultation. in Table 

16.1; Appendix 16.14 (Consultation); and in Appendix 16.16 

(Noise and Vibration Assessment to Heritage Assets), which 

includes an assessment of vibration impacts to canal 

infrastructure. 
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Landscape and Visual Impact  

We note that the proposed Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will include 

specific consideration of the canal (PEIR Section 17.15) and that an additional viewpoint 

from the canal towpath has been added to the list of representative viewpoints contained 

in Table 17.4. Section 17.67 indicates that the anticipated operational visual effects 

relate to changes in the visual amenity of various receptors including canal users. We 

welcome the indication that the LVIA will include a full assessment of the potential views 

from this receptor and would expect that appropriate mitigation measures will also be 

identified to address any adverse impacts on visual amenity.  

Viewpoint 12 as included in the Updated Plans and Visualisations for Community 

Consultation only offers a relatively long range view of the proposed grade separated 

junction, and we would comment that it is difficult for us to be sure that it offers an 

appropriate representative viewpoint without having more information on the design and 

exact location of the new junction.  

Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement assesses the impact 

to users of the Canal Towpath and the Grand Union Canal Walk.  

Representative viewpoints have been agreed with SNC. Views 

from the Canal are obstructed by intervening hedgerow and other 

vegetation for much of its length, together with the embankments 

of the A43 and the West Coast Main Line. 

Viewpoint 12 is one of the few locations where there is a gap in 

the hedgerow that allows views of the proposed Grade Separated 

Junction and Main SRFI site beyond from the towpath and which 

is therefore suitable for the preparation of a photomontage 

visualisation. 

Ecology  

Section 16 of the PEIR considers the ecological impacts likely to occur. The presence of 

the canal is acknowledged at 16.45 and the towpath is acknowledged as a feature of 

nature conservation value at 16.51. We consider that the potential impacts upon the 

biodiversity interest of the canal corridor and the ecology supported by the canal should 

be fully considered.  

Mitigation of visual impacts arising from the development in the form of landscape 

planting offers the opportunity to secure ecological enhancements which would benefit 

the canal corridor, and this should be further explored.  

The canal is identified as an Important Ecological Feature at 

County level and with an importance that exceeds its protection 

from local designations. It is also shown to be important for 

commuting and foraging bats.  As well as Embedded Mitigation, 

Adaptive Mitigation has been included which specifically protects 

and enhances the canal corridor for ecology.  

The potential impacts on the canal have played a strong part in 

the development of the masterplan.  One of the primary reasons 

for removing any development to the west of the A43 and creating 

a pocket park was the potential impact this would have on the 

canal.  In addition to this there are significant bands of native 

woodland planting proposed along the canal edge on the south-

western boundary of the site and an increased amount of 

woodland planting within the pocket park.  It is also proposed to 

plant both of these areas as part of the initial phase of 
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development to ensure the maximum establishment time for the 

proposed vegetation. 

Lighting  

We note that lighting is specifically addressed within Section 22 of the PEIR, and we 

consider that the identification of sensitive receptors set out at 22.18 should specifically 

include the Grand Union Canal and Northampton Arm. Canals and towpaths are not 

generally lit, particularly in rural areas such as this, and any illumination, including that 

from light spill, could have a detrimental effect on the canal, affecting both users of the 

canal and ecology supported by the canal. We would particularly highlight the potential 

impact of lighting associated with the new grade separated junction on the A43 in 

relation to the Northampton Arm, and Gayton Marina, which is located very close to this 

new junction.  

Sections 22.30 and 22.31 suggest that heritage receptors other than those within Milton 

Malsor and Blisworth are not anticipated to be affected sufficiently to warrant further 

consideration. Both the Grand Union Canal and the Northampton Arm are designated as 

conservation areas and we consider that the potential impact of lighting on the character 

and setting of these designated heritage assets should be considered.  

The potential effects of temporary lighting on the canal during the construction phase of 

development should also be considered, particularly in respect of the construction of the 

new grade separated junction.  

These comments are noted.  It is understood that the 

respondent’s comments refer to specific paragraphs of Chapter 21 

of the PEIR, which is the Lighting Chapter. 

Paragraph 21.18 of the Chapter lists the Grand Union Canal (C1 – 

C4) and Northampton Arm (C5 – C8) as sensitive receptors and 

these have been assessed accordingly.  In addition, Chapter 21 

includes further receptors along the Grand Union Canal (C9-33 & 

H5-11), as shown in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.4 of Appendix 21.1a 

(now Figure 1 of 6.1.19.6) which relate to Junction15a. 

Paragraphs 21.114 and 21.117 assess the potential construction 

light impact on Blisworth and Gayton Marinas and natural 

receptors. 

Heritage  

We note that the conservation area status of the Grand Union Canal and Northampton 

Arm is acknowledged at Section 12.5 of the PEIR, and that the impact of the proposal on 

the significance of this designated heritage asset will be fully assessed.  

This is noted.  
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Ground Conditions/Land Contamination  

The approach to investigating and assessing ground conditions and identifying any land 

contamination risks appears to be appropriate. We would comment that the canal should 

be considered as a potential receptor of contaminants and any potential risk of adversely 

affecting water quality in the canal should be identified and addressed as necessary.  

The canal is assessed both during the baseline studies and as 

part of the ES as a potential receptor. 

The canal at the Main Site is elevated above the site (being at the 

top of the slope) and as such is not considered to be a plausible 

receptor.  However, the mitigation measures required as part of 

the CEMP and the RMS will further reduce the risks to the canal 

at the main site.  The canal at J15A is included as a potential 

surface water receptor and the potential risks and mitigation 

measures have been addressed as part of the embedded 

mitigation measures set out in the CEMP and the RMS. 

Drainage and Flood Risk  

We note that the canal is identified in Sections 14.28 and 14.29 of the PEIR. Any 

potential impacts on the canal should be considered, and we would advise that the 

Trust’s consent would be required for any discharge of surface water from any part of 

the development to the canal. Should such proposals form part of the drainage 

arrangements for the development, we would recommend early discussion with the Trust 

over the acceptability of this to us.  

These comments have been considered.  Meetings have been 

held with the Trust to discuss the proposals for surface water 

discharge.  There are no new proposed outfalls to any point on 

the Canal waterway and existing outfalls are being utilised where 

necessary.  Extra storage is being provided to drainage systems 

where additional drained areas are being introduced. 

Conclusion  

We appreciate that at this early stage, potential issues and options are still under 

consideration, but we hope that our comments above will assist in identifying matters of 

relevance to the Canal & River Trust and ensuring that they can be fully taken into 

account in the final application documents. 

We would welcome the opportunity to review further plans and documents as they 

become available and to provide feedback on any matters of relevance to us.  

These comments have been noted. 
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3. Highways England 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 19 September 2016 

Thank you for inviting Highways England to provide comments on the emerging 

proposals for Rail Central in respect of the updated illustrative masterplan and initial 

draft visuals. 

You are no doubt aware that we are in pre-application discussions with your transport 

consultants TPA, and that there are outstanding issues associated with the Transport 

Assessment and access to the site which will need to be resolved prior to submission of 

the DCO application. For example, while we have broad agreement on the employee trip 

rate, we are yet to be provided with information regarding the trip rate and distribution of 

HGVs. Without this information we are unable to agree that the access proposal is 

appropriate. 

After reviewing the updated masterplan, we consider that the proposed footpath layout 

should be revised, given its close proximity to the proposed access to the A43. While no 

information has been provided regarding the operation and expected demand of the 

pedestrian crossing at this location, this footpath can be identified as a potential safety 

concern and it is likely to have an impact on the operation of the proposed grade 

separated junction. 

These comments are only advisory and imply no pre-determined view as to the 

acceptability of the proposed development in traffic, environmental or highway terms. 

These comments are noted and have been considered.  Forecast 

Rail Central HGV trip attraction and distribution has been agreed 

in detail with HE and NCC and is presented in Chapter 7 and 

Chapter 8 of the TA respectively, and at Appendix 17.1 of the 

Environmental Statement. 

The proposed footpath layout has been included on the Illustrative 

Masterplan provided within Document 2.16 of the DCO 

submission.  The footpath is proposed to cross the site access 

road via an underpass and will therefore not be a safety concern 

or have an impact on the operation of the proposed grade 

separated junction.   
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4. Historic England 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 22 September 2016 

Following receipt of Historic England’s advice on the scoping report submitted to the 

Planning Inspectorate on 10 January 2016 (151241 TRO50004), Rail Central’s heritage 

advisors have requested our additional pre-application advice on a revised draft of part 

of the scoping report. 

We have been provided with a draft version of a new chapter 9 on Built Heritage (without 

attached figures) and Appendix 1 indicating the red line boundary of the proposed 

development. We have not been provided with a draft of any revisions to the Landscape 

and Visual Impact chapter which we advised previously would need to be closely linked 

to the heritage assessment. Nor have we been provided with a draft of any revisions to 

the archaeological assessment chapter. We are therefore unable to comment on 

whether the revisions adequately cover the necessary historic environment issues 

required to be assessed under the EIA. 

Having reviewed the revised documentation in relation to our advice of 10 January to 

assess whether all our comments have been taken into account I am able to provide you 

with the following additional advice. We recommend that the advice below is read in 

conjunction with our statutory response to the Planning Inspectorate, a copy of which is 

attached for your reference. 

These comments have been noted.  Since 2016, all chapters have 

been updated accordingly. The Built Heritage ES Chapter has 

been informed by the Landscape and Visual ES Chapter together 

with the Archaeology ES Chapter and these are all cross-referred 

where relevant. This is set out further within both the Built 

Heritage ES Chapter and the supporting Heritage Assessment. 

Study Area: 

• We note that it has been explained that the study area of 2km has been defined in 

relation to the ZTV study. Since we have not seen the results of this study we are unable 

to provide any additional advice. We recommend that you will need to ensure this 

information is submitted as part of the Environmental Statement to provide the 

justification for your selection of this study area boundary. Similarly as we have not been 

The extent of the heritage Study Areas has been subsequently 

agreed with South Northamptonshire Council and discussed with 

Historic England. The rationale and extent is clearly set out within 

the Built Heritage Chapter (ES Chapter 11). They have been 

defined based on a number of different factors including the 

Zones of Theoretical Visibility [ZTV’s] included within the 

application submission. 
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provided with a copy of Figure 10.2 illustrating the location of designated heritage assets 

we are unable to provide additional advice. 

Methodology 

• 10.11 - In general we are concerned that separating our the ‘built’ heritage from 

archaeological remains runs risk that the assessments of significance and impact will not 

be holistic, and, for example, that the contribution made by archaeological remains to the 

setting of built heritage assets will not be appropriately considered. We would 

recommend a more holistic approach to assessment of the historic environment impacts 

in relation to this proposed development. Cf also 10.47. We advise that in our opinion 

this is necessary to address the requirements of paragraphs e.g. 129 & 132 in the 

NPPF. 

• 10.20 - As above at 10.11 therefore it does not seem consistent to note that 2 

scheduled monuments are included within the study area at 10.19 but not to include 

them in the list at 10.20. 

• 10.24 - This section does not address how opportunities to avoid/minimise harm where 

possible will be considered, but instead jumps straight to mitigation. We note the same 

at 10.44. 

• We have previously expressed our concern regarding the reliance on a matrix based 

approach to the assessment of significance and impact. We would refer you to the 

content of the Good Practice Advice Note on The Setting of Heritage Assets which reads 

as follows: “Cases involving more significant assets, multiple assets, or changes 

considered likely to have a major effect on significance will require a more detailed 

approach to analysis, often taking place within the framework of Environmental Impact 

Assessment procedures. Each of the stages may involve detailed assessment 

procedures and complex forms of analysis such as viewshed analyses, sensitivity 

matrices and scoring systems. Whilst these may assist analysis to some degree, as 

setting is a matter of qualitative and expert judgement, they cannot provide a systematic 

answer. Historic England recommends that, when submitted as part of a Design and 

Access Statement, Environmental Statement or evidence to a Public Inquiry, technical 

analyses of this type should be seen primarily as material supporting a clearly expressed 

All archaeological remains (designated or non-designated) are 

assessed within the Archaeology ES Chapter. Where relevant, the 

assessments of these chapters have been taken into 

consideration. The separation of chapters is common practice and 

still allows for a holistic and robust assessment of heritage assets. 

The ES Chapter has been amended to include the correct number 

of scheduled monuments.  

Within both the ES Chapter and supporting Heritage Assessment, 

there is a discussion about the importance of avoiding and 

minimising harm where possible. This also sets out the various 

measures introduced to avoid and minimise harm to heritage 

assets as part of the Proposed Development.  

A detailed description of the methodology applied to the 

assessment of built heritage assets has been included within the 

same Chapter of the ES. There is currently no prescribed or 

preferred method of preparing an ES when considering built 

heritage effects. The methodology used here utilises established 

national policy and guidance / advice documents to frame the 

professional assessment process and judgement.  Crucially this 

acknowledges clearly how setting contributes to the significance 

of heritage assets and how they can be affected both directly and 

indirectly through change to setting, not only visually but also as a 

broader experience. These judgements are explained and 

elucidated further within the Heritage Assessment.  

The Built Heritage ES Chapter assesses numerous factors which 

can affect the setting of heritage assets. This includes but is not 

limited to noise and vibration.  This assessment has been the 
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and non technical narrative argument that sets out ‘what matters and why’ in terms of 

the heritage significance and setting of the assets affected, together with the effects of 

the development upon them.” 

• Significance and sensitivity must be considered in relation to the specific nature of 

individual assets and the capacity for change within their settings without affecting that 

significance. This will depend on many factors as set out in the detailed guidance on this 

subject. Cf 10.29 comments below. 

• Table 10.4 etc. - These misrepresents Table 2 in Historic England’s publication on 

Seeing the History in the View which sets out the value/importance of specific views as a 

whole, as an assessment of the value/importance of the assets involved. This is 

concerning as it indicates a misunderstanding of our published guidance and also lack of 

clear reference to the more recent and primary advice regarding significance and setting 

(beyond issues related to visibility) in the Good Practice in Planning Advice Notes, 

particularly GPA3. 

• 10.24 - No provision is made for assessing the specific sensitivity of individual assets to 

change. 

• 10.26/27 - As elsewhere in the revised documentation the assessment of significance 

of effect is drawn narrowly in relation to the impact on views and does not take account 

of additional good practice advice on the range of impacts that will need to be assessed. 

• 10.29 sensitivity should be related to the “understanding and assessment of the 

significance of the asset, in terms of the special architectural and historic interest of the 

identified designated heritage assets, their character and appearance where applicable, 

and the contribution of setting to that significance.” This is lost in the current 

methodology which focuses on a matrix based approach. 

• Similarly Table 10.5 misrepresents Table 3 in Historic England’s publication on Seeing 

the History in the View which sets out the criteria for determining the magnitude of 

impact on heritage significance within a view as our criteria for determining the 

magnitude of all impacts. As above, this is concerning as it indicates a misunderstanding 

of our published guidance and also lack of clear reference to the more recent and 

relevant supporting chapters, including the Noise and Vibration 

ES Chapter and Landscape and Visual Impact ES Chapter. 

The methodology has been informed by Good Practice in 

Planning Advice Notes 1-3 as stated within the ES Chapter and 

supporting Heritage assessment. Where ‘Seeing History in the 

View’ has been discussed, this is in relation to how it has informed 

the methodology of the assessment work. This is detailed further 

within the supporting ES Chapter.   

The ES Chapter includes an assessment of the sensitivity of 

individual assets to change.  

As aforementioned, the Built Heritage ES Chapter assesses 

numerous factors which can affect the setting of heritage assets. 

This includes but is not limited to noise and vibration. This 

assessment has been the relevant supporting chapters, including 

the Noise and Vibration ES Chapter and Landscape and Visual 

Impact ES Chapter. 

The ES Chapter is informed by an understanding and assessment 

of the significance of the asset, in terms of the special 

architectural and historic interest of the identified designated 

heritage assets, their character and appearance where applicable, 

and the contribution of setting to that significance. This is clearly 

set out within the supporting Heritage Assessment. It does not 

employ a matrix based approach.  

As aforementioned, it is acknowledged within the assessment 

work that the contribution made by setting to the significance of 

heritage assets is based on a number of factors, including visual.  

Where relevant, the project team has provided visual and 

sufficient information for areas which will not be affected visually 

by the Proposed Development. 
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primary advice regarding significance and setting (beyond issues related to visibility) in 

the Good Practice in Planning Advice Notes, particularly GPA3. 

 

 

Additional specific comments: 

• 10.11 - The National Monuments Record is now known as the Historic England 

Archive: https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/archive/. 

• Use of the same numerical system for identifying the guidance/policy references was 

confusing as it was not clear that this was not a cross referencing error until the end of 

the chapter 

Additional advice arising from submission of documents for community consultation: 

• We have reviewed the separately submitted revised masterplan and advise that the 

impact of proposed ‘mitigation’ will need to be assessed in relation to whether this is in 

itself harmful. We are concerned by the potential impact of the use of a significant 

number of large bunds in the landscape. 

• We welcome the production of high quality images illustrating the visual impact of the 

proposed development. We have found those submitted in the materials attached to the 

community consultation programme helpful in illustrating the nature of the visual 

impacts. We advise that it will be necessary to consider the additional viewpoints 

required to illustrate the visual impact in relation to the historic environment and 

individual designated assets. We refer you to our statutory response to the Planning 

Inspectorate in relation to the selection of necessary viewpoints and would welcome the 

opportunity to advise further. 

Please telephone me if you would like to discuss any of the above advice. We will be 

pleased to advise further in line with the recommendations of the Planning Inspectorate’s 

Scoping Opinion. 

These comments are noted. 

The Built Heritage ES Chapter addresses specifically designed or 

historically relevant views and vistas. Visual and sufficient 

information for areas not affected visually by the Proposed 

Development, has also been provided. 
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5. Milton Malsor Parish Council 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 6 September 2016 

The Parish Council has viewed the recently published updated illustrative plans for the 

proposed SRFI between Milton Malsor and Blisworth.  

The small scale of the visualisations makes it impossible for them to be viewed with 

sufficient clarity on computer screens, and any attempt to enlarge the plans only results 

in a part of each drawing being visible which renders them useless. 

Due to the importance of these documents the Parish Council requests that Rail Central 

host a display of large scale drawings which can be viewed by the Council and 

residents. Not all residents have access to a computer. 

The Parish Council also requests that the 30th September deadline for submission of 

comments (phase 1 consultation) of the SoCC be delayed until 31st October in order to 

allow residents sufficient time to view reasonably sized documents and to make their 

submissions. 

The Council must emphasise, the visualisations in their current form are not fit for 

purpose, and do not enable residents to make an informed judgment on their 

acceptability, hence fail to comply with the agreed SoCC. 

These comments are noted and have been considered. 

The visualisations were undertaken in line with industry and 

professional standards and are based on technical base 

information which enables us to show the potential Rail Central 

buildings in their landscape setting.  A representative sample of 

viewpoints was selected to develop into visualisations for 

illustrative purposes and to supplement the consultation. 

Large-scale copies (in A2 size) of the Updated Plans and 

Visualisations were subsequently provided to Milton Malsor Parish 

Council which the Rail Central was thanked for. 

With respect to the request to extend to the consultation deadline, 

this was agreed to and the project team confirmed the extension 

to 21 October 2016 in a letter to the parish council dated 12 

September 2016. 

A full set of visualisations were subsequently developed and 

published as part of the Phase Two Consultation.  Furthermore, 

the project team ensured these were available in large scale (A1) 

at the Phase Two public exhibitions.  It should also be noted that 

an interactive 3D CGI model was created for Phase Two 

consultation in response to feedback and to enable enhanced 

understanding of the proposals and how they might appear within 

the site and landscape setting. 

Dated: 20 September 2016 

Thank you for your email of the 12th September 2016, the content of which was 

discussed at the Parish Council meeting that evening. 

These comments are noted.  

As noted, Camargue provided two large scale copies of the 

Updated Plans and Visualisations document (printed in A2 size). 
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The Council welcomes your decision to delay the deadline for responding to the phase 

one consultation until 21st October 2016 and will update its Facebook page accordingly. 

Thank you for the large visualisations now received.  Members would like to enquire if 

they are also being made available at the Deposit locations. Further, the Council will 

arrange to meet with the Secretary of the Village Hall in order to ascertain what facilities 

could be made available to display the large scale plans. 

The Updated Plans and Visualisations document was also 

available digitally in the deposit locations. 

Dated: 28 September 2016 

Further to the Parish Council's previous email regarding your request to publicly display 

the visualisation plans that you recently sent to the Parish office. 

The Council would like to advise you that having met with the Secretary of the Village 

Hall Committee to discuss what facilities could be made available to display the A2 size 

plans and visualisations, it has been pointed out by the Secretary that the hall is kept 

locked unless it is being used by a club or society, and for security reasons cannot be 

left open for villagers to access. 

Unfortunately, this precludes the Council from displaying the plans in the hall. 

It is therefore suggested that Rail Central should hire the hall in order to put on a display 

of the plans and have experts available to answer villager's questions. 

The Rail Central team provided A2-sized hard copies of the 

Updated Plans and Visualisations to complement the wider 

engagement and notifications that the team has carried out (using 

both hard copy and digitally available information and materials).   

The team considered the request to hold public exhibitions to 

display the materials; however, this was considered not to be 

proportionate and could cause confusion amongst the public.  

Furthermore, a full suite of visualisations would be published as 

part of the subsequent Phase Two Consultation, as outlined 

above. 

Dated: 20 October 2016 

On the 14th October 2015 Ashfield Land (Rail Central) met with the Planning 

Inspectorate for an initial project meeting.  The minutes of that meeting stated “The 

Developer (yourselves) outlined that both Local Authorities have been supportive of the 

application, noting the potential for job creation and the sustainability for the area” You 

allowed this statement to stand as a true record of the meeting until February 2016 when 

Milton Malsor Parish Council noted the false nature of the statement The minutes were 

amended on the 4th March with the false statement removed. 

At the same meeting the Planning Inspectorate requested that consideration be given to 

the timing of the submission of a Scoping Request as if it were too close to Christmas 

These comments have been noted.  Rail Central would contest 

the assertion that the project team has provided 

misleading/incorrect information and has sought to stifle 

meaningful discussion.  The Consultation Report evidences the 

extent to which the team has engaged Milton Malsor Parish 

Council and others in the community, provided information, sought 

feedback and fed comments into the design process.  For 

example, MMPC was invited to join the Local Liaison Group and a 

representative of the parish council attended meetings.  Dialogue 

has been regular and substantial during the pre-application 
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then consultees might not have a clear 28 days in which to submit their responses to the 

Inspectorate. Totally ignoring this request you submitted the Scoping Request just two 

weeks prior to Christmas. 

These two instances outlined your whole approach to consultation, ie.  Give out 

misleading/incorrect information and attempt to stifle meaningful discussion. This is the 

approach that we have encountered throughout the entire consultation process.  

In April 2016 you published your Statement of Community Consultation (SOCC).  This 

report is provided by Milton Malsor Parish Council as its response to the first phase of 

this process (section 47 Consultation) 

period, which is inconsistent with view that the project provides 

‘misleading/incorrect information’. 

With respect to the substantive point around the Scoping Report, 

it is noted that MMPC requested an amendment to the PINS 

meeting note and that an amendment was duly made in order to 

address any potential ambiguity or misinterpretation. 

The Scoping Request was submitted in line with the project 

programme with adequate opportunity for responses to be made. 

Following an initial presentation to the Parish Council in December 2015 consultation 

with Rail Central to date has primarily consisted of a series of eight public exhibitions 

held at various local centres, Local Liaison Group (LLG) meetings held in March and 

May and September and Updated plans and visualisations issued in August. 

1.1 The feedback provided here is based on comments and observations made by 

residents of Milton Malsor who attended the exhibition held in Milton Malsor Village Hall 

on Friday 20th May 2016 and by Milton Malsor residents who attended one or more 

exhibitions at other locations. 

1.2 As stated, the event in Milton Malsor was held on Friday 20th May and between the 

hours of 12.00 and 8.00 pm.  This was totally unsatisfactory in that residents who 

commute to work found it difficult/impossible to attend the event.  The majority of the 1.3 

proposed development is within Milton Malsor Parish and to only hold one exhibition in 

the village (compared to four in Blisworth) is completely unacceptable.  

1.4 The general perception of those residents attending the exhibitions was that many of 

the answers to questions that they posed were vague and unconvincing.  For those 

attending more than one exhibition they found that in a number of instances they 

received different answers to the same question .This was probably in part due to 

different consultants being present at some of the exhibitions and partly due to a lack of 

These comments have been considered and further details are 

provided below. 

The National Policy establishes the need for a network of SRFI 

across the country in locations which have access to road and rail 

infrastructure and in the most viable markets. This means that 

different regional geographies need to be supplied and there is no 

policy-based restriction or geographical restraint on the number of 

SRFI required across the Country or across specific regions to 

meet demand.  In this context, the NPS makes it clear it is for the 

market to determine the viability of particular proposals. 

In market terms, operator requirements are the key driver, set 

against a wider market context where the vast majority of current 

warehousing has no prospect of rail accessibility now or in the 

future.  A greater availability of space and improved connectivity 

between rail infrastructure and its markets will serve to encourage 

business to make more use of these facilities, with the 

commensurate environmental benefits, compared to a do-nothing 

option wholly reliant on road haulage and the highway network. 

Indeed, at a national level, newer SRFI facilities are emerging to 

fill identified gaps in the national network and clusters are 
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knowledge/understanding of the consultants themselves.  The contradictory nature of 

some of these answers brought into question the value of the consultation at this stage. 

1.5 i) The major concern of Milton Malsor residents is the volume of traffic through the 

village particularly during the morning and evening ‘rush hours’ when much ‘rat running’ 

takes place.  Much local debate has taken place about Rail Central proposals to build a 

Roundabout or an underpass on the Northampton/Towcester Road.  A roundabout 

would have potentially dire consequences for traffic in both Milton Malsor and Blisworth. 

ii) A document entitled ‘Parameters Plan’ was issued to those attending the exhibition 

and this clearly showed NO access to the site from the Northampton Road.  This 

contradicted some of the display panels which did show a potential access.  None of the 

consultants were able to give a definite answer as to what was actually being proposed. 

iii) The parameters plan itself was contradicted within a booklet (P E I Summary) that 

was also handed out at the exhibitions where in section 4.2 it stated that ‘no HGV traffic 

will use the old Northampton Road but that options for local and employee access are 

being considered.’ 

iv) The PEIR stage 1 issued at the same time as the summary document referred to in 

iii) above contradicts both the Parameters Plan and the summary document.   Page 266 

states ‘HGV access would not be permitted from Northampton Road unless there is an 

emergency’.  None of the Consultants were able to define exactly what would constitute 

an emergency. 

v)  If there is to be emergency access from Northampton Road how would this be 

controlled and who would make the decision as to what is an emergency? Again when 

questioned on this none of the consultants was able to give an answer.  Presently the 

M1 motorway around junctions 15 and 15A suffers from severe congestion. If due to 

motorway congestion traffic to/from the site is allowed onto Northampton Road the local 

villages with their narrow roads would very quickly become gridlocked. 

1.6 i) The second most significant issue raised by Milton Malsor residents was that of 

flooding.   

beginning to form.  Examples of SRFI emerging to deliver a 

network of sites include: 

• Port Salford, serving the Greater Manchester conurbation of 

the North West, between Widnes 3MG serving the Liverpool 

conurbation to the west and Wakefield Europort to the east; 

• iPort Doncaster, serving the east of Yorkshire and 

Humberside, with Wakefield Europort serving the west of the 

region; 

• East Midlands Gateway (EMG) to serve the area north of 

DIRFT and south of iPort/Wakefield Europort; 

• East Midlands Intermodal Park, serving the area between 

East Midlands Gateway, the North West, Yorkshire & 

Humberside; 

• West Midlands Interchange, serving the Black Country, mid-

Wales and the rest of the area between the Midlands and 

North West; 

• Radlett and Howbury Park, serving London and the South 

East; and 

• Rail Central and/or Northampton Gateway serving the area 

south of DIRFT, Northamptonshire and beyond potentially 

serving the London and the South East. 

The UK’s network of SRFIs has developed since the mid-

1990’s.  The first generation included DIRFT which officially 

opened in November 1997 – over 20 years ago.  A further 

extension to DIRFT (DIRFT III) was secured (via a Development 

Order Consent) in 2014.  The NN NPS (published in 2014 and 

post-dates the DIRFT III consent) confirms that relying upon the 

existing network of SRFI is not feasible or desirable citing that this 

would only lead to increased traffic congestion and constrain 

economic growth.  The NN NPS is also very clear in that it 

expects the private sector to bring forward a network of 

SRFIs.  National policy does not identify where these should be, 
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ii) The exhibition display panels showed a diversion of Milton Malsor brook on the 

Western side of the site.  However the main issue for residents is the brook on the 

eastern side of the Northampton Road which runs through the centre of the village and 

joins the Milton Malsor brook just to the north.  The consultants were questioned about 

this brook but appeared unaware of its existence and of the flooding that has occurred in 

the village.  This brook runs through a number of culverts in the village which currently 

only just cope with the volume of water during times of heavy rain fall. 

1.7 i) The ability to walk through the local countryside using the network of Public Rights 

of Way (PRoW) is an important leisure activity for people in the local area.  There are a 

number of footpaths that cross the site the main ones being those to Blisworth, 

Collingtree and Roade.  All of these routes make use of Barn Lane an unclassified road 

which would be closed for a significant part of it length. All of your proposed diversions 

are far from adequate as they either run alongside railway tracks rather than through 

open fields or involve multiple crossings of the railway. The footpath between Milton 

Malsor and Blisworth provides a vital safe and secure route for residents of Milton 

Malsor to reach the Scout Hut, Football pitch and Playing Fields in Blisworth without the 

need to encounter traffic on the Highway network. Your so called diversion would not 

only involve three crossings of the railway tracks but would be almost three times the 

length of the part of the path it replaces (approximately 3.05 km compared to 

approximately 1.10km) rendering it totally useless.  You avoided discussing these 

proposals with local residents, presumably on the basis that you know that they are 

completely unacceptable. 

ii)        The following is a quote from Community Update Summer 2016 headed 

Landscaping and Footpaths. “We have assessed the various routes and established the 

clear objective of keeping existing footpaths open and retaining existing links, seeking 

opportunities for introducing green space, bunding and planting, and looking for ways of 

improving existing connections between villages” This is a totally false and completely 

misleading statement.  Your proposals will close the existing link between Milton Malsor 

and Blisworth and replace it with a route which in all probability would never be used. It 

would not create green space, it already is green space. What you would create is an 

abomination of railway tracks, warehousing, HGV noise and pollution and massive 

overhead cranes.  Finally, how you can suggest that your proposal would improve the 

but recognises that they will need to be both close to the road and 

rail network and the markets they serve.  In reality, the specific 

requirements of SRFI are such that many parts of the UK and 

many sites can be ruled out.  This is explicitly accepted in national 

policy which accepts that greenfield locations are likely to come 

forward as SRFI opportunities if they are close to the national 

network (road and rail). 

The anticipated rate of freight growth (which has been used for 

planning purposes) requires more SRFI to be delivered.  The 

Market Assessment (Document 7.4) demonstrate the need and 

demand for more SRFI.  It identifies the East and West Midlands 

and the Golden Triangle (where the proposed development is 

located) is the heartland of the logistics industry and where future 

demand will remain high.  It confirms unsurprisingly that there is 

an existing concentration of SRFI but explains that this needs to 

expand if the demand and anticipated projections for rail freight is 

to be met.  It also notes that all large logistics buildings that have 

been built at DIRFT have been occupied demonstrating the huge 

demand for large logistics facilities which are rail served in this 

location.  Since DIRFT III received consent, Prologis has 

completed one speculative building of c. 10,684 sq m (115,000 sq 

ft) which has been leased by a logistics operator and it is building 

a new facility of c. 37,160 sq m (400,000 sq ft) for a major retailer, 

highlighting on-going demand.  Rail Central will form part of the 

continuing supply of rail served warehousing meeting government 

objectives and complement the existing SRFI network by 

expanding further south which is poorly served by SRFI. 

The emergence of clustering reflects the experience of continental 

Europe, the scale of demand for SRFI in specific locations and 

major markets reflecting the success of the concept, e.g.: 
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connection between the villages is beyond comprehension when what it would do is 

exactly the opposite of that. 

1.8 An example of misleading information given to residents was when questioned as to 

why Rail Central was needed when DIRFT was only a few miles up the road the stock 

answer given was that DIRFT and Rail Central were on different time scales.  It was also 

stated that DIRFT would be completed by the time Rail Central started.  Not only was 

this information misleading but also totally incorrect as DIRFT 3 will not reach full 

capacity for at least another ten years. 

i. Hams Hall SRFI and Birch Coppice SRFI – less than 

10km apart 

ii. East Midlands Gateway SRFI and East Midlands 

Distribution Centre RFI – less than 3km apart; and 

iii. DIRFT I, II and III (within which 4 separate RFI facilities 

effectively compete for business), to be supported by an 

emerging cluster of Rail Central and/or Northampton 

Gateway to expand this network further south. 

The success of these co-located SRFI is not accidental; it is a 

direct response to meeting demand and growth in rail freight 

accessibility located in the heart of the country which has greatest 

access to the UK population and located within the heartland of 

the logistics sector with a predominance of existing logistics 

occupiers.  It also echoes the pattern of road-served distribution 

parks which also exist in clusters around major highway 

intersections (e.g. motorway junctions).  

This is largely being achieved by new occupiers and businesses 

utilising rail freight (which is fully consistent with the policy 

objectives of the NPS) rather than diverting rail freight traffic from 

elsewhere.  Indeed, it would be impractical, and against the grain 

of the NPS, for customers to rely upon remote facilities elsewhere 

to meet its own freight requirements. 

With respect to the specific points raised: 

1.1 This is noted 

1.2 This is noted.  One event was held at Milton Malsor Village 

Hall due to the limited venue availability.  As referenced in the 

feedback, a number of other exhibitions were held locally, 

including two in nearby Blisworth Arm and two in nearby 

Blisworth village.  In direct response to feedback, two events 

were held at the Village Hall in Phase Two 

1.3 N/A 
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1.4 The Rail Central team is disappointed by these comments and 

it is felt these are not a fair reflection of the events.  The 

Project was at a relatively early stage and limited information 

was available as detailed surveys were yet to be completed 

and the proposals were still subject to extensive consultation 

with stakeholders and the public.  This may explain why 

specifics were limited and information was proportionate to 

the position within the overall programme.  At the Phase Two 

Consultation, Rail Central published a significantly greater 

depth of information and, with surveys largely completed, 

could address points with more certainty. 

1.5 These comments are noted.  A key aim of the highway 

improvements is to attract traffic towards the strategic road 

network, thereby reducing rat-running through local villages.  

Analysis provided within Chapter 17 of the Environmental 

Statement and the TA at Appendix 17.1, demonstrates that 

the proposed package of capacity improvements provides an 

overall benefit to the operation of the wider highway network, 

with trips returning to major routes and away from, in some 

cases, inappropriate, minor routes.  A roundabout will not be 

provided on Northampton / Towcester Road with vehicular 

access to the site being provided via a new grade separated 

junction on the A43. The two sides of the SRFI site will be 

served via an underpass to ensure traffic cannot access the 

site via Northampton / Towcester Road.  The only points of 

access from Northampton / Towcester Road will be an 

emergency access serving the east side of the site and a bus 

gate / emergency access serving the west side of the site 

which will generate only very occasional vehicular movements 

associated with bus movements and access for emergency 

vehicles only.  It is considered that these points of access will 

not be used in times of severe congestion on the strategic 

road network.  Access here will be controlled by the 

emergency services (ie ‘blue light access’). 
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1.6 These comments are noted.  These discussions were useful 

to gain an understanding of local issues.  Whilst the 

information provided is anecdotal it was not available from any 

other source (EA, LLFA etc).  This information, and the need 

to, where possible, address the issues was included in the 

assessment as a result. 

1.7 Your comments are noted.  Four key routes were identified 

that pass through the application site.  These have been 

analysed in the public rights of way strategy document 

(Document no. 7.44.6 Rev C).  This provides a breakdown of 

each route and a comparison with the proposed diversion.  

The proposed route between Blisworth and Milton Malsor 

would provide a combined cycleway / footway between the 

two villages which will loosely follow the route of the 

Northampton Road. The majority of these footpath diversions 

will be set within greenspace with a combination of bunding 

and woodland planting providing visual separation from the 

wider development. 

1.8 DIRFT 3 was consented in July 2014 and the facility is being 

built out in line with market demand.  Rail Central is a 

proposal in the pre-application stage.  Thy are on different 

timescales.  There is a recognised need for rail-served and 

rail-connected logistics space in the ‘Golden Triangle’.  This is 

addressed in the Market Assessment Report.   

2      Local Liaison Group (LLG) 

  2.1   The Statement of Community of Consultation (SoCC) states that the LLG was set 

up in February 2016 and that information would be expected to be issued via the LLG on 

a monthly basis (either in writing or through meetings).   

2.2 The first LLG meeting held in March was poorly organised.  A number of 

presentations were made by Rail Central staff and consultants comprising of over 70 

slides.  Clearly in the time available it was impossible to expect an informed response 

These comments are noted and were taken on board as the 

consultation process was further defined and advanced. 

The initial meeting of the LLG established the group, introduced 

the proposals and covered a good deal of ground.  It was the first 

in a series of seven LLG meetings carried out pre-application. 
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from the participants.  This resulted in staff/consultants discussing some of the issues 

raised with either small groups or individuals.  Because of this no proper notes were 

taken and therefore no feedback, minutes or list of participants made available.  

Material/presentations from LLG meetings has been routinely 

published on the Rail Central website (enabling further reading, 

sharing and review). 

3. Updated Plans and Visualisations 

The Plans and visualisations that were placed on your website and via CD’s at various 

deposit locations in August were, for villages, totally unreadable due to the small scale 

being used. On being advised of this you accepted the criticism, extended the date by 

which residents had to respond to the consultation by three weeks and provided the 

Parish Council with enlarged copies of the plans. However other than publishing the 

change of date on your website you made no attempt to explain the reason why the date 

had been changed thereby defeating the whole purpose of extending the date and still 

not allowing residents the opportunity of providing informed feedback.  

These comments are noted.  The Rail Central team reflected on 

your comments and felt that the means of publishing them was 

proportionate and appropriate.  Where individuals or others (such 

as the parish council itself) requested printed copies, these were 

provided and the extension in the closing of the consultation 

provided a reasonable amount of time for them to be reviewed 

and considered.  Also, as noted in the feedback, the pack of 

updated plans and visualisations were already published on the 

project website and placed in the deposit locations in the local 

area so could be viewed there. 

4.  Summary 

The overall opinion is that the consultation thus far has been totally inadequate, as at 

this stage, there has been very little actual consultation.  The impression gained is that 

Rail Central has entered into this phase of the consultation long before they are ready.  

In most instances no definitive answers were given to questions being asked.  The most 

common answer to questions was “its early days yet”.  This was clearly unacceptable 

and no way can be considered as ‘consultation’.  You have simply treated the whole so 

called consultation process as an exercise that you believe means you can “tick the box” 

in the planning process relating to Community Consultation. This you have not done as 

what you have done so far is totally inadequate. 

The Phase One Consultation was carried out in line with the 

SoCC and the Report to Inform the SoCC, which had been 

consulted on with SNC, NCC and NBC.  The level of information 

published for consultation reflected the level of information 

available at the time and the potential benefits of early 

engagement.  Substantial further information was made available 

in the two years following Phase One Consultation to submission 

and, in responding to these points, the team ensured Phase Two 

Consultation did not take place until the plans were much further 

advanced, technical assessments and surveys had been 

progressed, and there was a significant depth of information 

available.  The Rail Central consultation has been iterative, 

extensive and comprehensive.  Further details of how consultation 

has been carried out; how feedback has been considered; and 

what changes have been consequently been made to the plans, 

are detailed in the Consultation Report. 
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6. Natural England 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 23 September 2016 

Thank you for consulting us on the updated illustrative masterplan for the strategic rail 

freight interchange. 

To the best of our knowledge, Natural England has only been consulted on the EIA 

scoping report to date, and made our comments in our letter dated 11 January 2016, our 

ref: 174253. We have now received these updated plans, however, do not appear to 

have received any other consultation relating to phase one, which looks to have begun 

in April 2016 from the information available on the project website. 

As outlined in our response to the formal scoping stage, Natural England has identified 

some potential impacts to the nearby Roade Cutting Site of Special Scientific Interest 

(SSSI). There could also be indirect impacts to the Upper Nene Valley Gravel Pits 

Special Protection Area (SPA), Ramsar site and SSSI, which are notified for 

overwintering and breeding bird populations, as the site for the new rail freight 

interchange may consist of supporting habitat for certain species.  There could also be 

implications for other protected species at the site. 

Natural England would welcome the opportunity to discuss these matters with you 

through our Discretionary Advice Service (DAS). We introduced DAS so that we can 

work with applicants, developers, consultants to take appropriate account of 

environmental considerations at an early stage of the process in order to improve the 

quality of applications before they are submitted. We believe this could help to save our 

customers time and money in the long term, whilst also securing good outcomes for the 

natural environment. You will be aware that the formal s42 pre-application stage of the 

NSIP process is required in due course, however in our view it would be beneficial to 

meet ahead of this statutory pre-app consultation to ensure impacts are identified and 

solutions explored as early as possible.  

Please visit the gov.uk website in the hyperlink above, for more information and a 

downloadable request form. We look forward to hearing from you. 

These comments are noted.  Consultation with Natural England 

has been an integral part of every stage of this project.  Via the 

DAS, we have shared our survey methods and results, and 

received advice on whether impacts to European designated sites 

are likely.   

The Rail Central project team has met and discussed the survey 

methods and scope for bats and great crested newts, and the 

approach to assessing potential impacts on bats where no access 

has been available (the Nurseries).  

A draft Statement of Common Ground has now been discussed, 

and DAS written advice has been received that outlines the 

expected content of that statement.    

The team has also discussed the mitigation measures that are 

proposed, and shared the results of assessments.  With respect to 

protected species, the team has discussed the need for a shadow 

licence application for bats and great crested newts. 
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7. Northampton Inland Waterways Association 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 18 May 2016 

The Northamptonshire branch of the Inland Waterways Association would like to make 

representations on three specific aspects of this proposal, using Area Numbers as per 

the Draft illustrative masterplan: 

1. Area 12, Gayton Arm. This area, west of the A43 dual carriageway, is very close to 

both the main Grand Union Canal and the Northampton Arm, plus two large marinas and 

of course local housing. It is a highly sensitive site, already blighted by noise from the 

A43 dual carriageway. However, it also has potential to be a valuable site as a buffer 

zone between the above land uses and the proposed freight terminal with its noise and 

night time light pollution. The local IWA submits that this site has no direct connection 

with the main application site and therefore should be used to mitigate the impact of the 

proposed development on land uses west of the site. As such, the IWA submits that land 

uses such as an hotel would be disastrous because this would introduce noise, traffic 

movement and light pollution 24 hours a day as well as being visually overwhelming in 

this location. The IWA proposes that low key, noise absorbent land uses such as a 

country park with significant tree planting would protect the vulnerable land uses, as 

least to a limited extent, and restrict the commercial development to the east side of the 

A43, making that a clear boundary. Recreational /leisure use could be linked to existing 

towpath walking routes and strengthen wildlife corridors in the locality. 

These comments are noted.  Following on from the Phase One 

consultation, the area within the application site to the west of the 

A43 was removed from the development proposals and set aside 

to create a pocket park. 

In line with the IWA request this pocket park will be used to aid 

with mitigating the proposed development from the adjacent canal 

and marina. 

2. Triangle of land in south west corner of the application site boundary, bounded by the 

railway, canal and A43, adjacent Area 10: The local IWA submits that since this parcel of 

land seems to have no significance for the development proposal and is, we understand, 

not in the applicant’s ownership, it should be deleted entirely from the application site. 

It’s present use as an undeveloped site would therefore continue to act as a buffer 

between the railway and the canal corridor. 

The triangle of land within the south west corner of the site has 

been retained within the site boundary. This area of land is 

necessary to facilitate the construction works to the A43. 

Notwithstanding this, for the most part the area of land in question 

will be retained as being undeveloped and will continue to act as a 

buffer between the railway and the canal corridor. 
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3. Access Road Underpass, Area 9: It is understood that a restricted access from 

Northampton Road (old A43) at this point is anticipated. The local IWA is very concerned 

about the potential for traffic associated with the site other than lorry movements (eg 

journey to work movements from the surrounding area) will severely impact on all local 

roads and communities. This includes the A508 through Roade and minor roads through 

and around Blisworth and Milton Malsor, some of which cross the main canal or the 

Northampton Arm on narrow and vulnerable 200 year old road bridges. The local IWA 

submits that is essential that any access other than the proposed new interchange on 

the A43 is severely limited to emergency vehicles etc.  

It would be much appreciated if you could acknowledge receipt of this email and its 

representations to the email address below. If you require any clarification or further 

discussion on the above points, the local IWA would be pleased to be in further contact. 

Vehicular access to the site will be provided via a new grade 

separated junction on the A43. The two sides of the SRFI site will 

be served via an underpass to ensure traffic cannot access the 

site via Northampton / Towcester Road.  The only points of 

access from Northampton / Towcester Road will be an emergency 

access serving the east side of the site and a bus gate / 

emergency access serving the west side of the site which will 

generate only very occasional vehicular movements associated 

with bus movements and access for emergency vehicles only. 
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8. Northampton Ramblers 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 17 September 2016 

I write on behalf of Northampton Ramblers. We are an independent local organisation 

and have been arranging walking and social events, mainly in Northamptonshire, for the 

past 53 years. We currently have a membership of 158. 

At our recent Executive Committee meeting on 8 September the likely implications of the 

above scheme and the expected effects on the local countryside were discussed at 

some length and due to the details currently available to the public it was resolved to 

object in principle to the proposed scheme. It was agreed that the likely impact on the 

environment would be totally unacceptable and indeed "terminal". The quality of life for 

all those in the area would depreciate to an unacceptable level and at least two villages 

in the area would entirely lose their rural identity. As a walking group we are also deeply 

concerned as to the effect that the development would have on a number of existing 

public rights of way in the same area and that the quality of walking would consequently 

be vastly reduced. It could even become a no go area for walkers! The significant 

increase in local road traffic would inevitably result in additional dangers and pollution 

etc. A number of our members have visited your presentations in the area and we are 

not so far aware of anyone who would support the scheme in any way. I therefore wish 

to record our complete opposition in principle to the proposals as they stand at the 

present time. 

These comments are noted and have been considered.  Four key 

footpath routes were identified that pass through the application 

site.  These have been analysed in the public rights of way 

strategy document (Document no. 7.44.6 Rev C).   

This provides a breakdown of each route and a comparison with 

the proposed diversion.  Each of these PROW has been routed 

though green space wherever feasible to minimise loss of amenity 

and a new country park created wrapping round the southern 

edge of Milton Malsor. 
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9. Quinton Parish Council 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 21 September 2016 

Councillors Bentley & Core were disappointed that Nick Gallop was unable to present at 

the last LLG meeting. Is there likely to be an opportunity for him to re-schedule before 

the end of your current consultation period? 

 

These comments are noted, which relate to the LLG but are 

covered here nonetheless.  As explained at the time, the team’s 

rail consultant Nick Gallop had to withdraw from the 13 September 

2016 LLG meeting at the last minute due to a family member 

being involved in a serious car accident.  For that reason, a rail 

summary was included in the meeting notes sent to Quinton 

Parish Council and the other LLG members on 21 September 

2016 and Nick Gallop presented at the next but one LLG meeting 

on 18 July 2017.  He also attended the two further subsequent 

meetings of the LLG. 

The main concern Quinton has regarding the project is the potential increase of traffic on 

our rural and already overused roads. The Council notes that most of the heavy traffic 

will enter the site from the new junction proposed on the A43 and is looking for 

clarification that this route will also be used by the 8000 site employees?. Can you 

please confirm that there will be no vehicular access whatsoever from the old 

Northampton Road onto the site. If there is to be access then Quinton will object most 

strongly as it may encourage traffic to flow through Quinton to Blisworth and onto the 

site. 

Vehicular access to the site will be provided via a new grade 

separated junction on the A43. The two sides of the SRFI site will 

be served via an underpass to ensure traffic cannot access the 

site via Northampton / Towcester Road.  The only points of 

access from Northampton / Towcester Road will be an emergency 

access serving the east side of the site and a bus gate / 

emergency access serving the west side of the site which will 

generate only very occasional vehicular movements associated 

with bus movements and access for emergency vehicles only. 
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10. Ramblers Association (Northampton Group) 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 29 April 2016 

I refer to our discussion at the Public Exhibition held in the Walnut Inn, Station Road, 

Blisworth yesterday afternoon. 

As I mentioned I was attending on behalf of the Ramblers Association as a follow up to 

the letter your Director, Planning, Claire Cope, sent on 18th April to Fiona Rawlings, our 

Area General Secretary for Northamptonshire. I am a Local Footpath Secretary, one of 

14 who cover the County, and together we form an Area Footpath Committee which 

meets regularly to discuss and agree policy on matters affecting our rights of way 

network. 

As I said to you I think it was an omission that there were no hand outs, other than the 

Non-Technical Summary, in support of the information on the display boards and 

contained in the two bound booklets put out on the table. 

In our view such leaflets are essential for a proper study of the proposals and as a 

continuing source of reference.  

Following our discussion I came across the Draft Plan for Community Consultation and 

this is a prime example of a document containing information which in my view should 

have been made more widely available, either as leaflets or as an entity even if this was 

only an 'as requested' basis. 

You kindly agreed to forward me a hard copy of the indicative Site Plan and I am 

pleased to say that having later also approached your colleague Katy Lightbody she 

undertook to forward me a hard copy of the Community Consultation document. You 

may wish to liaise with her to dovetail arrangements and I confirm my contact details 

below:- 

These comments have been considered.  The Rail Central team 

was disappointed you feel there was not enough information 

available for exhibition attendees to take home.  

At the Phase One Consultation, the public exhibitions were 

established in a way to allow attendees to review the proposals on 

the exhibition panels, which contained overview information that 

was available at that stage; to ask representatives of the team any 

questions at the event; and to give their feedback in writing – 

either at the event or via post, email or the website.  At the 

exhibitions, further information was available in the draft 

Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR) and the 

Non-Technical Summary of the PEIR, as well as in packs 

available on the tables and in answers the team may provide.  All 

documents and published materials were also available in both 

the deposit locations (local libraries and council offices) and on 

the project website, from where they could be downloaded.  The 

information that was published reflected the level of information 

and details that were available at that time. 

With respect to the public exhibitions themselves, we gave 

exhibition attendees arriving at the event a feedback form and a 

non-technical summary, and directed them to the exhibition 

panels, which contained the primary information being presented.  

Further materials were available for reference on the tables. 

With respect to the form of the exhibitions and consultation, in 

April 2016 Rail Central published its Statement of Community 

Consultation (SoCC) and the Report to Inform the SoCC, which 
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I can say at the outset that in respect of the rights of way which cut across the site we 

would expect you to be pro-active in ensuring all relevant provisions of the NPPF are 

met eg the rights of way should be retained as a safe and convenient feature, kept 

distinct and separate from pavements and roads. Also in the case of proposed 

diversions we consider the provisions of Para. 7.8 of Defra Circular 1/09 should be 

observed'. 

In respect of the foregoing, information on your display boards does in fact refer to 

concerns about the impact on existing rights of way and that these should be mitigated 

by the creation of new footpaths or a new open space or a country park. Naturally we 

would support each of these suggestions. The need for the rights of way to be diverted 

was also mentioned, which is evident from the display material, and the fact that options 

are currently being considered and that any diversions will be provided to a high 

standard and within the landscaped area. We also welcome these commitments  

Unfortunately, however, in my opinion it was not evident from the display material how 

these diversions might be achieved and we would welcome more information on this, 

and indeed input if possible, at an early stage. To this end may I suggest a meeting 

would be helpful and if you agree if this could be arranged before the 6th June I would 

be able to report back to the Area Footpath Committee at its meeting being held on that 

date.  

I look forward to receiving the documentation requested and to your response to the 

suggestion of a meeting and thank you in anticipation. 

specified how the consultation would be carried out.  The three 

local authorities covering the site were consulted on the draft 

versions of these documents.  Once finalised, they were published 

on the project website, made available at a series of local libraries 

and council offices (known as the deposit locations), and made 

available at the public exhibitions.  Adverts publicising the 

availability of these were published in the local newspaper, the 

Northampton Chronicle & Echo. 

In considering and having regard for these comments, there was 

significantly greater level of information available at the next 

phase of exhibitions as part of the Phase Two Consultation. 

With respect to footpaths, a footpath strategy document has been 

prepared as part of the DCO which identifies four key routes and 

analyses how these will be diverted to maintain connectivity.  In 

addition, the creation of the pocket park and linear country park 

will provide additional linkages around Milton Malsor and a 

number of informal routes within the landscaped areas of the 

proposed scheme. 

Dated: 3 August 2016 

Further hereon; on Monday 1st August our Area Footpath Committee duly discussed 

Rail Central's proposed development and the proposals in respect of the rights of way 

network as set out in the Draft Local Footpath Overview, together with the points we 

made at our meeting with you on 21 July, as reproduced in your Notes of the Meeting. 

It was agreed that I should affirm our aspirations to you and on the basis that these can 

be met I can confirm that The Ramblers will not object to your proposed development.  

These comments have been considered and further details in 

response can be found below: 

1. KX16 has been extended to come out closer to Milton Malsor.  

A new footpath link will also cross over the Northampton Road 

and around the southern edge of the village to link into KX7, 

KX8 and Barn Lane 

2. Due to the elevated nature of the grade separated junction an 

underpass has been proposed.  This will be lit (movement 
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For ease of reference our aspirations are:- 

1) Footpath Milton Malsor KX16 to be extended within the site to come out on to the road 

closer to Milton Malsor village 

2) A light controlled pedestrian crossing to be provided where the diverted Footpath 

RD12/KX16 crosses the principle road access to the development from the A43. 

3) The proposed new footpath links within the site to be dedicated as rights of way and 

that these and the diverted paths within the development should be appropriately 

surfaced (Note: by this is meant rolled gravel with fines, or similar (not tarmac) 

4) The 2 new bridges across the railway lines to be constructed to meet the 'accessibility' 

design standards applicable at the time. 

5) The proposed new headland paths to have a specified width of 2m. 

The Committee identified one further aspiration, viz:- 

6) The possible new cycleway referred to in your Key Objectives (and any other 

cycleway or shared use pedestrian / cycleway which may be proposed) to have a 

specified width of 3m. 

The Committee noted and welcomed the proposal to provide a 'green bridge' 

where the internal road intersects with the existing road through the site. 

In the Next Steps section of your Notes you refer to a continuing Ramblers / Rail Central 

dialogue and we look forward to participating in this in due course. 

If you have any queries regarding the above please say and could I ask that you confirm 

that you have received this message. Thank you. 

sensor lighting so only when used) to alleviate any safety 

concerns 

3. The key routes identified will be adopted as PROW and 

surfaced with self-bound gravel 

4. Providing this is feasible (given the elevated nature of the 

railway at the crossing points)  

5. The proposed footpaths will be 2m  

6. The proposed cycleway will be 3m 

Dated: 19 September 2016 

My apologies for the delay in responding, just got back from 2 weeks away. I can confirm 

that in principle the Ramblers would welcome a pedestrian foot tunnel as now suggested 

These comments are noted.  The exact length will depend on the 

final road design but based on the current masterplan this is 

approximately 60m.  The ecological mitigation proposes that the 
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but of course will wish to know the proposed width, height and length and whether it will 

be lit or not. 

tunnel is oversized width wise to enable it to be utilised as part of 

a bat corridor running along the western boundary of the site.  It 

will indeed be lit but the lighting will use motion sensors to 

minimise lighting within the bat corridor. 

Dated: 23 September 2016 

Further to my message below; I am advised that there are a number of water courses / 

ditches where the tunnel may be located and I would therefore like to add the following 

additional request, which is that the tunnel should be well drained to prevent flooding. 

These comments are noted.  Existing watercourse and ditches 

across the site will be diverted as necessary to accommodate the 

development and ensure continuity of land drainage through the 

site. The design of the tunnel will include a dedicated drainage 

system to ensure flooding does not occur. 

Dated: 24 September 2016 

Thank you for your assurances in respect of the design of the tunnel. 

You are not the first and will not be the last to be misled by the name Northampton 

Ramblers, it is a constant source of confusion. They are a walking club completely 

separate to the Northampton Group of the Ramblers Association, although some people 

belong to both. The Club, which to be fair was in existence long before the Northampton 

group of the RA was formed, used to be Affiliated to the RA but terminated this 

arrangement some time ago. 

{personal information redacted} … is one of those with dual membership and as an RA 

Member is a Member of our RA Area Footpath Committee. On a personal level 

{personal information redacted} himself is opposed to your scheme but the Area 

Footpath Committee as a whole is not and collectively has taken the stance explained to 

you in the emails and at our meeting. 

These comments are noted. 
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11. South Northamptonshire Council 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 28 July 2016 

Thank you for the update and I will put the LLG date in my diary. 

I have recently been made aware that a second SFRI proposal, on land to the east of 

the Rail Central site between the Northampton Loop Line and M1 Junction 15, is likely to 

be promoted as a nationally significant infrastructure project.  

Local people are somewhat astounded at this further proposal and unsurprisingly it is 

already giving rise to queries; e.g.   how will the proposals will be considered, obviously 

one for PINS, how will each promoter assess the impact of the other scheme on their 

scheme and the cumulative impact of the two schemes. I would hazard some of these 

will be directed towards yourselves, if they have not already been. 

These comments are noted.  The cumulative effect of Rail Central 

with Northampton Gateway is addressed within each chapter in 

the ES, and summarised in a separate chapter.  This covers 

cumulative effects arising in combination with Northampton 

Gateway and other committed development in the area (noting 

that Northampton Gateway is not yet determined).  Nevertheless, 

it is important that the effects of Rail Central alone are identified, 

as required by the EIA Regulations. 
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12. Stop Rail Central 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 22 September 2016 

Hamer Associates have been engaged by Ashfield Land Ltd to ‘consult’ with the owners 

of residential properties “in closest proximity” to their proposed Rail Central development 

in South Northamptonshire. As part of this ‘consultation’ a number of property owners 

have been contacted to discuss discretionary compensation in the form of a Property 

Bond. The property bond is scant compensation as it only offers the residents a market 

value for their property and no compensation for the costs of relocation. However, the 

relative merits of this bond are not the subject of this communication. 

Stop Rail Central Ltd are representing the interests of the community on a number of 

matters and have been asked for assistance by a group of residents whose lives would 

be seriously affected by this proposed development if it ever goes ahead. These people 

are already suffering much anguish and feel that recent events are putting further 

unjustified, unnecessary and unfair pressure on them. 

The residents of Railway Cottages received a letter from Hamer Associates dated 31st 

August 2016 requiring them to sign a form by the 30th September 2016 to confirm 

whether they were interested in signing up to the aforementioned Property Bond being 

offered by Ashfield Land. Given this unreasonable timescale they feel that they are being 

unduly pressurised, especially considering that a Development Consent Order 

application will not be lodged until the middle of 2017 and that a decision might not be 

made until a year or so after that. 

The conclusion naturally drawn by the residents is that Ashfield Land are pressurising 

them into signing to attain a favourable position with the Examining Authority (EA) when, 

as part of the decision making process, the EA consider the detrimental effects on the 

local community. They have no doubt that Ashfield Land will use any acquiescence to 

their advantage. But the residents fear that if they do not sign they will end up with 

properties that are worthless. None of them wish to move (or sign the forms), but they 

{Please note the numbers correspond to left hand column of 

feedback} 

This feedback is noted, and the Rail Central team has had regard 

to all comments raised: 

Property Bond 

The Property Bond was specifically introduced in response to 

concerns that Rail Central could potentially cause the diminution 

in value of properties in closest proximity to the development.  The 

Property Bond is therefore designed to protect residential owners 

who wish to take it up, against the possibility of the value of their 

property depreciating due to the effect of Rail Central.  It provides 

certainty that those homeowners remain in an equivalent financial 

position in terms of property value.  Furthermore, the Applicant 

offered to cover all reasonable legal costs and instruct an 

independent valuer to value the property.   

Rail Central wrote to SRC (26 September 2016) in response to its 

letter of 22 September 2016 providing a response and clarification 

on the points raised with regard to the Property Bond. 

The Property Bond is a wholly discretionary measure put forward 

by the applicant in response to an acknowledged gap in the 

statutory compensation code.  The Property Bond provides a 

much greater level of protection for those property owners who 

accept it than would otherwise be available. 

Network Rail logo 
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feel they have no choice otherwise the offer could be withdrawn and they will lose 

everything. 

However, the primary reason for this communication is to draw your attention to a very 

serious matter. The letter from Hamer Associates dated 31st August 2016 was sent on a 

letterhead which included the Network Rail logo. Network Rail have nothing to do with 

this matter and I am sure they themselves would be less than happy when they find out 

that such a letter has been sent without authorisation and, worse still, in error. Whether 

the inclusion of the logo was intentional to heap further pressure on the owners, we will 

never know (the residents certainly feel that this is the case). When SRC raised this 

matter directly with James Digby of Ashfield Land, he responded to SRC (after a number 

of days and a subsequent chase), via his PR consultant Ben Copithorne of Camargue, 

stating that Hamer Associates had probably put the wrong stationery in the printer. We 

are incredulous. This sort of behaviour is unprofessional, unbelievable and 

unacceptable. We fully intend to make all interested stakeholders, including Network 

Rail, aware of this nefarious and uncaring attitude towards people whose lives are being 

turned upside down. 

To further illustrate the lack of care being taken by a supposedly ‘professional’ 

organisation, the Hamer Associates communication of the 31st August 2016 stated a 

second required by date of the 14th October 2016, contrary to the 30th September 

deadline stated earlier in the communication. 

Taking all the above into account, the residents of Railway Cottages have asked SRC 

Ltd to put the following to Ashfield Land. 

1. That the residents that have already signed were put under undue pressure and that 

the misrepresentation of Network Rail’s involvement was a material factor in them 

signing the form. We therefore contend that any forms already signed should be treated 

as null and void. 

2. There is no indication given on the acceptance form as to whether a signature forms a 

binding agreement. This is not acceptable 

With respect to the Network Rail point, this was comprehensively 

dealt with at the time.  On 31 August 2016, one of the Rail Central 

consultants sent out 14 letters to individuals in the area regarding 

land matters.  As a result of two different letterheads getting mixed 

in the printer (the said consultant also worked on business for 

Network Rail at the time on an entirely separate project), at least 

one of these letters erroneously contained the Network Rail logo.  

On becoming aware of the error, in coordination with the wider 

team, the consultant promptly re-contacted all recipients of the 

letter, explained that it had been discovered that some copies of 

the letter may have incorrectly incorporated the Network Rail logo, 

and re-issued the original letter on its own corporate letterhead 

paper.  This action was taken to ensure any potential ambiguity or 

confusion among recipients was rapidly corrected and clarified.  It 

is important to note that no confusion or concern had been raised 

by any recipients of the letter; however, this ‘belt and braces’ 

approach was taken nonetheless to ensure there was no 

confusion. 

In addition, the consultant made Network Rail aware of the issue 

and the actions that had been taken to address it, ensuring that 

Network Rail were satisfied with the action (which they confirmed 

they were).  Furthermore, remaining paper incorporating the 

Network Rail paper was disposed of and the consultant reviewed 

its quality assurance processes to ensure any future letters being 

issued would be personally checked by the Managing Director of 

the company. 

In addition, Rail Central contacted a media relations manager at 

Network Rail to talk through the matter and provide clarity on the 

action being taken.  This conversation addressed the matter. 

There were no concerns raised by any of the 14 recipients of the 

letters and no suggestion was made by them to the project team 
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3. The residents are currently being asked to sign to commit to a property bond which 

they have not yet seen. Before signing anything they need to see a full copy of the legal 

document. 

4. That they are not pressured into signing anything until they have had time consider 

the implications and any conditions/warranties that may attach to such a bond. 

5. That a reasonable deadline is given for agreeing to such a bond. They would also like 

an explanation as to why 30th September 2016 (or 14th October 2016, possibly) was put 

forward given the timescales for application and potential consent. They can see 

absolutely no reason why such a tight deadline is required and request an explanation. 

6. That Hamer Associates and Ashfield Land issue full apologies to all the residents that 

received a letter with the Network Rail logo. 

7. That Ashfield Land confirms what interest Network Rail have in this development and 

whether or not Network Rail are in support of it. 

8. That residents are not required to make any commitment to a Property Bond until a 

Development Consent Order is granted so that they are not forced to prejudice their 

position which, collectively, is one of unanimous opposition to this development. 

The residents in “close proximity” request that Ashfield Land reply to this communication 

by return via SRC. In the absence of favourable responses to the points raised above, 

the residents feel that they have no option but to circulate this letter to a wider audience 

of interested stakeholders which may unfortunately prove damaging to the professional 

reputations of certain organisations. 

We await your response. 

that the letters had caused confusion or pressured.  The matter 

was raised by the local opposition group (SRC) and the local MP 

and comprehensive written responses were provided.  The error 

was not repeated. 

With respect to the feedback reportedly raised from residents of 

Railway Cottage, further details can be found below.  In all these 

cases, residents were advised to contact Rail Central with any 

concerns or queries;  

1. None of the property owners we have engaged with, including 

none in relation to the Property Bond, have had any pressure 

to sign any documentation.  The forms issued with the letters 

dated 31st August did not commit property owners to 

anything, but simply confirmed that they wanted an 

independent valuation of their property to be undertaken.  

There has not been any suggestion from any of the property 

owners who signed forms that they were influenced by the 

inclusion of the Network Rail logo on any letters and we have 

remained in dialogue with all of those parties in the 

intervening period. 

2. The forms did not commit the property owners to anything and 

therefore it was not possible that they could form a binding 

agreement.  The forms simply asked property owners to 

confirm whether they would like the promoters to arrange for 

an independent valuation to be undertaken of their property. 

3. Property owners have never been asked to sign to commit to 

a property bond that they had not seen.  The forms for the 

property bond were only issued in draft after valuations had 

been completed.  At that stage the property owners may 

choose to sign the Property Bond, reject it or negotiate the 

terms as they feel appropriate. 

4. As referenced above, property owners have never been 

pressured in to signing anything and nor have they been 
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asked to commit to anything they have not seen.  The process 

has been clear in that regard and to suggest otherwise it 

wholly incorrect. 

5. Regard was had for the concerns raised about the initial 

timeframe provided for property owners to confirm whether 

they wanted a valuation to be arranged.  Having taken 

feedback in to consideration the timeframe for requesting a 

valuation has been extended and indeed, some two years 

later, the project promoters are continuing to offer property 

owners the opportunity to have their property valued and to 

benefit from being provided with a Property Bond. 

6. An apology was provided to property owners and the matter 

was dealt with quickly and effectively.  Property owners were 

reassured as to the process and no concerns or complaints 

have been made by property owners in the intervening period. 

7. It has been made clear that Network Rail is not promoting Rail 

Central.  Rail Central is not at liberty to comment on Network 

Rail’s views about the proposed development. 

8. As has consistently been made clear since initial meetings 

with property owners, any party that requests a valuation or 

signs up to a Property Bond in no way prejudices their ability 

to oppose the Rail Central development or to submit 

objections to the DCO.  The Bond simply provides assurances 

to property owners which they may rely upon if the 

development goes ahead and their property is reduced in 

value as a consequence. 

With respect to the request to provide written communications to 

nearby residents via Stop Rail Central.  Rail Central and its agents 

cannot engage with third parties about private matters and are, in 

any case, in direct engagement with landowners where 

appropriate. 
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Dated: 8 June 2016 

This is what happens on a routine basis when the M1 is congested. This is what your 

client would like to make worse. My wife was sat in this taking the children to school. 

There is no amount of "mitigation" that can stop this happening. Would this be classed 

as an emergency? Please acknowledge this communication so that I know if anyone is 

actually responding. I have been told by a few people that they have heard nothing back 

when returning feedback via this route.  https://youtu.be/hnCxtCukq_Q 

This has been considered.  Off-site highway mitigation has been 

developed in discussion with Highways England and 

Northamptonshire County Council and is considered appropriate 

to mitigate the impact of Rail Central.  This includes major 

improvements at M1 J15A. 

Impact of road closures is considered in the Operational Traffic 

Management Plan, including measures for managing Rail Central 

traffic during these times.  The planned smart motorways scheme 

between J16 - J13 is currently being constructed and not yet 

complete.  It is not clear where the stated incident occurred. 

The emergency accesses to and from the site from Northampton 

Road are within the control of the emergency services only. 

Dated: 4 June 2016 

RE: Feedback on Public Exhibitions (April 28th to May 21st 2016)  

Stop Rail Central Limited (SRC) has been established by concerned members of the 

public as an action group against the proposed rail freight Interchange Rail Central. SRC 

have collated feedback from members of the group and other community stakeholders. 

To put our feedback into context we ask that the following factors be taken into account:  

1. Ashfield Land (AL) have owned a proportion of the land since 1999 and have 

consequently had 17 years in which to contemplate how to profit from its development;  

2. The planning Act 2008 provided the vehicle for this development to proceed and 

consequently AL have had 8 years to put some detail around this particular proposal; 

and  

3. AL have been actively engaged in planning Rail Central (RC) since at least 2013 (the 

earliest correspondence that we have found in the public domain)  

 

For the reasons above, specifically the length of time AL have had to prepare this 

proposal, we are very disappointed in the lack of clarity and detail around all the 

fundamental planning issues.  

These comments are noted and have been considered. 

The need for Rail Central is clear.  As the Government has 

reported, there is “a compelling need for an expanded network of 

SRFIs.” NPS National Networks, 2014.  The proposals have been 

developed and refined over a number of years through 

engagement with stakeholders and the local community, and the 

DCO submission is result of that work.   

This feedback raising a number of claims in relation to the 

information presented at Phase One Consultation and the way in 

which consultants representing Rail Central explained issues and 

answered questions.  It is important to be aware that the level of 

information presented reflected the level of information that was 

available at that stage.  The project team acknowledges that the 

local community had an appetite for additional details and the 

additional Phase Two Consultation stage ensures that this can be 

presented and commented on by residents and others in the local 

community (ie a second stage of formal S47 consultation).  

https://youtu.be/hnCxtCukq_Q
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The stock answer to the majority of questions asked during the recent public exhibitions 

was that “It’s early days”. Contrary to what was promised at the inaugural Local Liaison 

Group meeting on the 16th March, no progress appeared to have had been made on 

any aspects of the scheme.  

Furthermore, the answers given at the exhibitions on different days and by different 

consultants at times contradicted what had been previously said. Far from providing 

clarity to the situation, this merely added further confusion and gave the impression that 

many of the so called experts were not sufficiently informed about AL’s proposals.  

If we were to draw out two specific concerns, firstly it would be the absence of any 

information on the rail aspect of the development in the Non-Technical Preliminary 

Environmental Information Report (PEIR). This development very much depends on the 

feasibility of the rail connection and therefore we regard this as a major omission. 

Secondly, the parameters plan being distributed at the public exhibitions showed NO 

connection onto the Northampton Road which is completely contrary to what was 

presented on the information boards. The issue of traffic on local roads is an incredibly 

significant concern to all local residents and we feel, therefore, that we have been 

misled.  

Our observations on the consultation process are summarised in the four sections 

below:  

1. Organisation & Consultation  

1.1 We find it disappointing that the occupants of the (circa) 20 properties that 

(potentially) lie within the boundary of the proposed development area, or immediately 

adjacent to it, were not directly contacted prior to the public exhibitions. They had 

received no formal communication since a letter in January. These people’s lives are in 

the balance and they still do not know whether their houses will be left in situ and the 

development built around them, whether there will be an offer to purchase their 

properties at a reasonable market price or whether they will just be left until a DCO is 

either approved, in which case they will be compulsorily purchased, or rejected so that 

they may start to live their lives again. For AL to state that they do not know whether the 

land will be needed (for mitigation) until the results of the traffic surveys, visual impact, 

light, noise, and ecology etc. assessments are complete is unacceptable. This 

development has been contemplated for well over three years now and if they needed 

any guidance they only have to look 18 miles up the road to what DIRFT has modelled. 

AL claim that there are no statutory requirements as to when people should be 

With respect to the level of information about the rail being 

presented, this formed a major part of the information that was 

published.  Information about rail was contained across several of 

the exhibition panels and there were numerous references to rail 

through the Non-Technical PEIR, notably in Chapter 2, The 

Proposed Development, and Chapter 3, Need and Alternatives. 

With respect to the point raised about the connection to the 

Northampton Road, it was made clear that the primary access 

would be provided off the A43 with the potential for a secondary 

access off Northampton Road.  The exhibition panels explained: 

“there is also the potential for a secondary vehicle access on 

Northampton Road, the use of which would be restricted”. 

Organisation & Consultation 

1.1 All the properties in Blisworth were contacted in advance of 

the consultation, notifying them of the consultation and inviting 

them to take part; 

1.2 Due to venue availability, it was possible to hold only one 

event in Milton Malsor and, for the same reason, only during 

limited hours in Roade.  The comment is noted and the team 

responded to these points by ensuring that two Phase Two 

exhibitions were held in Milton Malsor and by arranging 

evening opening hours (1pm-7pm) at Roade at stage the 

Phase Two Consultation; 

1.3 The event in Towcester was publicised in the manner detailed 

in the SoCC and the Report to Inform the SoCC, which the 

local authorities were consulted on.  Approximately 67 

individuals attended the event, which we would consider to be 

reasonable given this venue is some distance from the site, it 

was a weekday and there were a significant number of other 

exhibitions in convenient locations nearer the main site for 

residents to visit; 
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contacted and what information has to be provided: if this is the case then there is 

clearly a procedural aspect of this process that requires addressing.  

1.2 One event in Milton Malsor is clearly insufficient given that most of the development 

will be within that Parish. The timing of the event, from 12.00 to 8.00 on a Friday, 

disadvantaged those residents who were at work on the day. The same applies to the 

timings of the event at Roade which ran from 11.00 to 5.00 on a Friday.  

1.3 The event in Towcester was poorly managed. No notification was given to any of the 

residents which resulted in a very poor turnout. Towcester needed to understand the 

implications for local traffic and they were not given the opportunity to do so.  

1.4 The comments / enquiries section of the Rail Central web site appeared to be faulty 

with AL claiming (when I chased them a week later) that they had not received any 

communication. We wonder how many enquiries / comments might have gone 

unanswered.  

1.5 A resident at 13 Courteenhall Road received a letter on the 18th April from Rail 

Central stating “ I am writing to you because you have an interest in the land within the 

application site”. 13 Courteenhall Road is in the middle of the village. Worse still was the 

failure of AL to respond to any emails questioning why they had been sent the letter. An 

apology was only received once this was brought to the attention of the AL Directors, at 

the exhibition, by both the resident and SRC. We do not know whether this was the only 

instance of letters being wrongly sent.  

2. Consultants  

2.1 Availability of consultants was generally good as was their willingness to engage. 

The quality and consistency of answers was mixed with different answers being given to 

the same questions dependent on the day or the individual involved. The stock answer 

of “It’s early days” did nothing to allay residents’ concerns, nor did it give the community 

anything of any substance to comment upon. As might be expected over an 8 day 

period, the same consultants were not made available each time with a corresponding 

variance in knowledge of the proposed development and expertise to respond to 

questions from concerned residents.  

2.2 For the most part the consultants were unable to provide us with anything concrete 

and overall appeared to have very little knowledge of the scheme. A number of people 

that completed the SRC questionnaires felt that there might have been a lack of honesty. 

The majority of consultants actually conceded that if they were in our position they would 

1.4 Website functionality – the website was established and 

tested for functionality on go live.  In response to feedback, 

further testing took place and spam/security settings were 

adjusted.  This ensured the functionality of the website within 

the consultation period.  All reasonable measures were taken. 

1.5 We note the comments; however we cannot comment to a 

third party about an individual’s private matters. 

2.1 As advised, the level of information presented reflected the 

level of information available at the time 

2.2 These observations are noted.  At each exhibition, the Project 

was represented by a large team of technical experts.  Their role 

was to answer any questions – which they did openly and 

honestly – and provide additional information where they could, as 

well as support in the overall running of the events. 

2.3 The purpose of the consultation is to share information and 

provide local residents and others with an interest in the plans 

with an opportunity to provide their feedback so it may be 

considered and the team can have regard to it as it develops the 

plans.  Section 1.6 of the Consultation Report shows how the 

scheme has evolved through the pre-application and consultation 

period. 

2.4 to 2.8 These comments are noted.  

 3.1.1 The project team is disappointed that you did not see any 

community benefits.  These were developed and publicised as 

part of the next stage of consultation, Phase Two Consultation.  

The team has also had regard to your comments about the 

proposed development on the west side of the A43 and these 

were removed from the plans.  Further details on benefits were 

presented at Phase Two Consultation. 
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be protesting the same as us. In the absence of providing us with any useful detail, we 

commend them for their honesty on this point at least.  

2.3 Naturally we have to question the independence of consultants engaged by the 

developer. They are clearly going to present the argument in favour of it proceeding by 

shrouding the ill effects with “mitigation” measures and reams of model-derived data. We 

reluctantly accept that this is the way it works.  

2.4 Nick Gallop of Intermodaility was very approachable on the Rail aspect, willing to 

engage and clearly very knowledgeable. However, it was also fairly clear that AL had 

brought in one of the top consultants in their field to paint a favourable picture of the 

possibilities of RC and the “potential” markets that might be available to them. There was 

less willingness to engage on issues such as rail capacity constraints, oversupply of 

warehousing and shifting patterns / trends of distribution (which all point to RC being 

less than favourably /strategically located).  

2.5 It was very clear that the Heritage Consultant (Katy Lightbody of Turley) had not yet 

started to try to understand the local heritage and history. As a result she was unable to 

engage with our village heritage expert at any meaningful level. To state that such a 

massive and insensitive development such as this will do “no harm” to the local heritage 

and that 18 metre warehouses “will not spoil the area” when in a position of such little 

knowledge seems naive to put it mildly.  

2.6 The flood alleviation design had evidently not started. The consultant (Simon Mirams 

of Hydrock) was oblivious to flooding in the dip at Milton, the brook/stream which leads 

into the centre of Milton from the fields which he believed was simply "run off from the 

fields", overspill on the canal, erosion on the canal and the run off causing the recent 

Blisworth tunnel falls. He welcomed being sent pictures of localised flooding and 

standing water as he admitted he knew very little of the local topography and geology.  

2.7 The Landscaping Consultant (Craig Scott of Barry Chinn Associates) was willing to 

engage, but gave us nothing in terms of visualisations or detail on the options / tools 

available to them. Given that they know the parameters, constraints and topography of 

the land, the lack of any detail on this particularly important aspect was disappointing.  

2.8 The lack of detail around the Northampton Road junction and the variable responses 

to how this interchange would be dealt with reduced the credibility of the Highways 

Consultants (Craig Rawlinson). The complete absence of detail around highways 

improvements and the absence of any traffic data resulted in what was little more than a 

3.2.1 This comment is noted and Rail Central published a pack of 

Updated Plans and Visualisations in August 2016, followed by 

significantly greater visual materials at Phase Two Consultation 

when greater detail would be known.  Rail Central also created a 

full and interactive 3D digital model for Phase Two consultation 

and made that available for visitors to the exhibition to 

view/interrogate with the support of a specialist system operator. 

3.2.2 These comments are noted.  The latest plans were 

published for consultation in April 2016 as part of Phase One 

Consultation.  It was these plans that the team published for 

consultation and was inviting comments on.  

3.2.3 Rail Central and DIRFT III are different sites with their own 

impacts and environmental setting.  Where it is necessary and 

appropriate to draw comparisons these will be, and further detail 

will be presented at Phase Two Consultation. 

3.2.4 The level of information presented for consultation reflected 

the level of information available at the time.  In response to 

feedback and additional technical work, the design team has 

evolved the landscape masterplan and building designs 

substantially (as consulted upon at Phase Two). 

3.2.5 Further visual impact details were presented in August 2016 

and substantially greater information was available at Phase Two 

Consultation.  A full and interactive 3D digital model was created 

for Phase Two. 

3.3.1 These comments are noted.  Further, the proposals for 

Public Rights of Way were clearly defined in the Updated Plans 

and Visualisations pack, published in August 2016. 

3.3.2 Our position on the highways access solution reflected the 

flexibility we had in the plans and our knowledge that we would be 
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token presence. However, they were approachable and willing to engage, if not 

informative.  

3. Scheme Detail  

3.1 Community Benefits  

3.1.1 Absolutely no community benefits were put forward. At various stages in this 

process we have heard suggestions of restaurants, hotels, pubs, open space, an 

innovation centre, a country park and a heritage centre. To address each of those 

individually: we have open space – it is what Rail Central want to take away from us. We 

have a restaurant, pub and hotel: it is the Walnut Tree where two of the exhibitions were 

held. Another within a few hundred yards is not required by the local community (and 

would be detrimental to the trade of existing businesses). In any case, a hotel would be 

for the use of people using Rail Central, not the local community. An innovation centre is 

not a benefit to the local community (AL have not even explained to bemused villagers 

what one is). A Country Park remains a mystery as it is difficult to see where there is the 

space to accommodate this once all the infrastructure has been built. A Heritage Centre 

is also confusing – we can only assume that this would be to display the heritage that we 

once had and that has been destroyed by RC. The area proposed for all of these 

“community benefits” sits alongside a sensitive conservation area which none of the 

local community wish to see developed (or have a major road interchange built on).  

3.2 Visualisation and landscaping  

3.2.1 AL were expecting community feedback on design and visual impact, but 

presented the public with absolutely nothing tangible to comment upon. For a large 

proportion of the local community such a development is completely foreign and 

impossible to visualise for themselves. AL’s claim that presenting such visualisations 

would be misleading as they do not yet know the exact positions of the warehouses 

(despite there being a plan showing them) is invalid. There is very little that can be done 

to change the position of 8 million square feet of warehousing on a site of this size: any 

representation of the visual impact would have been of benefit. It could be argued that 

this was an  

intentional omission as the visual impact this will have on a completely rural setting 

would serve only to strengthen the opposition. SRC did more to provide a visual 

impression than AL by hiring a crane for two of the exhibitions to give an idea of the 

scale (height) of the buildings. In addition, a very simple image on the SRC web site 

produced with simple software gives more idea of the impact than anything AL 

guided by feedback and the views of Highways England, NCC 

and the local community.  Following the launch of the 

consultation, in August 2016 this was firmed up and made clear. 

3.3.3 The schemes for the Abthorpe and Tove roundabout 

enhancements were presented to provide context of existing 

highway works planned on the surrounding road network. 

Additional highway works at the roundabouts and on the wider 

strategic network are proposed as part of the development 

proposals, with details set out within Chapter 17 of the 

Environmental Statement submitted as part of the DCO 

submission. Further detail is also provided in the TA provided at 

Appendix 17.1 of the Environmental Statement. 

The junction capacity assessments presented within these 

documents show that the proposed capacity improvement 

schemes are appropriate and in the majority of cases provide a 

net benefit to the operation of the highway network. 

3.3.4 Analysis provided within Chapter 17 of the Environmental 

Statement and the TA at Appendix 17.1, demonstrates that the 

proposed package of capacity improvements provides an overall 

benefit to the operation of the wider highway network, with trips 

returning to major routes and away from, in some cases, 

inappropriate, minor routes. They also meet the strategic aim of 

Highways England and Northamptonshire County Council to 

attract traffic away from the A45 corridor towards the A43 and 

Ring Road corridors. 

The junction capacity assessments show that the proposed 

capacity improvement schemes are appropriate and in the 

majority of cases provide a net benefit to the operation of the 

highway network. 
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presented at their exhibitions. It should be noted that Roxhill (East Midlands Gateway) 

presented 3D modelling at the community consultation stage: Rail Central provided three 

sketches: one of the corner of a warehouse; one of three lorries (intended to represent a 

lorry park) and one of an underpass (which may or may not be built under the 

Northampton Road). SRC have had images of similar developments on their web site for 

around 3 months to help stakeholders to visualise the impacts. 18 metres was declared 

as the likely maximum building height, but no guarantee was given that this will not be 

exceeded.  

3.2.2 A plan of the warehouse locations was in the public domain in 2015 and in Q1 

2016 AL distanced themselves from it and insisted that this be withdrawn from the SRC 

web site as it was no longer current or appropriate. At the May 2016 exhibitions almost 

the exact same layout reappeared on the display boards. To contend that they still have 

no idea of the rough location of the warehouses casts doubt on their integrity.  

3.2.3 The DIRFT 3 extension is of a very similar size to the RC proposal and would have 

very similar projections in terms of noise levels, pollution, light levels, traffic impact etc. A 

very reasonable approximation could have been obtained by using the results of their 

models (all in the public domain) to demonstrate the likely impacts on the surrounding 

communities. Instead we were just told that “It’s early days”.  

3.2.4 No landscaping detail was provided: tree coverage, heights of bunds etc. There 

was nothing to comment on. The plans showed areas of green, but no explanation as to 

what these were. It should be quite clear that the local communities do not want to see 

any of this development so that should have given a fairly clear brief from the outset. 

The distance from the warehouses to the surrounding properties will change very little so 

the parameters are already set. The landscaping consultants were questioned closely 

and the only response they could give was “bunding and trees”. Details on location, 

heights, depths, gradients and maturity times were completely absent. Green roofs are 

not an economically viable mitigation for a development of this size.  

3.2.5 Overall the display of the presentation was bland. It showed that very little 

imagination had gone into giving a visualisation of the scheme. No artists impressions, 

no 3D models, no computer generated imagery, no sample colour schemes, no photos 

from other comparable sites, no offer of tours of other SRFIs, no measurements included 

on drawings, no scale, no landscaping information showing how sheds would be hidden.  

3.3 Transport, Highways and Rights of Way  

Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement and the TA at 

Appendix 17.1 also set out proposed highway works at Junction 

15a. 

Analysis and junction capacity assessments provided within the 

reports demonstrate that the proposed improvement scheme at 

Junction 15A of the M1 provides a significant net benefit to the 

operation of the junction, including reductions in delay and 

queuing despite an increase in the volume of traffic passing 

through the junction. 

3.3.5 As demand for logistic spaces increases the number of 

HGVs would be expected to grow on the strategic and local 

highway network, even if Rail Central did not come forward. The 

delivery of rail central would move a proportion of this traffic to rail 

and would reduce the level of growth in HGV traffic.  

At full build-out Rail Central will have capacity to cater for 16 trains 

per day. It is also considered that the proposed development will 

have the greatest impact on the highway network at full build-out. 

This is therefore the scenario which has been assessed. While it 

is acknowledged there will be fewer trains during the earlier 

stages of development, there will also be less floor area and traffic 

impact on the surrounding highway network. 

An Operational Traffic Management Plan (OTMP) has been 

submitted with the DCO submission. During the operational phase 

of the development, HGV movement will also be managed using a 

number of strategies in line with the Northamptonshire Road 

Freight Strategy (NRFS). The OTMP sets out the recommended 

vehicle routing, site access and potential mitigation measures 

concerning HGV’s and operational traffic associated with Rail 

Central. Mitigation and enforcement measures proposed are 
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3.3.1 Public Rights of Way. A vague line was drawn on one plan showing a footpath 

being diverted onto land which is not part of the DCO application and then stopping 

abruptly in the middle of nowhere. When questioned what options there were for the 

footpaths, no options could be proffered. It is clear that this aspect has not been given 

due consideration. The main footpath running between Milton Malsor and Blisworth runs 

straight through the middle of the site and options to divert it through (as claimed at the 

exhibition) a “landscaped corridor” are non-existent. This may explain their reticence to 

present any options at all. There is also no account taken of the fact that the field 

borders are all used by walkers despite not being formal rights of way. Chris Frain stated 

the routing was subject to discussion with local people and other authorities. They did 

not appear to understand their obligations with regard to maintaining existing public 

rights of way. One of their theoretical replacement routes significantly extends the 

current length of the footpath from Blisworth to Collingtree.  

3.3.2 The critical detail showing the treatment of the Northampton Road was vague and 

ambiguous. There was no clarity over whether local access will be permitted from this 

road and to what extent, if any, HGVs would be allowed to use it. A display board 

suggested that two entrances off the Northampton Road would only be available for 

HGVs in the event of an emergency, but none of the experts present were prepared to 

put forward a clear definition of an “emergency”. There was also a suggestion that two 

entrances off the Northampton Road would be available for “local workers”, but no 

definition of ‘local’ was given, nor an explanation of how these “restricted” entrances 

would be controlled (N.B. these entrances were not shown on any of the plans). It is very 

hard for us to believe that Rail Central have not yet worked out whether one entrance to 

a 620 acre logistics park will be sufficient. To claim that this detail cannot be provided 

until the traffic study is complete is weak. Traffic counts have already been undertaken 

on the A43 to predict the levels of additional traffic that will be produced by the HS2 

works at Brackley and figures for the additional traffic resulting from the Rail Central 

development can easily be projected by using the figures for DIRFT 3. The exit poll 

taken by SRC highlighted that the increase in traffic is residents’ greatest concern. The 

exhibition did nothing to allay this concern.  

3.3.3 The inclusion within the Preliminary Environment Report of the current schemes for 

the Abthorpe and Tove roundabout enhancements is misleading, since their design does 

not take account of Rail Central. The improvements are nothing to do with RC, so 

including them is misleading. They have been improved purely to deal with the 

considered adequate to minimise the impact of operational traffic 

on the local highway network 

3.3.6 The information published and made available at the Phase 

One Consultation reflected the level of information available at the 

time.  Further discussions with Highways England and 

Northamptonshire County Council, together with community 

feedback, would help to better define this so that further and more 

precise information could be published at Phase Two 

Consultation. 

3.3.7 It is not the intention for the A43 to be used as a buffer for 

‘stacking’ vehicles. As set out in the Operational Traffic 

Management Plan (OTMP) there will be an on-site lorry park(s) 

and truck stop with ancillary facilities available in addition to the 

lorry parking provided for each individual unit. HGV parking 

provision will be provided in accordance with NCC guidance. 

In combination with pre-arranged delivery slots, on-site HGV 

parking provision will be sufficient to cater for all HGV parking 

associated with Rail Central and therefore HGV’s will not utilise 

lay-bys along the A43 or the M1 J15A services for parking. 

3.3.8 - Analysis provided within Chapter 17 of the Environmental 

Statement and the TA at Appendix 17.1, demonstrates that the 

proposed package of capacity improvements including those at 

the A43/A5 roundabout provide an overall benefit to the operation 

of the wider highway network. 

3.4.1 These comments are noted. 

3.4.2 These comments are noted.  The non-technical summary 

submitted as part of the DCO application includes a section on 

highways. Matters relating to Rail are included in the Proposed 
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anticipated additional demand from the Towcester housing extension, HS2 and the 

natural traffic increases. The reason for their inclusion is questioned. There is also the 

possibility that these roundabouts may require further improvement to accommodate the 

additional, unanticipated traffic from Rail Central. If this is the case it should have been 

brought to the fore.  

3.3.4 The scheme is surrounded by known constraints on the transport network, making 

the location inappropriate for SRFI development on this scale. The M1 north of Jn15a is 

forecast to be severely congested by 2040 (DfT forecast in NPS NN), as is the A43 

south of the site, near Towcester. The WCML RUS and the Hybrid Bill for HS2 identify 

rail capacity constraints at Rugby (north of the site) and at Hanslope Junction 

(immediately to the south). The promoters of HS2 have frequently claimed that the West 

Coast Main Line is the busiest (or one of the busiest) mixed-use railways in Europe. 

There was complete failure to acknowledge these constraints and no indication as to 

what effect RC would have on the already congested network. These constraints clearly 

exist, but there was no willingness to engage in this debate.  

3.3.5 One display board was particularly misleading. A plan showed the major highways 

in the UK and the potential reduction in HGV traffic that would apparently occur 

nationally as a result of the construction of Rail Central. This was misleading for three 

reasons:  

 The plan showed a decrease in the HGV traffic on the roads around Rail Central. This 

is illogical. Even if the scheme is successful in its overriding objective of removing HGVs 

from the roads, it will not reduce the number of HGV transits; it may merely reduce their 

length (if successful) and change their starting point. There will be an indisputable 

intensification of HGV movements on the roads immediately around Rail Central (and 

most likely for some distance beyond). The plan displayed showed only reductions (on 

nearly all parts of the network), which is wholly misleading.  

 The national forecasts for HGV reduction are based on the MDS Transmodal Great 

Britain Freight Model (GBFM). One of the parameters for this model is the number of 

trains being processed and AL chose to model this on 16 trains per day. AL have 

already stated that in the initial phases there would only be (up to) 2 trains per day and 

can give no indication of when and even if this number of trains will ever pass through 

RC. The public have been misled into believing local road stress will be alleviated by this 

scheme, whereas it will actually be intensified.  

Development section and considered in further detail within the 

Rail Operations Report (Doc 7.5) 

3.4.3 Three of the existing SRFI, at Hams Hall, Birch Coppice and 

DIRFT, have all attracted new rail freight services and occupiers 

despite all three sites effectively competing for occupiers and rail 

freight traffic.  It is also worth noting that even within DIRFT, there 

are three separate rail terminal operators seeking traffic for their 

services. 

The wider backdrop is the existence of a variety of distribution 

developments in the Midlands (reflecting the regional 

concentration of warehousing in the area relative to the rest of the 

UK) which all compete for occupiers, the challenge here being to 

increase the proportion of floorspace with access to the rail 

network in line with the NPSNN, and increase the level of 

floorspace to address ongoing demand. 

Every SRFI in existence, under construction or proposed has 

been captured by Network Rail’s Freight Market Study of 2013, 

the quantum of traffic which would then be produced forming an 

input (alongside other long-range passenger and freight forecasts) 

to Network Rail’s plans for further network enhancement 

alongside HS2. 

3.4.4 The clustering of SRFI proposals in the Midlands reflects the 

clustering of warehousing floorspace within the Midlands, which in 

turn reflects the central geographic location in the middle of the 

UK.  The work by the South Northamptonshire LEP promotes the 

success of the area in attracting logistics activity.  

It is therefore strategically apparent that, if the Government’s 

policy on encouraging greater modal shift of logistics activity onto 

rail is to succeed, the points of access to the rail network, and the 

associated floorspace for that logistics activity, need to reflect the 
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 The model also makes assumptions about where freight will originate from. AL have 

been very clear that they do not yet have any idea of the origin of the freight, what paths 

might be available and which ports will be serviced. AL stated that the uncertainty 

around the position of warehouses was the reason why visualisations had not been 

presented. They appeared to be less reluctant to make assumptions around the 

logistical aspects of the proposal.  

3.3.6 The PEIR (Preliminary Environmental Information Report) highlighted a number of 

potential road improvements including junctions 15 and 15a on the M1 and three 

roundabouts towards the centre of Northampton: A45 Queen Eleanor roundabout; 

A5076/Towcester Road roundabout; and A5076/A5123 roundabout. When questioned 

what these works might entail, the only potential option that could be drawn from the 

consultant (Craig Rawlinson) on any of them was traffic lights  

on 15a. The reason for the improvements to the non-motorway junctions were not made 

clear, in particular whether it would be to accommodate HGV or light traffic.  

3.3.7 There is some concern that the A43 has been identified as a buffer for “stacking”. 

This is an unacceptable strategy.  

3.3.8 The Highways consultant stated that the A43/A5 roundabout is not an obstacle. 

Even with the improvements this junction is already congested. A little more local 

knowledge would have helped the consultants to engage in effective community 

consultation.  

3.4 Rail  

3.4.1 The fact that the Scoping Opinion referred to a completely different rail alignment 

than that put out for consultation is wholly unacceptable. However, we accept that the 

responsibility for this does not lie squarely with Ashfield Land.  

3.4.2 The omission of chapters on Rail and Transport within the NTS is unacceptable for 

a development that relies on rail and intermodal transport for its operation.  

3.4.3 The absence of technical detail around the capacity, layout, operation and phased 

development of the rail scheme was frustrating. Whilst it is understood that details 

around capacity are, to a degree, reliant on Network Rail, the failure to acknowledge that 

RC will be in competition with existing SRFIs and SRFIs under development at DIRFT 3 

and the West Midlands Interchange for the limited paths on a congested route was 

incredibly frustrating.  

3.4.4 East Midlands Gateway, East Midlands Intermodal Park, and Hinckley are all 

developments following a similar timeline to Rail Central. We are unconvinced that the 

concentration of that activity, which remains in the Midlands.  By 

contrast, there would be little strategic foundation in siting most of 

the SRFI in the South West or Scottish Central Belt. 

3.4.5 The development of the express freight terminal reflects the 

growing interest in this sector of the market, as set out in the 

Government’s Rail Freight Strategy 2016 and the Network Rail 

Freight Market Study of 2013.  

These note the Royal Mail’s long association with using express 

rail services (dating back to the earliest days of the railway) which 

continue to operate on the West and East Coast Main Lines 

linking RFI at Wembley with Warrington, Glasgow and Newcastle, 

these forming the basis for the design of the facilities at Rail 

Central.  

The rail industry is developing further express freight services, 

following initial trials from Rugby into Central London during 2012 

and 2014 with retailers and parcel carriers, and express parcel 

services which have operated on the Midland Main Line and Great 

Western Main Line since 2011.  

Network Rail has encouraged the inclusion of these facilities in 

creating a forward-thinking, future-proofed SRFI.  In return, Rail 

Central has committed to working with Network Rail to identify the 

earliest suitable opportunity after opening to create this facility and 

the direct access into the WCML Fast Lines, complementing the 

Slow Lines access into the intermodal terminal. 

3.5.1 These comments have been considered.  Rail Central does 

not believe the scheme is divided or that it will restrict 

tenants.   The intermodal area will provide tenants with 

accessibility to the rail network.  The dedicated internal estate 

road will provide simple and unrestricted access between the west 

and eastern areas.   With respect to drainage, the drainage 
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large cluster of existing and proposed interchanges in the Midlands has any strategic 

foundation.  

3.4.5 The Express Freight terminal was a new and largely unjustified feature on the 

revised master plan. This is not a well-developed mode of freight transport and would 

never be responsible for a modal shift. There were also questions around feasibility that 

could not be satisfactorily answered (e.g. how these trains will enter and leave the site 

on both of the fast tracks). There was no definitive answer as to when and even if this 

might be built. It seems to have been added as a “sales feature” when reality it is of little 

value. It is also impossible to shield from view. Danny James stated he could not provide 

examples of who would use this facility, but suggested that the trains would enter and 

exit the SRFI faster and be processed more quickly. This is a feature which appears to 

lack substance.  

3.5 Design  

3.5.1 The current design is ill-conceived and requires substantial revision. The western 

and eastern sections of the development are clearly divided by the underpass and the 

retained business park. This embeds inefficiency and is likely to create barriers to take-

up of rail by tenants on the western side of the scheme. The level of the underpass is 

below the water table and will require continual pumping.  

3.5.2 From the plans exhibited, the lorry park appears far too small. It is not known 

whether this park will accommodate all the expected HGV traffic or whether there will be 

a charge for using it as there are at a number of existing parks. If there is a charge this 

will result in more lorries parking up in Northamptonshire and additional crime in a 

county that already has the highest rate of (HGV) vehicle crime in the country.  

3.5.3 The variable boundaries shown on the different maps was confusing and 

unacceptable at this stage of the process.  

3.6 Heritage  

3.6.1 There was very little understanding of our unique heritage or any consideration 

given to the setting. In particular, little regard for the Blisworth Arm conservation area 

which, until pointed out to them, AL were unaware was a conservation area. When 

questioned on whether she thought there would be substantial harm to a designated 

heritage asset, Katy Lightbody of Turley stated that there would be NO harm to heritage 

assets. The NNNPS states the Secretary of State should take into account the 

desirability of new development making a positive contribution to the character and local 

distinctiveness of the historic environment and its setting. When asked what contribution 

proposed to the underpass will require pumping to allow it to 

discharge in to the planned surface water drainage 

network.  However, this is not unusual and is used in many similar 

scenarios.  There will be a maintenance regime in place to ensure 

the ongoing operation of the drainage. 

3.5.2 The truck park is purely for occupier use.  It will result in 

HGVs waiting in the lorry park rather than on nearby roads.  This 

was added in response to feedback. 

3.5.3 Noted. It was unfortunate that there were inconsistencies 

with the boundaries shown on the plans at Phase One 

Consultation. As detailed technical work has been progressed in 

the period since Phase One Consultation, all plans have been 

reviewed and updated accordingly to ensure consistency across 

the DCO submission.  

3.6.1 These comments are noted. 

3.7.1 The draft PEIR provided a substantial amount of technical 

information as was known at the time and which was summarised 

in the NTA.  Further information would be published at Phase Two 

Consultation. 

3.7.2 These comments are noted.   

Air Quality 

The comments on air quality are noted.  Monitoring is currently 

being undertaken by the Applicant’s air quality specialists.  

Whether monitoring is required in future will be determined at a 

later date.  If it is necessary, one option might be for the local 

authority to do this through an agreement with the operator.  The 

specifics of this will be determined in due course. 
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this would make, Katy stated that “it would not spoil it”. It is consequently very difficult for 

local residents to believe that any report prepared by a consultant engaged and paid for 

by Ashfield Land will, in any way, be fair and unbiased.  

3.7 Other  

3.7.1 Preliminary environmental information was not available from any of the 

consultants: traffic studies; air pollution; noise levels; ecology; archaeology; flood 

surveys; heritage surveys; ecological surveys; transport assessments and employment 

surveys were all absent.  

3.7.2 Management: The long term monitoring of the operation of Rail Central was 

unclear. Questions raised around air pollution: who would monitor it; what sanctions 

would there be if limits were exceeded; what compensation would be available; were not 

answered satisfactorily. David Smythe of RPS (the air pollution consultant) did not know 

who would monitor and manage the pollution levels over the lifetime of the operation, but 

suggested it might be down to the local authority (who are not in favour of the 

development and are under-resourced). Who would be responsible for the landscaped 

areas and their maintenance? Who would be responsible for the flood alleviation 

measures and the pumping of the underpass?  

3.7.3 Modal Shift: Residents raised concerns that occupiers of the warehouses would 

not use the rail facility and that consequently the future HGV movements would be far 

worse than predicted. Claire Cope stated that the rail would have to be used as tenants 

would be paying a premium for the facility. With the rail capacity stated, only around 25% 

of the warehousing can be serviced by rail and if future rail demand does not materialise 

then rents would drop to allow the warehouses to be filled (a commercial reality). The 

fact that there is no obligation to use the rail was of concern to much of the local 

community given the road congestion already experienced in the area.  

3.7.4 House Prices: Residents were concerned about the effect on house values and AL 

were questioned about what compensation might be available for the loss in value of 

their properties. No answers were provided. AL would not give a straight answer on the 

compulsory purchase of properties. They stated they were in discussions with individuals 

and we know for a fact that, at the time of the public consultations, they were not in 

discussion with any of them.  

3.7.5 Alternatives: Most disappointing was the alternative sites assessment which was 

not detailed enough and very light touch. The main reasons given for RC being better 

was that the alternatives had no chance of being rail connected or were owned by a third 

Landscape  

Landscape maintenance is addressed via the landscape strategy. 

A 15 Year Soft Landscape Maintenance, Ecological Enhancement 

and Overall Management Plan is submitted as part of the DCO 

application, and will be secured as a requirement in the DCO. Rail 

Central will then devise a programme of maintenance of the site, 

which will include landscaping, from thereafter. 

Flooding 

The ES concludes that there is not a residual flood risk – the 

diversion of the watercourses onsite, and proposed drainage 

system has mitigated the risk of flooding to acceptable levels.   

There will be a requirement to pump foul water to the sewer, and 

this is part of the proposed foul water management system – so 

any unexpected water in the underpass would be managed 

through this.  

3.7.3 These comments are noted.  The National Policy Statement 

for National Networks confirms there is a compelling need for an 

expanded network of SRFI.  This strong policy position was 

established in response to the changing needs of the logistics 

industry and the anticipated growth in freight traffic which will 

continue to fuel economic growth.  Evidence from all the existing 

established SRFI is that each site has generated rail freight traffic. 

The latest SRFI at Doncaster iPort received its first train into the 

site within weeks of becoming operational. 

3.7.4 At the time of questions being raised about the effect on 

house values during the initial stage of consultation, Rail Central 

had not yet developed any discretionary compensation schemes.  

Having had regard to the comments that were made, the Property 
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party. The statement given that a number of them are “needed as well as Rail Central” is 

debatable and not borne out by any “accepted” rail freight predictions or market studies.  

3.7.6 DIRFT 3. The Joint Core strategy (JCS) acknowledges and welcomes the 

extension of DIRFT 3 as one of the main strategic development and employment sites 

for Northamptonshire. The remainder of the JCS is based around supplementing this 

large development with a number of smaller sustainable development areas hence 

balancing employment opportunities and housing. The question asked by the majority of 

people visiting the exhibitions is why do we need another equally large site in the same 

strategic development area and only 18 miles to the south. The standard answer from 

AL was that they are on different timelines and that they are both needed. This 

contention, that has been rolled out ad infinitum, has been backed up by no fact or viable 

market projections, of which we are aware. The public has also been misled by AL’s 

intimation that DIRFT 3 will be complete and/or at capacity before Rail Central 

commences operations. This contention is both untrue and misleading. The public 

require the facts and the truth.  

3.7.7 The local area map was incorrect and misleading, it showed Rail Central on top of 

the M1/ Northampton Loop crossing , in fact it is approximately 2 miles from Junction 

15A on the A43. DIRFT is shown in the wrong place, south of M45 and a considerable 

distance from the M1, in fact it is less than 1 mile from Jct 18 on the M1 i.e. much closer 

than us. Some of the boards were sloppy, poorly expressed and in some cases badly 

spelt.  

3.7.8 Most of the consultants came from anywhere but Northamptonshire – most arrived 

in time for the meeting and planned to go straight home afterwards. They have no 

knowledge of or empathy for the area. One had been for a walk near the canal but was 

completely confused when asked which one (he had walked along the Grand Union not 

the Northampton Arm).  

3.7.9 No mention of leisure use within the area particularly along the canal by walkers, 

boaters, cyclists and fisherman. We question how they are going to consult with these 

individuals and the associated businesses at Gayton Junction, Blisworth Marina and 

Gayton Marina.  

4.0 In Conclusion  

A consultation can only be of benefit if carried out between two parties attempting to 

arrive at a mutually agreeable conclusion. AL are attempting to impose a development 

on a community that, almost without exception (as borne out by the survey results) is 

Bond was subsequently introduced to address a gap in the 

statutory compensation code. 

As to the compulsory purchase of properties, at the time of the 

initial consultation period it was hoped that compulsory acquisition 

powers would not need to be relied upon, and efforts were already 

being made to acquire third party interests by agreement (indeed, 

some of the land required for the scheme had already been 

secured).  Due to the commercial and confidential nature of 

discussions with landowners, it was not appropriate to discuss 

specific cases at the consultation events, but the fact that such a 

large proportion of the land required for the scheme is owned or 

controlled by the promoters testifies to the effectiveness of the 

negotiations that have been undertaken.  

3.7.5 These comments are noted. The following includes extracts 

of the methodology set out within the Alterative Site Assessment 

(ASA) and includes an explanation of how the methodology has 

evolved since Phase One Consultation and how we have had 

regard to comments concerning the level of detail provided in the 

initial assessment including in the Phase One PEIR. Further detail 

on the methodology is set out in Chapter 4 of the ASA.  

The ASA has adopted a methodology based on the locational 

criteria for SRFI’s which are described in the NPS. The locational 

criteria described include the following key factors: 

• Proximity to major urban centres and supply chain routes; 

• Good road access; 

• Adequate links to the rail network; 

• Loading gauge of W8 or more; 

• Capability to accommodate longer trains of 775 metres in 

length; 
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wholly against it. There can never be a common ground and no amount of consultation 

is going to achieve that. There can never be acceptance of a development that is so 

foreign to its surroundings and will destroy so many lives. There is no amount of 

mitigation that can make any aspect of this proposal anywhere near palatable. The 

recent “consultations” did nothing more than tick the relevant boxes in the planning 

application process for AL. We suggest that AL should be required to put some detail 

around the plans and come back and present them again when they have something 

tangible to share. For the reasons already stated we feel that there is no scope for 

consultation; we will, however, continue to air our objections as and when we are 

provided with sufficient information on which to base them.  

• Avoiding environmentally sensitive areas, defined as 

being residential areas or National Parks, the Broads and 

AONB’s, taking into account the possibility of mitigation; 

• Other environmental considerations such as flooding and 

agricultural land; and 

• Availability of a workforce. 

Stage 1: Area of Search and Sieving 

The initial exercise undertaken for the first round of public 

consultation reviewed the most obvious options in the immediate 

local area of the site, as well as reviewing the most suitable SRFI 

sites in the wider East Midlands area, through a sieving and 

checking exercise, and informed by the extensive work 

undertaken by the DIRFT III Applicant. 

The sites shortlisted in the DIRFT III analysis are relevant, given 

the proximity of DIRFT to Rail Central. However, the DIRFT 

Assessment exclusively reviewed areas of the East Midlands 

Region. 

Rail Central is located at the southern edge of the East Midlands. 

However, given the likely national catchment for goods arriving at 

and departing from a SRFI site in the Midlands, it is considered 

that, for robustness and ahead of the completion of any final 

Market Assessment Report, the wider Midlands is an appropriate 

catchment area for this preliminary analysis. This is a proven area 

of focus for the logistics industry as it offers excellent accessibility 

to the whole of the UK within reasonable drive times. 

Having defined a suitable and broad catchment area, the “sieving” 

exercise was undertaken. This sieving exercise focussed on a 

GIS based approach to mapping key infrastructure and 

environmental constraints. The following factors were mapped 
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using data from data.gov, Historic England, Natural England, 

Environment Agency and GIS software: 

• 5km distance from Motorway Junctions 

• 5km distance from railway lines. 

• Rail Gauge of W8 and above and contiguous track able to 

accommodate a 775m train. 

• Environmental designations based on www.magic.gov.uk 

datasets  

These datasets were used to identify locations where there is a 

combination of good access to the strategic road and rail 

networks, with no or limited environmental constraints. This 

included reviewing existing Green Belt boundaries. It is 

recognised that the national need for development weigh in favour 

of NSIPs, even if this would result in the loss of existing local 

designations, including Green Belt land. Notwithstanding this, in 

this preliminary Assessment it is recognised that there are 

numerous alternative sites that would not require the loss of 

Green Belt land. Therefore, land identified as being within the 

Green Belt was sieved out in the early stages, identified as being 

inferior, in policy terms, to non-Green Belt designated land. 

The outputs were used to further reduce the area of search. The 

next stage was to review the more detailed mapping to determine 

site boundaries which had the potential to offer train access with 

limited effects based on the physical infrastructure in the area, 

including roads, housing and other sensitive uses, canals, etc. 

This exercise was based on the professional judgment of the 

Applicants team. 

Once the sites had been identified, topographical data, flooding 

data, agricultural land classification and environmental constraints 

data was used to inform the site specific assessment. 
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Following this, workforce availability data, in the form of 

jobseeker’s allowance (JSA) applicants and economically inactive 

people looking for a job, was obtained for the local authority area 

in which the site sits, and the immediately adjoining local authority 

areas. These were added to the qualitative discussion of the site 

scoring as a measure of whether labour availability would be likely 

to be a constraint to achieving a successful SRFI. 

Stage 2: Site Assessment 

Sites identified through the sieving process were combined with 

the sites identified in the initial alternatives assessment in April 

2016. These sites were then subject to a qualitative analysis, 

focussing on the following factors: 

• Proximity to a motorway junction; 

• Access to rail network; 

• Vehicle access routes; 

• Site size; 

• Site shape; 

• Topography; and 

• Proximity to and potential effects on residential or other 

sensitive land uses. 

For each identified site, local plan and land use designations were 

identified and each was scored using a sliding scale of -2 to +2. 

This scale was appropriate given the level of information available 

relating to potential sites and the specific NPS and NSIP 

thresholds which influence individual banding. Addressing the 

sites with a more finely grained scale would have required 

additional assumptions to be made, bringing in potential 

inaccuracies in grading and ranking. 
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Each of the identified sites was scored using the performance 

matrix. Each identified site was scored against each of the criteria 

and a total score calculated. At this stage, analysis of available 

workforce was included in the qualitative section. 

Stage 3: Assessment of previously short listed sites 

This stage involved undertaking a review of the initial alternatives 

assessment work undertaken and scoring the sites identified as 

having rail access potential. This was undertaken to ensure that 

every site considered by the applicant has been scored against a 

consistent framework. 

Sites which have no direct rail connection have been discounted 

and are not analysed further. 

However, sites which are capable of gaining rail access have 

been scored. 

Stage 4: Assessment of Rail Central 

This stage scored Rail Central against the common scoring 

matrix, to allow comparative analysis to sites considered in Stage 

3. 

Stage 5: Comparative Assessment 

Once each site had been allocated a total score, the site scores 

were tabulated and ranked. 

All the sites were then considered qualitatively to address any 

limitations inherent in the scoring approach, alongside the Rail 

Central site. A professional judgement was made on the 

performance of each site and an overall comparative assessment 

made with the Rail Central site against the site selection criteria. 
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Overview and Conclusions 

This methodology was devised to locate potential SRFI sites in 

the East and West Midlands, which is the target market for the 

proposed development and the focus of logistics activity in the 

UK. The methodology also allowed for the inclusion of sites which 

were suggested by local residents as well as the highest scoring 

sites found in recent and comparable SRFI alternatives 

assessments. 

The methodology filters out sites which do not meet key access 

requirements. It also filters out sites which have high level 

environmental constraints, in the form of national and regional 

designations. 

The sites were identified with the objective of finding larger scale 

SRFI sites. Each stretch of suitable rail infrastructure was 

considered and the best sites identified. 

These were assessed against common scoring criteria to ensure 

impartial rankings. These were checked using a further stage of 

pure qualitative analysis in order to “sense check” the results and 

ensure strong sites were not being unfairly disadvantaged by the 

methodology. 

The sites were then ranked and comparatively assessed.  

3.7.6 The population is expanding, and consumer shopping habits 

are changing, in an increasingly globalised economy.  This 

explains why there has been and continues to be demand for 

more warehousing, as evidenced by the number of developments 

taking place in the Midlands as the acknowledged centre for such 

activity. In strategic terms, the alternatives open to policy-makers 

are either to force this development to take place entirely outside 

of the Midlands, increasing distribution costs to the economy and 
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consumers, to continue to let the majority of this floorspace be 

constructed on sites with absolutely no prospect of rail access, 

and hence no prospect of mode shift, or to allow the logistics 

market to determine how best to address this demand for 

floorspace and greater access to the rail network.  The 

Government’s policy in the NPSNN is the latter.  It is counter-

intuitive to suggest that Rail Central would promote such a 

development, and a commitment to retain the site for the longer 

term, if it did not consider there to be sufficient demand to warrant 

the significant investment which would be involved. 

3.7.7 These comments are noted. 

3.3.8 These comments are noted.  The team was selected for its 

professional expertise and experience 

3.7.9 The Phase One Consultation was publicised widely and in 

line with the SoCC and the Report to Inform the SoCC, which the 

local authorities covering the site were consulted on and 

commented on. 

4. Rail Central understands your position that ‘there can never be 

a common ground’.  The Consultation has been carried out in a 

diligent, transparent and thorough way that has informed the 

development of the plans.   

Substantial further information and detail was provided at Phase 

Two consultation.  Phase One consultation was deliberately 

carried out relatively early in the overall design process to ensure 

flexibility at the time of consulting. 

Please see Section 1.6 of the Consultation Report for details of 

how the plans have developed and changed through this process. 
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Dated: 4 September 2016 

Stop Rail Central wishes you to take note of our concerns regarding the recently 

released “visualisations” which form part of your section 47 consultation and relate to 

your Statement of Community Consultation. 

Having reviewed the visualisations on the Rail Central website, we note that the very 

small scale and size of the mock-up drawings means residents and other stakeholders 

are unable to view them with sufficient clarity using ordinary pc screens. When 

attempting to enlarge or “zoom-in” on the picture to overcome this problem, only part of 

each drawing remains visible. The visualisations are therefore wholly inadequate to 

permit a proper understanding of the impact of the scheme. 

We have further concerns regarding your “Summer Newsletter” which was received in 

mid-August while many residents and other stakeholders would have been away on 

holiday. In this publication, you stated that you intend “to publish an updated plan for 

consultation” and “develop a set of visualisations for public consultation….during August 

2016”. These visualisations did not appear on the Rail Central website until 25th August, 

immediately before the August Bank Holiday weekend. You repeated your deadline for 

responses as 30th September, thus giving residents and other stakeholders only 

minimum time to examine the visualisations and make their submissions to you. 

Furthermore, you claim on the Rail Central website to have made the visualisations 

available for viewing at the Libraries in Towcester and Roade; on seeking these out at 

both locations, we were advised by officers at both libraries that they knew nothing about 

this arrangement. 

Taken together, these concerns reflect multiple failings on your part and Stop Rail 

Central believes you are not meeting your statutory duty to undertake proper 

consultation on this very important subject. It is imperative that you address these 

failures, and we require: 

1. That you mount Public Exhibitions for at least 5 consecutive days in September in 

Blisworth and Milton Malsor to enable residents and other stakeholders to gain a 

reasonable understanding of the impact your scheme would have. 

Further to Rail Central’s response to SRC at the time (dated 6 

September 2016), the following comments show how the Rail 

Central team has had regard to this: 

 

By way of background, the Updated Plans and Visualisations 

were published as part of the consultation process and as per our 

stated programme for introducing additional detail as that detail 

becomes available. 

 

A programme of eight public exhibitions were held in late April and 

May 2016 to provide local communities with an opportunity to find 

out more about the plans, ask questions and give their feedback.  

This was subsequently complemented with the publication of a 

pack of updated plans and visualisations, themselves a response 

to initial feedback from the public.  These events were well 

attended by local residents, and consultation and feedback forms 

were also available on the project website and at deposit 

locations.  It was therefore felt inappropriate and not proportionate 

to host additional public exhibitions in the local area some months 

later to present largely the same information, particularly as there 

were few requests for such an approach.  Indeed, further events 

in autumn 2016 would likely cause confusion and frustration 

amongst local residents who may have attended expecting 

different or further information to what they had seen at the 

exhibitions a few months earlier. 

 

With respect to the consultation date deadline, Rail Central 

considered the potential for delaying the end of the consultation 

further.  However, given that the consultation started in April it was 

felt by the project team that a substantial amount of time had been 

provided and the end date had already been extended to 23 

October 2016.  This deadline was substantially after the 

publication of the visualisations pack (August 2016). 
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2. That you extend the deadline for responses to 31st November 2016, and formally 

amend your SoCC accordingly. 

3. That you publicise these actions by mail to all local households before Friday 16th 

September, and on your Ashfield Land, Camargue and Rail Central websites. 

Stop Rail Central is dismayed at the poor standard of consultation for this scheme, which 

has potentially life-changing consequences for local residents who remain largely fearful 

and unsettled by the lack of useful and reliable information from Ashfield Land and 

Camargue. 

Please reply to me at our email address info@norailinterchange.co.uk by 9th September 

to enable us to assess the position before the Local Liaison Group meeting on 13th 

September. 

Overall, the consultation has been comprehensive, robust and 

professional, delivered in line with the SoCC and the Report to 

Inform the SoCC. 

Dated: 13 October 2016 

For the attention of Camargue / Ashfield Land / Rail Central,  

Please find attached Stop Rail Central Ltd's second formal response to the community 

consultation.  For the sake of completeness I have also attached our first formal 

response to the community consultation process which is, more specifically, our 

response to the public exhibitions held in May 2016.  

In addition I have also attached a letter written by Professor Andrew Gough and dated 

20th May 2016 which was drafted following his attendance at the public exhibition in 

Towcester and sent directly to James Digby.  In this letter he raises a number of very 

pertinent points which, as yet, have not been acknowledged. 

My interpretation of a community consultation is that it is a two-way process.  SRC 

received no direct response to their first formal feedback and, as far as I am aware, 

members of the community that have written to Rail Central / Camargue / Ashfield Land 

directly have not received anything either.  Whether this is due to the fact that the email 

address is still not working (as was the case a number of months ago) or it is because 

your interpretation of a "consultation" is at odds with mine, I do not know. 

This further feedback is noted.  The Rail Central team has had 

regard to all the points that are raised and details of this are 

provided below. 

Following Phase One, all comments were reviewed and 

considered by the Rail Central team. 

1.1 to 1.9: The visualisations have been undertaken in line with 

industry and professional standards and are based on technical 

base information which enables us to show the potential Rail 

Central buildings in their landscape setting.   

In terms of the viewpoints that were developed for visualisations 

at Phase One, the project team selected a representative sample 

of viewpoints to develop into visualisations for illustrative purposes 

and to supplement the consultation.  As part of the DCO 

preparation (and work on the draft Environmental Statement that 

will be included within it), substantial further work was undertaken 

and incorporated into Phase Two consultation (which includes 

S47 consultation), along with additional digital visualisations to 
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Letter: 

To whomever it may concern at Rail Central,  

RE: Feedback on Preliminary Consultation (part 2)  

This is Stop Rail Central’s (SRC’s) second formal response to the community 

consultation and is specifically a response to:  

1. The visualisations, cross sections and updated plans posted on the Rail Central web 

site in September 2016  

2. The local liaison group meeting held on the 13th September 2016 at the Walnut Tree 

in Blisworth  

3. Further general observations made since the first formal response by SRC in June 

2016 following the public exhibitions  

4. Observations on the Community Update leaflet dated 2nd August headed “Rail 

Central – Community update and keeping you informed”  

The document reflects the collective observations, thoughts and concerns of members of 

Stop Rail Central Ltd and other people within the local community who have channelled 

their observations via SRC. This feedback should be read in conjunction with SRC’s first 

formal feedback dated 4th June 2016.  

SRC maintain their stance that the proposed Rail Central development is so foreign to its 

proposed surroundings and so intrusive in its nature that there are no practical measures 

that can ever mitigate its damaging effects on the environment and the lives of residents 

in the local communities. Nothing that Ashfield Land has presented to date has allayed 

the community’s concerns: in fact, the opposite is true in that the quality and integrity of 

the information provided has only served to cause further concern and widespread 

angst.  

If looking for community benefits that will help to ease the proposed development 

through the planning process, we can confirm that there are none. We live in a quiet 

rural environment; that is where we chose to live and that is all that we desire.  

 

Our observations are, therefore, primarily focused on the deficiencies in the consultation 

process and the inadequacies of the information provided to date, but we also update 

general concerns previously aired and herewith reinforced by recent responses via the 

SRC website.  

provide additional context from a number of viewpoints.  The Rail 

Central team has also provided large-scale plans when asked to. 

1.10 & 1.11: Visuals were published in accordance with the 

information available at that time.  Additional visual material was 

published when developed and specifically at Phase Two, 

including further sections and elevations plus the 3D CGI model 

1.12: Site boundary: aspects of the Red Line boundary were not 

fully fixed at Phase One reflecting the position with scheme design 

& development and land use identification.  This was addressed at 

Phase Two  

1.13: Conservation areas near the site have been considered. The 

part of the site around the Milton Malsor Conservation Area and 

the Grand Union Canal Conservation Area is identified within the 

Built Heritage ES Chapter as contributing to its significance. It has 

been identified that the development of the site would therefore 

cause a degree of harm to the significance of these conservation 

areas. In response and where possible, this harm has been 

reduced or mitigated in accordance with best practice guidance. 

The site is not considered to contribute to the setting and thereby 

significance of the Blisworth Conservation Area. Its development 

would therefore not affect this conservation area. 

In response to feedback received at Phase One consultation and 

following further technical surveys and assessments, the 

parameters to Zone 3a have been altered, with a reduction in 

height and setback of development assisting in reducing the effect 

on the nearby Milton Malsor Conservation Area and listed 

buildings within it. A requirement of the DCO also involves the 

design of a high-quality bridge over the Grand Union Canal 

Conservation Area. 
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We would also like it noted that many residents have written directly to Rail Central / 

Ashfield Land / Camargue (as invited) explaining their serious concerns and airing their 

views. Were this a proper community consultation then these people should have had a 

response. As far as we are aware, the majority have not.  

 

1.0 Response to Visualisations & Updated Plans  

1.1 We believe that the views provided are completely misleading and give no idea of 

scale or impact. Development professionals associated with SRC have stated that it is 

an old trick to obscure the fundamental unsuitability of the site with improvements to 

small details (footpaths, access roads, landscaping, gifted land etc.) when there is no 

prospect of the environmental impact of the scheme being adequately mitigated. For a 

development that will devastate communities the least we would expect are computer 

generated graphics. The fact that only one of the visualisations even gives a glimpse of 

one of the cranes (not all three) which towers above the land is sufficient evidence that 

we are being mislead by what is being presented to us.  

1.2 Ashfield Land have been very selective in the viewpoints they have chosen to 

provide visualisations for. Viewpoints 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 11 have been omitted (>50% 

of the 13 viewpoints that Ashfield Land themselves identified in their environmental 

scoping report). The close-up views of the warehouses have been omitted, one can only 

surmise, intentionally, in an attempt to reduce the devastating impact of such an 

unsympathetic development on a rural environment. More specifically the omission of 

designated viewpoints: VP3, VP5 and VP2 are serious omissions. Ashfield Land 

themselves selected these locations and have then then failed to provide visualisations 

for them. This is unacceptable.  

1.3 The visualisations have been made from such a long distance away from the 

warehouses that their visual impact has been significantly diminished. This is allegedly 

standard practice with such projects although that does not mean that it is acceptable.  

1.4 The crane gantries are shown on just two landscape sections. They will be the tallest 

objects on the site yet the visualisations have been made in such a way that it is difficult 

to see them. The hiding of the gantry crane was a clever ploy, but a bit insulting; inserted 

in the corner of a visualisation image and hidden behind some bushes in the foreground 

in the hope that it will go un-noticed. It is only properly visible when the image is cropped 

(as shown below). 

To summarise, the plans have changed following Phase One 

consultation. Parameters have now been introduced within Zone 

3a and a requirement of the DCO now involves the design of a 

high-quality bridge over the canal. 

In response to your comments with regards to Rail Central ‘gifting 

land’ to a local sports club, it can be confirmed that there are no 

plans to do this. There are however a number of community 

benefits being proposed as part of the project and community 

benefits were one of the aspects consulted on at the next phase 

of consultation (Phase Two consultation). 

1.14: This has been considered and will be clarified in future 

engagement to avoid any confusion. 

1.15: These comments are noted. The development of the Rail 

Central proposals has been undertaken in close co-operation with 

Network Rail (NR), following initial dialogue starting in 2012. The 

development of the on-site track layout and main line connections 

has reflected the guidance of the Freight and National Passenger 

Operators Route (FNPO) team, with the technical scope of the 

GRIP2 workstreams directed by the London North Western Route 

(LNW) team. The proposals have been subject to a pre-screening 

due diligence process by the NR Route Strategy Planning Group 

(RSPG) and Route Investment Panels (RIP). The Route Directors 

of the LNW and the FNPO have been engaged throughout this 

process, along with a NR-appointed Commercial Scheme 

Sponsor and Project Manager. 

Subject to Network Rail agreement regarding timing/ phasing of 

delivery, an express freight platform will be created as soon 

possible. This will allow direct access to the WCML fast lines. A 

dedicated electrified loop line from the fast line reception sidings 

will serve this terminal, formed of a raised platform and overhead 
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1.5 Probably the most devastating visual impacts are from the Northampton Road, both 

from the north and south aspects. The full height of the warehouses will be a startling 

contrast to the rural environment you experience when currently travelling either from the 

north via Milton Malsor or from the south via Blisworth. We question why such important 

representations have been omitted.  

1.6 There are no visualisations of the impact this will have on residents within the outer 

boundaries of the development area. In particular, we need to be able to see what visual 

impact this will have on the 12 families living in Railway Cottages and the residents 

within the JBJ industrial estate, Devron House and Rathkilly Farm, not to mention the 

properties on Barn Lane. There will clearly be no requirement to provide a view for the 

residents of the Flowercraft Nursery as their house would have been destroyed to make 

way for a large warehouse.  

1.7 A43 Junction: No visualisation of the proposed A43 grade separated junction which 

is a major piece of engineering positioned close to the Grand Union Canal and Blisworth 

Arm Conservation area. The visual impact and noise created by this junction will be 

significant, but residents still cannot visualise just how significant.  

1.8 Planting: The illustrative landscape sections show structured planting but mostly this 

does nothing to hide or obscure the development. Even after 15 years growth the line of 

sight will still be blighted by the height of the warehouses. There is no reference to what 

the structured planting would actually be and whether it will be evergreen to hide the 

development during the winter months. It would appear that the choice of green for the 

warehouse cladding is a desperate attempt to make the buildings “blend in” as other 

means of mitigation are bound to fail.  

1.9 Panoramic Visualisation: We are very disappointed by the quality of the panoramic 

views. To many of us it appears that someone has taken a series of snaps with a smart 

phone and used an ‘app’ to create the images. The images appear very unprofessional. 

The result is a distorted (bent) view of the scene covering perhaps 160 degrees whilst a 

human’s eye/brain is used to working with more like 70 degrees. Once printed onto 

pages, as in the pages of the update, the views place things of interest apparently very 

far away. Many have questioned whether this is intentional as the end result is that the 

visual impact of 18m high warehouses and 32m high gantry cranes is severely 

diminished. We were able to crop down the visualisation on page 12 (viewpoint 4) and it 

is shown below with annotations. Here is a mere seventh of their entire panorama.  

canopy, allowing direct level access between express freight 

trains and goods vehicles docked against the platform. 

In addition to the intermodal facility, (and uniquely for a SRFI), 

Rail Central also makes provision for access to and from the 

WCML itself (known historically as the London to Rugby Line), 

mainly for a smaller number of express freight services, similar to 

those used by the Royal Mail between London, Warrington, 

Glasgow and Newcastle (and more recently used by Eddie 

Stobart, Sainsbury’s and TNT).  The express facility would allow 

high speed trains to arrive on site, quickly discharge and load roll 

cages or palletised goods (within windows as short as 20-30 

minutes) before departing again in the same or opposite direction. 

Access would again be provided from both directions of travel for 

diesel and electrically-hauled express freight trains, the loop off 

the main line being of sufficient length to allow trains to enter and 

depart at higher speeds.  A cross-dock platform would allow trains 

and goods vehicles to transfer goods quickly between modes. 

This facility would allow freight users to benefit from faster transits 

than possible with road haulage or traditional rail freight services. 

Internal rail connection points will also be created within the site 

between the intermodal terminal and express terminal.  

1.16: The area to the west of the A43 was initially identified as an 

area that had the potential to offer ancillary uses which might 

benefit local communities.  At Phase One Consultation we invited 

feedback from the public and suggested a number of potential 

options including a training facility, hotel or public park.  

In response to the feedback received, our outline proposals that 

this part of the site could be used for hotel, commercial or other 
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It concentrates the attention to the rectangular area, including a number of houses and 

commercial buildings, that we call the ‘small industries area’ or the SIA, as labelled in a 

plan view on the next page. Clearly the SIA (which includes houses) is surrounded by 

large warehouses. The nearest to the right is Unit 4 which is very near to the Railway 

Cottages. The proximity is so close that we opted to show one of the visualisations at the 

head of the ‘Stop Rail Central’ website. It is reproduced below. The viewpoint for this 

graphic was 10m from the road which runs from Blisworth to Northampton, less than 

100m from the warehouse front and about 150m from the Railway Cottages. We believe 

this to be a more accurate (and useful) impression than any Rail Central have provided.  

 

1.10 The Cross-Sections: The locations of the sections labelled A through K are not 

explained. Only in their high resolution graphics on their website can the locations be 

understood from information that has been drafted into their map on page 5. Cross 

sections E and F are, perhaps, supposed to reassure the residents in Deveron House 

that since the proximity of a warehouse both to the east and the west is screened by 

‘landscaping’ it can be assumed the environmental impact will be rather slight. In 

choosing to live in this area, no doubt the resident of Deveron House opted for a rural 

environment and not for a conversion to a foreign landscape – i.e. the proximity of 

hideous buildings makes an enormous difference whether seen or unseen.  

1.11 Reference Cross section L. At the meeting in Roade it was pointed out to the rail 

consultant Nick Gallup (claimed the designer of the intermodal area) that a heavy gantry 

crane a few 100s metres from housing must be screened and if it cannot be screened 

then it must be moved further away from housing. There is primarily an acoustic and 

lighting problem with these units, especially when operating at night, which is really 

serious. Even the planners for DIRFT3 can only predict, at best, a noise-background 

from a group of gantries at 600m distance to as little as 42dB provided there is: (i) 

provision of a HIGH RIDGE of landscaping and; (ii) a moderated number of trains being 

processed (from the business target of 32/day to 20/day). The point is that 42dB is 

regarded as a maximum tolerable noise pollution and the DIRFT3 planners were 

struggling to achieve it, as a prediction, for the occupants of the village of Lilbourne (all 

this is in Prologis Associates’ report).  

1.12 Site Boundary: The boundary of the proposed development has still not been 

clearly defined. We need a plan which shows the external limits and definitively the 

ancillary uses were dropped respecting concerns raised with us 

about the potential impact of development in this part of the site. 

Having regard to the comments received, this land will instead be 

safeguarded to provide mitigation planting for the proposed 

development and A43 junction. In addition to the mitigation 

planting, the land will be developed as an informal pocket park for 

use by adjacent residents and also utilised for ecological 

mitigation. This part of the site’s proximity to the canal makes it of 

particular importance for bat mitigation with the potential to 

construct purpose made features. The proposed park will be low 

key and kept informal with native planting.  

1.17: The lorry park is for waiting lorries to ensure that HGVs wait 

on site, not on nearby roads.  This was added in response to 

feedback. 

1.18: This comment has been considered.  Rail Central can 

confirm that the Proposed Development seeks up to 702,097 sqm 

(GEA) of warehousing and a small amount of space for ancillary 

buildings relating to the freight terminals, storage areas and other 

ancillary buildings and structures.  Provision has been made for 

up to three of the larger warehouse units to be capable of direct 

rail siding access alongside the buildings, avoiding the need for 

any intermediate road movements between train and warehouse; 

whilst the remainder will be served by a common-user, open-

access intermodal facility.  

1.19: Details of our proposed public rights of way are set out in 

The Public Rights of Way Strategy (Doc Ref 7.6).  

A section of the public rights of way strategy looks at the effect 

that the two schemes together will have on the 4 key routes 
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internal areas that do not form part of the application. Areas not forming part of the DCO 

application should be shaded/hatched.  

1.13 Conservation Areas: One of the plans is anomalous and shows two 'conservation 

areas' that up until now have not been identified and if you cross reference with the other 

plans, would appear to be outside of the proposed development. We require an 

explanation of what these 'conservation' areas are, who will own them, what their 

purpose is and how they will be managed. Without this explanation, we assume these 

conservation areas follow similar lines to the proposed innovation centre, open space, 

country park, home for the Royal Train and new home for the Wolverton Works that 

have been proposed in the past without any explanation or justification. We would also 

welcome elaboration on Andrew Fisher's recent offer of gifting land to a local sports club. 

We would ask that Andrew confirm to which club he is 'gifting' this land and where 

exactly in the masterplan this land is situated (as it is clearly not indicated anywhere in 

the recently issued plans). The gifting of land which Ashfield Land, in all likelihood, does 

not even own, is just rubbing salt in our wounds.  

1.14 Emergency Access: We note that the revised plans do not intend to allow access 

from the Northampton Road that runs through the middle of the site except in the case of 

emergency. We still require a definition of 'emergency'. We also require a legal opinion 

on whether this restriction is legally enforceable in perpetuity. If it is not then this whole 

proposal should not be allowed to proceed. We have already seen how the rail 

connected Eurohub at Corby had its rail connection removed for economic reasons by 

subsequent planning application and it is very easy to envisage a situation where the 

emergency access is changed to general access when difficulties are encountered with 

access to the congested M1 and A43 / A5 junction.  

1.15 Express Freight Platform: With the aid of a magnifying glass it was just possible to 

make out the word 'potential' in front of 'express freight platform'. This whole 

development is predicated on the ability of the rail network to service it and the demand 

for such a facility in this specific location. It is unacceptable that, this far into the process, 

we do not have a definitive scheme for the rail connectivity, an assessment of capacity / 

demand and the results of the feasibility study that is, supposedly, being undertaken in 

conjunction with Network Rail. We have recently been informed by Network Rail that 

they have only had one conversation with Ashfield Land and that no progress has been 

made, not even onto the first stage of the GRIP process.  

identified in the PROW Strategy should Northampton Gateway be 

granted development consent.  

Of these 4 routes, route 2 and route 4 will pass through the 

Northampton Gateway site. The first of these is the Milton Malsor / 

Collingtree loop (route 2). This would require the diversion of a 

further section of the loop around the northern edge of the 

Northampton Gateway scheme. The crossing over the 

Northampton Loop line would remain in the same location with the 

Rail Central diversion route tying into the Northampton Gateway 

route to the east of the railway. The diversion would result in a 

reduction in the length of the loop from 4.75km to 4.24km. This is 

a result of the diversion of a further section of the loop around the 

northern edge of the Northampton Gateway scheme. 

The second route where the implementation of both schemes will 

affect the route of the diversion is the footpath link between 

Blisworth and Collingtree. The diverted route will need to continue 

around the southern edge of the Northampton Gateway scheme 

following a route adjacent to their attenuation features. The Rail 

Central diversion will cross the Northampton Loop Line in the 

same location as before linking into the Northampton Gateway 

footpath network to the east of the railway. 

The amended route will increase the length of the diverted route. 

The current route is 3km in length, which will increase to 4km to 

accommodate the Rail Central scheme as a standalone scheme. 

This will increase further to 4.72km to accommodate both Rail 

Central and Northampton Gateway schemes.  

1.20: These comments are noted. 

1.21 / 1.22: The proposed heights were further defined and 

explained at the Phase Two Consultation 
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1.16 Blisworth Arm Conservation Area: The decision not to develop the land to the West 

of the A43 is noted. What legal guarantee will Ashfield Land provide that this land, which 

they own, will not be developed at some stage in the future if a DCO is granted?  

1.17 HGV Parking: The HGV park has 149 spaces. This is considered to be woefully 

inadequate for a warehouse facility of this size in an area that is dominated by 

warehousing and lacking in HGV parking spaces. We need to know how this allocation 

has been arrived at and whether HGV drivers will be required to pay for the parking 

facility.  

1.18 Rail Served: The plan indicating rail served warehousing is misleading. It is unclear 

whether just one or three warehouses will be rail served.  

1.19 Footpaths: The main footpath diversion takes the existing footpath from Blisworth to 

Milton Malsor via Barn Lane to the other side of the railway line and onto land that 

Roxhill intend to develop into another Rail Freight Interchange. On the basis that James 

Digby, when interviewed on Northampton Radio, clearly stated that both developments 

could be supported, we would like to know exactly how this footpath diversion would 

work as it is currently routed right through Roxhill's proposed rail terminal.  

1.20 Inaccuracies & Errors: As already reported, in the initial proposal there were 

mapping errors in the relative locations of DIRFT and Rail Central. It is not clear whether 

these errors were intentional “artistic licence” to show the proposal in a better light or 

genuine errors due to carelessness and incompetence, but in a proposal such as this 

which seeks to destroy many hundreds of acres of farmland and dramatically affect the 

lives of something like 3000 people in two established communities, any error is 

unacceptable. Such myriad errors destroy the credibility of the project team and, indeed, 

the whole company.  

1.21 Building Heights: The detailed plan shows a max building height of 108m AOD and 

a max gantry height of 109m AOD (above ordnance datum, or above sea level). 

However the "detailed" visualisation implies the warehouse is some 30% smaller than 

the gantry crane.... or put another way, the proposed height isn't the upper limit (a 40m 

high warehouse is currently in planning stages in Felixstowe).  

1.22 Gantry Heights: In the Updated Parameters Plan (page 4) Zone 6-Intermodal is 

shown with a Minimum Slab Level of 89.5m AOD and the Max Gantry height of 

109.081m i.e. Gantry height of slightly less than 20m. But on Page 8 Illustrative 

Landscape Section 3 and Page 9 Section 4, the scaled Gantry heights appear to be 

30m. Clarification is required as to which it is.  

1.23: These comments are noted. 

1.24: Further detail were presented at Phase Two Consultation. 

2.1 These comments are noted. 

2.2 These comments are noted.  Individuals are being contacted 

directly where appropriate, or via their named agents 

2.3 Please see further details of this above 

2.4 Noted. The area to the west of the A43 was initially identified 

as an area that had the potential to offer ancillary uses which 

might benefit local communities.  At Phase One Consultation, Rail 

Central invited feedback from the public and suggested a number 

of potential options including a training facility, hotel or public park.  

In response to the feedback received, our outline proposals that 

this part of the site could be used for hotel, commercial or other 

ancillary uses were dropped respecting concerns raised with us 

about the potential impact of development in this part of the site. 

Having regard to the comments received, this land will instead be 

safeguarded to provide mitigation planting for the proposed 

development and A43 junction. In addition to the mitigation 

planting, the land will be developed as an informal pocket park for 

use by adjacent residents and also utilised for ecological 

mitigation. This part of the site’s proximity to the canal makes it of 

particular importance for bat mitigation with the potential to 

construct purpose made features. The proposed park will be low 

key and kept informal with native planting.  

2.5 These comments are noted. 

2.6 Please see further details of this above. 
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1.23 Railway: Page 9, Illustrative Landscape Section 4, the East Coast Mainline is 

shown running adjacent to the site. Another fundamental error highlighting the lack of 

professionalism and attention to detail.  

1.24 Still no details of the proposed grade separated A43 junction and only a sketch of 

the rail connection and layout. These are absolutely fundamental to the scheme, but still 

we await the detail.  

 

2.0 Response to Local Liaison Group Meeting, 13th September 2016  

2.1 The Rail consultant Nick Gallup of Intermodality was unable to join the meeting for 

personal reasons. The information subsequently presented in the meeting minutes was 

devoid of any facts (new or old) and suggests to the discerning observer that 

discussions with Network Rail and progress with the required feasibility study have 

stalled. This aspect is fundamental to the application and there is much frustration that 

after 3 years of discussions with Network Rail they appear to be no further ahead. 

Subsequent communications between SRC and Network Rail have confirmed that no 

further progress has been made on this aspect. 

 

2.2 With regards to the Property Bond being offered to those in closest proximity to the 

proposed development (who will consequently be most detrimentally affected), RC were 

unable to comment on how the criteria of “most affected” was arrived at. We would 

welcome clarification as some residents, not yet contacted, feel that they should also be 

included within any compensation package.  

2.3 James Digby was questioned on why the Network Rail logo had appeared on the 

footer of Hamer Associates’ letter to those residents being offered a Property Bond. 

Following investigation Ashfield Land have suggested that it was because someone had 

put the wrong paper in the printer. SRC consider such a mistake to be unprofessional 

and unforgiveable and have formally registered their concerns with the Planning 

Inspectorate and their member of parliament.  

2.4 James Digby was challenged on his promise not to develop the land to the west of 

the A43. It was suggested that whilst it might not form part of the NSIP, it would remain 

in the ownership of Ashfield Land to be developed, and profited from, at some time in the 

future. James Digby was challenged to provide an assurance that this could not happen. 

There has been no response to date.  

2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 These comments are noted. 

3.1 Strategic Rail Freight Interchange – Rail Central meets the 

requirements of the NSIP definition for an SRFI (as defined in the 

NPS).  Scepticism is noted but the proposals are aligned to the 

NPS and the NPS criteria for definition and operation of an SRFI.  

The location is strategic in being at the intersection of two railway 

lines, adjacent to the A43 and the M1, in the heart of the UK 

‘Golden Triangle’ for logistics and within proximity to key markets. 

3.2 These comments are noted. 

3.3 Noise, light, air pollution: initial information was published at 

Phase One in the PEIR and in line with ES scoping.  Additional 

and more detailed information was published at Phase Two, 

responding to the appetite for further detail. 

3.4, 3.5, 3.6 These comments are noted. 

3.7 These comments are noted.  On consideration, it is the project 

team’s opinion that they are not a fair or accurate reflection of the 

proactive and transparent approach the Rail Central project team 

has taken to consultation and the way in which the plans have 

been developed iteratively, informed by local feedback and the 

views of technical stakeholders across several years.   

Rail Central has continued to ensure it consults openly, 

comprehensively and professionally throughout the pre-

application consultation period. 
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2.5 James Digby was asked to reaffirm the contention he made when interviewed on 

Northampton Radio on the 7th July that Rail Central could happily co-exist with Roxhill’s 

proposed Northampton Gateway SRFI. Mr Digby stated that he could not possibly 

comment until he knew more about the development (though was clearly happy to 

comment on the 7th July when he apparently knew nothing about the proposal). We 

wonder what more he needs to know other than it is 5,000,000 square feet of 

warehousing trying to access the same piece of rail track as Rail Central. This is another 

example of the lack of openness and honesty and the contradictions that are frustrating 

and irritating the local community.  

2.6 Matthew Sheppard from Turley said that they have yet to define what is meant by 

"emergency access" with the highways department. This refers to the emergency access 

that they say will be available from the Northampton Road. This matter was raised at all 

of the public exhibitions in April and May and still we have no definitive response or 

anything approaching reassurance.  

2.7 Matthew Sheppard also spoke about the comprehensive review of Public Rights of 

Way (PROWs) that they have carried out, but acknowledged that their earlier plans had 

"missed" some of the connections between PROWs. He described this as an "omission" 

on their part. Such omissions and unprofessional behaviour continue to frustrate the 

local community.  

2.8 James Digby acknowledged that the reference to the East Coast Main Line within 

their recent visualisations was an "embarrassment". 

2.9 MS said that 3-D modelling would be available "soon", but would not confirm when 

we can expect this. RC were also unable to explain why they have ignored viewpoints 2, 

3, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 11 when providing their recent visualisations (>50% of the 13 

viewpoints that they have identified).  

2.10 Craig Rawlinson from TPA was present at the meeting in a formal capacity to 

provide an update on the Highways work, but when questioned it was very clear that 

absolutely no progress had been made on the Highways aspect of the scheme. To a 

degree it is accepted that this is due to the non-availability of the requisite model, but 

when questioned what he thought might happen when the M1 is congested or 

inaccessible he had given this no thought whatsoever. He just kept claiming that traffic-

calming measures could be introduced, completely missing the point that it is the 

VOLUME of traffic that is the major concern. We question why Craig was there when he 

had nothing to add. He did acknowledge that in the event that there were traffic issues 
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on the M1, he could envisage that traffic might have to travel through Blisworth to access 

the A508. He spoke briefly about off-site traffic improvements, saying that they would try 

to help mitigate (existing) local rat runs, although he was thin on any details as to how 

they would achieve this and also acknowledged that once the development has been 

built, it will be down to the "Site Management" to enforce any local traffic restrictions, 

moving forward. This gives the local community absolutely no comfort. 

  

3.0 General Observations  

3.1 Strategic Rail Freight  

There are many comments to indicate disbelief in the strategic nature of this plan. Few 

warehouses will actually be served by rail due to the design, the lack of capacity, and the 

lack of demand. Chris Dancer writes: “It is pretty poor that Ashfield Land are trying to 

suggest that this development is of National Importance. It is hardly comparable to an 

airport or power station. Are Rail Central also choosing to ignore the Rail Freight 

Terminal a short distance away (i.e. DIRFT) that is not running at full capacity and that 

the West Coast Line is extremely congested?”  

In a later letter, he further comments “Given the relatively short distances involved, the 

required transport modal shift will not occur and, in any event, there is no requirement for 

Strategic Rail Freight Terminals to actually accept any freight by rail – effectively this is 

the loophole that Ashfield Land are trying to exploit.” His point about this self-defeating 

lack of strategic requirement to achieve rail usage is important, and should not be 

forgotten.  

3.2 Traffic  

Many residents comment on the unimaginable impact from increased road freight traffic 

in country lanes, some commenting on the result of any incidents on the M1, the A43 or 

the A5, and others simply highlighting that there is already too much traffic for village 

environments. As Angela Mosely highlights: “By experience we know that the M1 

already struggles to cope with the volume of traffic and that there are many and frequent 

events. Ashfield Land argue that this development will reduce the amount of freight 

travelling by road. I doubt that anyone who regularly uses the M1 within 20 miles of 

D.I.R.F.T. could say that this has been their experience.”  

3.3 Pollution (noise, light, air)  

There is nothing in the new consultation about light and noise pollution, therefore as a 

whole the consultation remains inadequate at providing all of the details that local people 
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need to understand the full impact of the development. All the increased traffic will 

obviously cause a rise in all types of pollution, and this is mentioned as a fear by several 

correspondents.  

3.4 Warehouses in the rural landscape  

Many contributors pick out the enormous warehouses, which will clearly be completely 

out of step with the rural landscape if the plan is approved.  

3.5 Environmental damage  

Damage to our local environment is a common theme from several contributors. 

Christopher McCowen writes: “Rail Central obviously plans to completely bulldoze the 

site and shows little intention of retaining anything offering an amenity and wildlife 

benefit currently in place. Their development attitude shows no importance in what was 

naturally created by past generations; we need to protect what we have now as a 

community”. Existing trees with TPO's have all been retained which are grouped 

together just south of Milton Malsor. It is unclear which boundary hedges and trees 

within the body of the site have been retained. It is certainly very minimal if any at all. 

This represents a waste of natural resources as many of the trees are over two hundred 

years old. Many are classified as Veteran or some even Ancient offering quality amenity 

and wildlife benefits”.  

3.6 Employment  

Local residents are not convinced by the claims that 8,000 jobs will be created and there 

are several who comment that the area does not have enough people to meet this 

demand even if it existed. The lack of detail provided by Ashfield Land on how they 

intend to deal with this issue makes comment difficult, but John and Dot Parsons seem 

to capture the sense of bewilderment: “There is not enough housing in the area to 

provide for the amount of people which they say will have jobs (8,000). Northampton 

cannot seem to house the homeless that already wander the streets there.”  

More specific details are provided by Jenny Vaughan, who wrote to Ashfield Land to say: 

“We have asked where the proposed 8,000 workers will come from and you were unable 

to answer this question. Unemployment is low in this area and we ask again where these 

workers will be travelling from. Your proposal states that you wish to get vehicles off the 

road onto rail. I asked whether the proposed 8,000 workers will commute by rail and was 

told that they will travel to the site by road. This will obviously impact greatly to our 

village roads”.  

3.7 Misleading comments from Ashfield Land  
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There is a disturbing thread in many objections resulting from the way Ashfield Land are 

going about the business of consultation. As Chris Dancer writes: ”They have now taken 

an extremely arrogant and aggressive approach to public engagement and consultation, 

with poor information, badly presented and always seemingly overlaid with an inference 

that their massive scheme is now somehow ‘Government’ backed and that CPO powers 

will be used on any landowner who does not comply with their objective. This is not how 

the UK planning system is supposed to work”.  

Ann Christie starts her letter with a comment that she is not good at putting thoughts into 

words, but goes on to reveal how misleading she has found the consultation to be: “Your 

new Updated scheme as it might look in the future, is unbelievable as no matter how 

many trees, barriers, screening or anything else to cover this monstrosity, just does not 

work.” Stuart Dean says: “The proposal at the consultation stage to provide a "country 

park" was patronising and ill informed, there is no need for a country park, we already 

have countryside”.  

**Attached below: table included in response** 

Attachment from Stop Rail Central feedback response, 13/10/2016  

4.0 “Community Update” dated 2nd August headed “Rail Central – Community update 

and keeping you informed”. 

Source statement (from leaflet Summer 

2016)  

This is inadequate because 

Consultation on the proposed Rail Central 

project is well underway and there is 

plenty of time for local residents to view 

the initial plans and give feedback ahead 

of the deadline of 30th September. You can 

find how to do this in this leaflet.  

Plans are only on display in 

Northampton, Towcester and Roade, 

well away from any possible 

comparison with the actual landscape 

proposed to be engulfed in concrete. 

This disassociation seems calculated to 

deny any genuine assessment of 

impact.  

These comments are noted.  The common assertion that 

consultation has been inadequate is not supported by the 

evidence and is strongly refuted.  Rail Central has carried out 

comprehensive, robust and meaningful consultation in line with an 

agreed SoCC.  How feedback has helped to inform the 

development of the proposals is explained in the Consultation 

Report. 

How the team has had regard to each of the specific matters 

raised is detailed in turn below.  For ease of review, each bullet 

point relates to a specific box of the respondent’s feedback: 

• The Updated Plans and Visualisations were available at the 

deposit locations (as noted, in Northampton, Towcester and 

Roade), on the project website and on request from the 

project team.  At this stage, it was felt inappropriate and not 

proportionate to, for example, hold additional public 

exhibitions in the local area some months later to present 
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Rail Central is classified as a Nationally 

Significant Infrastructure Project under the 

Planning Act 2008.  

It is not classified as an NSIP yet, the 

application is not yet submitted, far 

less reviewed and even less approved. 

This deliberately misleads anyone who 

wishes to challenge the status of NSIP.  

Approx 1000 local residents…attended 

(our first phase of formal community 

consultation).  

The number is broadly accurate, but 

the statement fails to mention that 

89% of the visitors stated they were 

against the proposed development. 

This was captured in the exit polls at 

each venue. Failure to mention this 

stunning rejection by the local 

community misleads other statutory 

consultees who may assume the 

consultation was well received.  

We want to make Rail Central the best it 

can be, our aim is to work closely with 

local communities….  

Ashfield Land are not listening to the 

local communities, who do not agree 

with any of the justifications they put 

forward for their destructive plan to 

cover local rural countryside with 

massive warehouses. This failure to 

listen means their consultation is 

merely intended to “tick the box” and it 

cannot be taken as a genuine attempt 

to fulfil the requirements of the 

planning process.  

Increasing dialogue with local schools and 

colleges  

This statement is meaningless, lacking 

any details or names. It is likely not to 

largely the same information, particularly as there were few 

requests for such an approach.  Eight events had already 

been held in the local area, demonstrating that the team has 

proactively engaged with residents around the site. 

• This is noted.  Rail Central is considered to be a NSIP. 

• These comments are noted.  The team has captured 

feedback from a wide range of stakeholders and local 

residents and has had regard to feedback.  The consultation 

report explains this in further detail and shows how feedback 

has informed and influenced the development of the 

proposals.  Consultation sought feedback on issues and 

priorities in line with established NSIP consultation 

methodology.  It is not misleading for Rail Central to consult 

on issues and priorities as part of early engagement and then 

report on issues, themes and priorities. 

• Rail Central refutes this assertion as it has listened throughout 

the informal and formal consultation periods, including through 

the LLG, public exhibitions, individual parish / stakeholder 

presentations, feedback received and in responses sent to 

enquiries received via email or post.  The way in which the 

project team has had regard to feedback submitted during the 

formal consultation periods, and how feedback has helped to 

influence the plans, is explained in the consultation report.  

Rail Central has consistently explained the nature and 

purpose of the consultation process including directly to SRC 

and at meetings of the LLG attended by SRC.  

• Rail Central has contacted a number of schools and other 

education institutions through the lifetime of the pre-

application period.  Further details can be found in the 

Consultation Report.  

• With respect to rail connectivity, the work undertaken, 

including assessment of the time taken for trains to arrive and 

depart from site amongst other trains on the main line, 
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be true, or at best an exaggeration of 

minimal engagement.  

Rail is more sustainable and efficient than 

road for moving large volumes of Freight  

This statement fails to mention that the 

Ashfield Land plan lacks proper rail 

connectivity, and most of the 8m 

square feet of warehousing will be 

served by road, both inwards and 

outwards. The impact on the 

community will be a huge increase in 

road transport traffic, with almost 

nothing moving into or out of the 

location by rail. Ashfield Land have not 

consulted with the community on any 

of these points, making their 

consultation inadequate.  

Rail Central would be the only SRFI capable 

of accessing two separate rail lines in the 

same facility (West Coast Mainline and 

Northampton Loop Line)  

An extraordinary statement, clearly 

incorrect. The Northampton Loop line 

is a loop from and back onto the West 

Coast Main line. They are not two 

separate lines as implied by this 

nonsensical assertion. As it appears to 

be designed to mislead, it renders the 

consultation inadequate.  

Highways, access and transport  

Our transport team have been working 

closely…  

We have been engaging with NCC and 

Highways England….  

This section of the leaflet suggests 

Ashfield Land are actively modelling a 

road and highways plan. If this is true, 

it is extraordinary that they are still 

unable to provide even draft details of 

confirms that a feasible solution can be achieved to provide 

access to the Fast Lines and Slow Lines.  The issue of 

capacity for rail traffic generated by the SRFI across both 

branches of the West Coast Main Line has been addressed 

as part of the technical engagement with Network Rail.  The 

parties agree that sufficient capacity exists across both 

branches of the West Coast Main Line to enable the site to 

function as a SRFI.  Furthermore, the evidence of all the 

existing established SRFI is that each site has generated rail 

freight traffic.  Further details of how the team has engaged 

with Network Rail can be found in the consultation report.  The 

projections for traffic movements associated with the 

operation of Rail Central were published at Phase Two 

Consultation in 2018.  More detail is also in the Rail 

Operations report. 

• The WCML divides into two separate sets of running lines 

around the site, one set being kept open throughout the day 

and night, with overnight engineering works switching from 

one set to the other as required.  The Rail Central proposals 

are designed to access both sets of running lines, not only to 

provide access around the clock to the West Coast Main Line, 

but also to create additional opportunities for a wider range of 

rail freight services than would be possible via one set of 

running lines.  SRC’s assertion is incorrect – there are two 

sets of running lines (the WCML and the NLL). 

• With respect to the feedback around highways, access and 

transport, this is noted.  The Applicant has held meetings with 

the Transport Working Group generally on a monthly basis 

with Highways England and Northamptonshire County Council 

(NCC) since October 2015 to discuss various matters.  The 

proposals around highways have been informed through 

using the new NCC highways models, which was created and 

validated in 2017.  This ensured that the highways designed 
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design, flows, usage and impact on the 

community during build and after 

completion. This lack of detail makes it 

impossible for the community to 

comment, challenge or bring any 

alternative data to bear, and makes the 

consultation inadequate at best, and 

deliberately opaque or misleading at 

worst.  

Masterplanning and design.  

We intend to publish an updated plan for 

consultation during August 2016  

By 24th August nothing had appeared 

on the web site.  

Landscaping and footpaths  

We have assessed the various (footpath) 

routes and established the clear objective 

of keeping footpaths open…  

Introducing green space….  

Looking for ways to improve connections 

between villages….  

This is another meaningless assertion. 

The land which Ashfield Land propose 

to cover with 8m square feet of 

warehousing and transport 

infrastructure is currently rural 

countryside between two villages. 

Keeping footpaths open through an 

industrial estate is not a high-minded 

objective, it is playing games with 

words. Introducing green space is 

unnecessary, the land is already green 

space, and the best way to connect 

between the two villages is not to build 

warehouses between them. The 

consultation on any of these points is 

clearly inadequate if Ashfield Land still 

believe such destruction is justified.  

were tested against the best and most up to date assessment 

of how the local and regional highways network operated.  

Information on projected traffic levels and proposals highways 

investments were published fort consultation at the Phase 

Two Consultation. 

• The updated plans were issued to the LLG on 24 August 2016 

and published on the website on 25 August 2016. 

• The proposed development includes comprehensive 

landscape and ecological mitigation proposals including 

substantial areas of woodland, hedgerow and other planting.  

Approximately 40% of the main SRFI is given to landscape 

and green open space.  Public Rights of Way (PROW) have 

been routed though green space wherever feasible to 

minimise loss of amenity and a new country park created 

wrapping round the southern edge of Milton Malsor. 

• Since 2015, the team has carried out robust, comprehensive 

and meaningful consultation in line with the SoCC and as 

evidenced in the consultation report.  The way in which 

consultation and feedback has informed and influenced the 

development of the proposals is explained in the consultation 

report. 
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Project email address  

railcentral@camargue.uk  

Ashfield Land appointed a marketing 

and communications organisation 

(Camargue) to handle the consultation 

process and other communication 

issues. Camargue say of themselves:  

“Camargue is an award winning 

communications agency. We have a 

reputation for excellent strategic 

advice, value adding creative 

campaigns and high impact delivery”.  

This flowery nonsense explains the real 

objective behind the consultation, 

which is to “tick the SoCC box” without 

actually providing genuine, 

challengeable details for the 

community. We are left to infer the 

plans from their mix of obfuscation and 

misleading assertion, while people’s 

lives are threatened with upheaval and 

uncertainty. The lack of honesty in the 

output from Ashfield Land, and the use 

of a marketing agency to soften 

anxieties and misdirect criticism are 

both characteristic of this wholly 

inadequate consultation process.  
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13. The Woodland Trust 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 21 October 2016 

The Woodland Trust is highly concerned about the potential impact of the proposed 

development on a number of trees identified as being ancient, veteran or notable 

specimens on our Ancient Tree Inventory (ATI). In all there are 19 trees listed on the ATI 

that fall within the boundaries of the proposed scheme as shown on the draft illustrative 

masterplan. 

National Planning Policy Framework, paragraph 118, states that "planning permission 

should be refused for development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable 

habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss of aged or veteran trees found outside 

ancient woodland, unless the need for, and benefits of, the development in that location 

clearly outweigh the loss." 

Paragraph 5.2.4 of the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) includes objectives to 

conserve, and, where practicable, enhance: 

• the quality and range of wildlife habitats and ecosystems; 

• the overall populations and natural ranges of native species; 

• internationally important and threatened species, habitats and ecosystems; 

• species, habitats and natural and managed ecosystems characteristic of local areas; 

and 

• biodiversity of natural and semi-natural habitats where this has been diminished over 

recent decades. 

Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 requires all 

public authorities (including LPAs), in exercising their functions to have regard, so far as 

An assessment has been made with regard to the impacts of the 

Proposed Development on ancient and veteran trees, which are 

identified as an Important Ecological Feature.  The distribution of 

veteran trees, which are not in a woodland setting, has meant it 

was difficult to avoid their loss.  Some trees have been avoided as 

a result of changes to the scheme design, and these will be 

protected via measures in the CEMP, but a significant proportion 

will still be lost.   

Further to the initial concerns raised about veteran trees a 

desktop study was carried out to identify which trees within the 

pre-development tree survey displayed veteran features.  Further 

to this, a walkover study of the trees identified was carried out by 

BB Trees Ltd. in August 2018. Their findings show a reduced 

number of the trees being classified as veteran trees. The results 

showed 4 ancient, 10 veteran, 3 notable and 21 locally notable 

trees are required to be removed to facilitate the proposals. Rao; 

Central has proposed a wide raft of compensatory measures to 

offset the loss of these trees on site which are outline in their 

veteran tree report.  The current removal represents a worst case 

based on the parameters plan for the site.  The location of these 

trees will be noted and further efforts made to retain them with the 

development of each phase. 

Adaptive mitigation proposed will use important features of the 

trees (for example deadwood which is of value to invertebrates) in 

mitigation areas.  The management of veteran trees during 

construction, including the protection of retained trees, and 

treatment of deadwood will be implemented by contractors that 
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is consistent with the proper exercise of those functions, to the purpose of conserving 

biodiversity. 

Impacts on ancient/veteran/notable trees 

Ancient and veteran trees are a vital and treasured part of our natural and cultural 

landscape. Ancient and centuries old veteran trees in the UK represent a resource of 

great international significance. Veteran trees are the ancient trees of the future. It has 

been estimated that the UK may be home to around 80% of Europe's ancient trees. 

They harbour a unique array of wildlife and echo the lives of past generations of people 

in ways that no other part of our natural world is able. 

A 'veteran tree' is usually in the second or mature stage of its life and has important 

wildlife and habitat features including; hollowing, decay fungi, holes, wounds and large 

dead branches. It will generally include old trees but also younger, middle aged trees 

where premature aging characteristics are present. 

A ‘notable tree’ is one of local importance, or of personal significance to the individual 

recorder. This includes specimen trees or those considered to be potential, next 

generation veteran trees that are of a considerable size already. 

There are a number of trees in the area that can be considered to fall under at least one 

of the three aforementioned categories: ancient, veteran or notable. According to the 

Ancient Tree Inventory the following 19 trees from the ATI are of particular interest: 

ATI Trees (tree number – species – status) 

153671 – Sweet chestnut – veteran 

153681 – Hazel – veteran 

153672 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

153683 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

specialise in habitat creation and overseen by CIEEM registered 

ecologists.   

Due to the permanent loss of veteran and mature trees, and the 

difficulty in providing adequate mitigation, there remains a residual 

moderate adverse impact.  
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153673 – Hawthorn – ancient 

153684 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

153674 – Hawthorn – ancient 

153685 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

153675 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

153686 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

153676 – Blackthorn – notable 

153687 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

153677 – Crab apple – veteran 

153688 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

153678 – Field maple – veteran 

153689 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

153679 – Crab apple – ancient 

153690 – Pedunculate oak – veteran 

153680 – Crab apple – veteran 

Due to the concentration of veteran trees in the area, there is a continuity of varying 

habitat types that would be severed if this mix of ancient, veteran and notable trees are 

damaged or lost. This in turn could lead to decline in those species, i.e. saproxylic 

invertebrates and certain fungi, associated with decaying wood habitat, aging bark and 

old root systems. The larger the concentration of old trees in an area and the longer they 

have been present on site the richer the variety of species you will find among them. 
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For this reason it is essential that no trees displaying ancient/veteran characteristics are 

lost or damaged as part of the development. Any loss of veteran trees would be highly 

deleterious to the wider environment of veteran trees within close proximity, which may 

harbour rare and important species. 

Trees are susceptible to change caused by construction/development activity. As 

outlined in “Trees in relation to design, demolition and construction, BS 5837:2012”, the 

British Standard for ensuring development works in harmony with trees, construction 

work often exerts pressures on existing trees, as do changes in their immediate 

environment following the construction of a building. Root systems, stems and canopies, 

all need allowance for future movement and growth, and should be taken into account in 

all proposed works on the scheme through the incorporation of the measures outlined in 

the British Standard. 

However in some cases, such as for particularly large ancient specimens, the British 

Standard may not be enough. As such each tree must be considered on a case by case 

basis to ensure that individual RPAs have been fully examined to help shape avoidance 

measures. 

At a minimum the root protection area for the ancient, veteran and notable trees in close 

proximity to the proposed scheme should be 15 times (15x) the trunk diameter or 5 

metres beyond the crown of the tree, whichever is greater. This view is supported by the 

Ancient Tree Forum. The Trust is concerned that if the protection area is limited, future 

risk assessments for the trees will determine that the tree needs to be felled due to past 

limb failures. The Trust is also concerned because people are inclined to use trees in all 

weather conditions as areas of protection, thus increasing the health and safety risk that 

the tree poses. 

Branch shedding is a dynamic aspect of healthy tree growth which plays a part in the 

maturation of a tree’s crown. After maturity the crown of an aging tree will naturally 

reduce further in the process called retrenchment. Retrenchment, with an increasing 

trunk girth, has enabled many trees to remain biomechanically stable as they age and 

reach great age without human intervention. This process creates habitat of great value 

for biodiversity (e.g. retained deadwood in the crown, broken and fractured branch ends 

of different dimensions) – the more the tree is able to do this itself the more beneficial it 
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is thought to be for wildlife. Retaining as much of the standing aging tree as possible is 

the priority and in some circumstances it may be necessary to intervene to extend its life 

but this is likely to be entirely different intervention to that proposed for management of 

risk to people and property. 

The guidance in Lonsdale Ancient and other Veteran Trees: Further Guidance on 

Management (2013) states in para 3.5.2.1 ‘…avoid creating new or increased targets: as 

happens for example following the construction of facilities (e.g. car parks or buildings) 

which will bring people or property into a high risk zone. Not only does this create 

targets, it also harms trees and therefore makes them more hazardous”. Our view is that 

the trees should be managed for their own sake so that as much as possible can be 

retained for as long possible and that pruning as any form of cutting is a form of damage 

and should be kept to an absolute minimum. 

The Trust believes that further surveys must be undertaken within the development 

boundary to identify any other possible unrecorded veteran trees likely to be affected. 

Further studies in relation to the already identified mature, notable and veteran trees 

would also help determine whether any of these mature/veteran specimens could be 

classified as ancient trees. 

Conclusion 

Ancient/veteran trees are irreplaceable; once lost they cannot be re-created. The Trust 

believes that any development resulting in damage or loss to ancient, veteran or notable 

trees to be unacceptable and that all possible measures must be considered to ensure 

avoidance of impacts. 

In summary, the Woodland Trust objects to the proposals in their current form as the 

development will potentially result in damage and/or loss to a significant number of 

ancient or veteran trees. As the applicant has not recognised that a number of these 

trees fall under the category of ancient, veteran or notable it is important that in further 

consideration of the ecological aspects of this project the status of these trees is taken 

into account and referred to. As numerous trees within the development boundary have 
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been identified as ancient, veteran or notable it is important that these are avoided by 

the proposed infrastructure. 

If found that any of these trees are likely to be lost or damaged as part of the proposals 

then we call upon the developer to further examine the layout of the proposed 

development to ensure that no ancient, veteran or notable trees are lost. These trees are 

highly important in the context of the local environment and landscape and must be 

preserved. 

We hope you find our comments to be of use to you. The Woodland Trust is happy to 

provide any additional information or support regarding the protection of ancient, veteran 

and notable trees. 
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14. Andrea Leadsom MP 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 19 October 2016 

I write on behalf of my constituents in Blisworth who are directly and specially affected 

by the proposed Strategic Rail Freight Interchange (SRFI), Rail Central, in my 

constituency of South Northamptonshire. The village of Milton Malsor falls within the 

Daventry constituency of my colleague Chris Heaton-Harris MP; although I have been 

assisting those villagers as well, I am only representing the views of my own constituents 

here, as is right and proper. 

Since January 1st this year, I have received over 350 pieces of correspondence about 

Rail Central. This is the second largest single issue affecting South Northamptonshire, 

judged on volume of correspondence alone, and only just behind HS2 which affects a 

much larger number of people. The strength of feeling is overwhelmingly clear from 

residents, as I am sure you are aware from the correspondence you have received, that 

for a number of reasons they do not want this development on their doorstep. The local 

action group, Stop Rail Central, has commissioned a Consultation Feedback document 

which has identified that 82 per cent of residents do not feel there is any benefit to the 

community, and 89 per cent remain opposed to the proposal in its entirety. 

When I met with representatives from Ashfield Land in Milton Malsor on the 29th March, I 

put the point to the developers that if they turned up to public meetings without knowing 

the final height of the buildings, the increased volume of cars on the roads, the 

environmental bunding protections, and so forth that they would not be well received 

locally. My experience has been that my constituents are very knowledgeable in 

planning matters, and quite quickly become technical experts in specific areas as has 

been demonstrated by Mark Redding, Alan Hargreaves, Andrew Bodman and others in 

the action group and which you will see in their consultation response documents. 

I then attended and spoke at a public meeting hosted by Stop Rail Central in Blisworth 

on the 31st March, where I confirmed that I would do all that I can to support local 

residents and my constituents as the MP. The meeting was exceptionally well attended, 

These comments, and the explanation of the MP’s role, are noted.  

The level of interest in the proposals was anticipated by the 

project team.  Early presentations to local parish councils, setting 

up the LLG and organising eight public exhibitions as part of 

Phase One Consultation show them team’s proactive and 

inclusive approach to engagement.  The level of interest in the 

project is acknowledged and was reflected in the attendance at 

the exhibitions and in the level of feedback received.  All feedback 

has been considered and the way in which the team has had 

regard to comments, and how feedback has helped to shape the 

development of the proposals, are reported in the consultation 

report.  It is also noted that some respondents were opposed to 

the principle of the development. 

The Phase One Consultation was timed to take place at a 

relatively early stage to ensure local residents were aware of the 

proposals early, local comments and priorities could be identified 

and fed into the design process, and feedback could be 

considered at an early stage so to best influence the development 

of the proposals.  The level of information presented at Phase 

One reflected the fact that the Project was at a relatively early 

stage, detailed surveys were yet to be completed and the 

proposals were still subject to extensive consultation with 

stakeholders and the public.  This may explain why specifics were 

limited and information was proportionate to the position within the 

overall programme.  At the Phase Two Consultation, Rail Central 

published a significantly greater depth of information and, with 

surveys largely completed, could address points with more 

certainty. 
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with the Scout Hut filled to the rafters with concerned villagers, and I heard the concerns 

of those who had lived in the area for years, particularly those more elderly residents. 

The room was hostile to the principle of a strategic rail freight interchange being built, 

and the villagers affirmed that they would do all that they can to oppose the proposals. 

I would like to make very clear at this point in my response that I do not take a view 

myself on the merits or otherwise of the proposals. As Member of Parliament, my 

responsibility is to reflect and support the views and concerns of my constituents, and to 

use the unique perspective afforded to me to bring together the strands of 

communication I have received from local residents. I have worked with communities 

across South Northamptonshire on various planning applications and appeal inquiries 

and I believe all parties – developers, residents, Planning Inspectorate – have found the 

strategy useful. 

Turning to the concerns that have been brought to my attention by my constituents, I 

shall deal with each of these in turn. 

  

Communication and Engagement 

I will state that Ashfield Land are, in a way, stuck between a rock and a hard place in 

terms of their levels of engagement. Whilst developers should be recognised for having 

sought earlier engagement than the statutory process requires, Ashfield Land have been 

stymied by their inability to provide much of the detail that local residents have asked for. 

On the 21st May I went to one of Ashfield Land’s meetings in Blisworth and I can very 

much recognise from my own experience this problem. I by no means seek to denigrate 

those staff who have been on hand at the community consultation events – they have 

been working hard to engage on what is an emotive issue for many local people – 

however the effectiveness and purpose of these earlier consultation sessions has been 

questioned. Too often, my constituents were told that “it is too early to answer that 

question” which, whilst perhaps not an unfair response, does not help to assuage 

concerns about various aspects of the proposal. Many residents attended several of the 

public consultation presentations, asking the same questions, and it does not appear 

that the developers went away to find answers in the interim. 

These comments are noted and are reported through this 

appendix.  In many cases, they reflect the fact that consultation 

started early to ensure the local community was aware of what 

was being proposed and had the best opportunity to influence the 

development of the proposals.  The level of information presented 

at the Phase One Consultation reflected the level of information 

that was available at the time.  Following this consultation, a very 

significant amount of technical work was undertaken and 

progressed, together with substantial engagement with technical 

consultees, the outcome of which together with the feedback from 

the local community, informed the evolution of the proposals.  At 

the Phase Two Consultation, a significant depth of detailed 

information was published for consultation – including a full suite 

of visualisations, a 3D CGI animation, specific details on the 

transport solutions being proposed and further details on the other 

technical aspects of the proposals, such as noise and light.  

Throughout the local consultation process – from November 2015 
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Again, whilst recognising that this is Phase One of the consultation process and that 

Phase Two will be rolled out in early 2017, I think it would perhaps have been useful to 

have more presentation sessions spread out across a greater time period to ensure that 

as many as villagers as possible could attend. I’ve also seen numerous remarks in the 

feedback I have sent by residents that events weren’t open as advertised, and queries 

as to why there were four sessions in Blisworth and only one in Milton Malsor. I would 

respectfully suggest that this is considered for Phase Two of the consultation process, 

and that Ashfield Land radically expand the public presentation sessions in terms of 

duration and availability. 

There is a lingering perception amongst residents that the developers are not engaging 

in a two-way dialogue, and that the communication and engagement appears to be very 

one-directional. I make no comment as to whether this is a fair characterisation of the 

developers, but it is certainly the prevailing opinion. It is vitally important that Ashfield 

Land considers the points that are put to them on this by residents, and undertakes to 

improve processes where possible. 

The visualisations also caused concerns amongst local residents. Many expressed 

frustration that these were only provided some months after the public consultation 

presentations, and that only a selection of viewing points were included, often from 

flattering angles or without the associated infrastructure of gantry cranes in all views. It 

also did not help that the East Coast Main Line was indicated on the drawings, rather 

than the West Coast Main Line, and this has reinforced perceptions amongst villagers 

that not enough due care and concern has been given to the visualisations or the 

consultation process as a whole. 

The visualisation also did not easily demonstrate the scale of the project, nor outline the 

grade separation between the West Coast Main Line and the proposed high speed 

freight terminal. 

to September 2018 – we have sought to engage extensively, 

openly and professionally with the local communities affected, 

ensuring they are kept updated through the LLG, regular 

community newsletters, website updates and the breadth of wider 

communication we have carried out. 

Please see Section 1.6 of the Consultation Report for an account 

of how the Project has evolved following each round of 

consultation. 
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Property Bond 

This has been a public relations disaster for the developers. Regardless of how Network 

Rail’s logo appeared on the letterhead that went out from Ashfield Land’s agent, Hamer 

Associates, the damage has been done. Confidence amongst local residents has 

declined precipitously, due in part to the phrasing of the initial letter and the subsequent 

communication between Stop Rail Central and Ashfield Land. The local action group 

does not accept the explanation that the inclusion of the logo was due to a mix-up in 

letterheads, and I have had a number of constituents write to me to express their dismay 

at what is perceived to be underhand tactics on the part of the developers. 

I am aware that Network Rail are equally concerned, and have asked their legal team to 

look into the matter. At time of writing, I am awaiting a response from Network Rail 

reporting on their investigation into how the situation unfolded. 

I am broadly supportive of property bonds in principle and I think they can offer the very 

best compensation in some situations. The existence of a property bond guaranteeing 

the pre-blight value (Plus or minus house price movements in the intervening years) 

would enable properties to be bought, sold, re-mortgaged and equity realised. As an 

added incentive to the normal functioning of the market, I would suggest the developers 

may consider that  properties with a property bond should be exempt from stamp duty, 

and that Ashfield Land would cover the costs for this. I do not have a view on the extent 

of which properties in the area should be included in the property bond; this is a 

commercial decision for the developers. 

Most importantly, a bond would restore confidence in the market and allow the housing 

market to function more normally, which would allow those now trapped in their homes 

by this proposal to be able to sell their homes and move on with their lives. 

This feedback is noted, and the Rail Central team has had regard 

to all comments raised: 

The Property Bond was specifically introduced in response to 

concerns that Rail Central could potentially cause the diminution 

in value of properties in closest proximity to the development.  The 

Property Bond is therefore designed to protect residential owners 

who wish to take it up, against the possibility of the value of their 

property depreciating due to the effect of Rail Central.  It provides 

certainty that those homeowners remain in an equivalent financial 

position in terms of property value.  Furthermore, the Applicant 

offered to cover all reasonable legal costs and instruct an 

independent valuer to value the property.   

The Property Bond is a wholly discretionary measure put forward 

by the applicant in response to an acknowledged gap in the 

statutory compensation code.  The Property Bond provides a 

much greater level of protection for those property owners who 

accept it than would otherwise be available. 

With respect to the Network Rail point, this was comprehensively 

dealt with at the time.  On 31 August 2016, one of the Rail Central 

consultants sent out 14 letters to individuals in the area regarding 

land matters.  As a result of two different letterheads getting mixed 

in the printer (the said consultant also worked on business for 

Network Rail at the time on an entirely separate project), at least 

one of these letters erroneously contained the Network Rail logo.  

On becoming aware of the error, in coordination with the wider 

team, the consultant promptly re-contacted all recipients of the 

letter, explained that it had been discovered that some copies of 

the letter may have incorrectly incorporated the Network Rail logo, 

and re-issued the original letter on its own corporate letterhead 

paper. This action was taken to ensure any potential ambiguity or 

confusion among recipients was rapidly corrected and clarified. It 
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is important to note that no confusion or concern had been raised 

by any recipients of the letter; however, this ‘belt and braces’ 

approach was taken nonetheless to ensure there was no 

confusion. 

In addition, the consultant made Network Rail aware of the issue 

and the actions that had been taken to address it, ensuring that 

Network Rail were satisfied with the action (which they confirmed 

they were).  Furthermore, remaining paper incorporating the 

Network Rail paper was disposed of and the consultant reviewed 

its quality assurance processes to ensure any future letters being 

issued would be personally checked by the Managing Director of 

the company. 

In addition, Rail Central contacted a media relations manager at 

Network Rail to talk through the matter and provide clarity on the 

action being taken.  This conversation addressed the matter. 

There were no concerns raised by any of the 14 recipients of the 

letters and no suggestion was made by them to the project team 

that the letters had caused confusion or pressured.  The error was 

not repeated. 

Site Viability 

It is important to recognise that it is government policy to support Strategic Rail Freight 

Interchange infrastructure, and it is right that we are looking to move freight off our roads 

and onto rail. The main objectives of Government policy for Strategic Rail Freight 

Interchanges are to: (a) Reduce road congestion – to deliver goods quickly, efficiently 

and reliably by rail and help to reduce congestion on our roads; (b) Reduce carbon 

emissions – to meet the Government’s vision for a greener transport system as part of a 

low carbon economy; (c) Support long-term development of efficient rail freight 

distribution logistics – to ensure a network of SRFI – modern distribution centres linked 

into both the rail and trunk road system in appropriate locations to serve our major 

These comments are noted and raise several aspects, which have 

been considered.  Further details are provided below: 

Reduce Carbon Emissions 

A Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation chapter (Chapter 21) 

has been prepared as part of the Environmental Statement, to 

support the submission of the DCO application.  This chapter has 

been prepared to assess the effects of the Proposed 

Development on carbon emissions in accordance with the 

requirements of the NPS. 
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conurbations; (d) Support growth and create employment – through the transfer of 

freight from road to rail, where this is practical and economic. 

My constituents are unsure how Rail Central meets all of the above criteria, and I would 

be grateful to the developers for providing some detailed information about these points. 

Given the exceptionally low unemployment in South Northamptonshire – a current rate 

of 0.7 per cent – the workers for the 8,000 new jobs that are being created will have to 

travel in from further afield. Indeed, this was confirmed to several of my constituents at 

the public consultation presentations as being likely from Milton Keynes or Northampton. 

These 8,000 workers are going to significantly add to the pressures on the local strategic 

road network, increasing congestion on our roads. 

Coupled to that, with potentially 16,000 additional car journeys in the area each day, this 

volume of traffic is going to have an impact on the site’s ability to reduce carbon 

emissions, and depreciates the potential for greening our transport infrastructure. As a 

former Energy Minister, I am very aware that transport is a key challenge in our efforts to 

decarbonise.  

Further, Ashfield Land owns the options on the proposed site. A number of residents 

have queried how effectively the developer can have considered alternative sites that 

are owned by a third party developer; these sites are no less suitable simply by the 

virtue of not being controlled by Ashfield Land. Indeed, one site that was dismissed as 

unsuitable – Northampton Gateway – is now under active consideration for development 

as an SRFI by a rival developer, Roxhill. This would seem to undermine the content of 

Ashfield Land’s preliminary environmental information report that listed the alternative 

sites, especially as Roxhill’s site is next-door. 

My understanding is that Ashfield Land are proposing that Rail Central would be 

operational by 2020. Given that Phase One of HS2, the proposed high speed railway 

between Euston and Birmingham, is not due to be operational until 2026, my 

constituents have queried how Rail Central will be able to function effectively in the 

period 2021-2026. The West Coast Main Line is forecast to be operating at capacity by 

Each tonne transported by rail rather than by road cuts CO2 

emissions by 76%; and 

Support Long Term development of efficient rail freight 

distribution logistics 

The Proposed Development will deliver up to 702,097 sqm (GEA) 

of rail connected and rail served warehousing.  With connections 

to both the West Coast Main Line and Northampton Loop Line, 

the development at Rail Central allows for a flexible Strategic Rail 

Freight Interchange (SRFI).  It is intended that Rail Central will 

serve as an exemplar SRFI, which will connect to the existing and 

future network of SRFI’s within the local area and around the 

country. 

Support growth and create employment 

Once fully constructed and operational, the Proposed 

Development would support approximately 8,000 jobs.  

Construction of the SRFI will create an average of 410 net 

additional construction jobs per year for the duration of 

construction.  Rail Central will develop skills and training 

measures that will maximise the proportion of jobs which are 

taken by local people during the construction phase. 

Construction of the SRFI will also generate productivity impacts, 

with the construction phase expected to generate £20.4 million in 

Gross Value Added (GVA) per annum.  Around £14.8m in 

business rates revenue would be generated every year. 

Once construction is completed, the SRFI will be occupied by 

companies who will in turn employ people and create a 

subsequent round of economic impacts.  Once occupied the 

Proposed Development is expected to directly and indirectly 
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this time, so I should be grateful for detail on how the developers propose to service the 

required additional freight movements. 

I had the pleasure of hosting Andrew Gough, Associate Professor at the University of 

Northampton, here in Westminster on the 17th March for a presentation by a number of 

his students from the BA International Logistics and Trade Finance and the MSc 

International Logistics degree courses. Whilst very much initial findings, the students 

outlined a study into recent developments in the rail freight market, and provided an 

overview of the Rail Central proposals. I do recognise that the developers believe the 

study was flawed in its methodology, the students concluded that the proposals for Rail 

Central were premature and better sites existed for such a facility. 

I would like to take this opportunity to again thank Professor Gough and his students, 

and to formally place on the record that I found the presentation from the University of 

Nottingham to be incredibly helpful in bringing out some of the critical issues that my 

constituents are concerned about. 

create 12,410 net additional FTE (full time equivalent) jobs in the 

national economy.  

There would be significant employment and productivity benefits 

arising from the Proposed Development. 

Site employment 

It has been consistently acknowledged that unemployment in 

South Northamptonshire is currently low and that given its scale 

and need for employees Rail Central will attract workers from a 

wider catchment area.  Unemployment levels nationally are also 

at a 40-year low and it is likely that in the future that these levels 

may rise.  

The ES defines a labour force catchment area which includes 

South Northamptonshire, Northampton, Milton Keynes, Daventry, 

Wellingborough and Coventry.  This is considered to be the wider 

area from which workers will be drawn to work at Rail Central.  

There are currently 7,800 unemployed people claiming Job 

Seekers Allowance and actively seeking employment within this 

area.  Not all people would want a role in the logistics industry, but 

the scale of unemployment within this wider area does show that 

there is a need for employment. 

It is also important to understand that the full requirement for 

workers to fill jobs at Rail Central will not be immediate.  Rail 

Central is a large project and construction and occupation of 

properties will occur over approximately 10 years. 

In that period of time the need for jobs will have changed both 

locally in South Northamptonshire and within the wider area.  The 

need for jobs is influenced by factors such as population change 

and young people reaching a working age and requiring 

employment. 
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The ES chapter considers how the workforce is likely to change, 

as an indicator of jobs required.  It finds that over the next decade, 

there are plans to deliver around 69,000 new homes within the 

wider area in which labour is expected to be largely drawn upon.  

This will lead to growth in both the resident population and the 

labour force available to fulfil job opportunities.  This level of 

housing growth could result in a labour force which contains 

66,000 additional economically active people by 2026 and more 

beyond this time.  This scale of growth will generate a need for 

additional employment opportunities locally – need which Rail 

Central is well positioned to meet.  

Rail 

The experience at all the other SRFI is that they started from a 

small number of pilot rail services, increasing incrementally over a 

number of years as the sites increase in occupancy, and 

occupiers and other local companies become more aware of the 

rail facilities and services.  In this way the proposals will not 

impact on existing services. 

Rail Central has worked closely with Network Rail for 5 years to 

ensure the proposals are designed and implemented to draw on 

available capacity without impacting on other services.  Network 

Rail has concluded that sufficient capacity exists across the West 

Coast Main Line slow and fast lines to enable the site to function 

as a SRFI. 

Rail Central would not be committing to such a major investment if 

the rail freight facilities, as a core part of the proposals, were 

unable to be used due to lack of main line capacity. 

In parallel, Network Rail and HS2 continue to work on expanding 

the rail network capability to accommodate more freight and 
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passenger traffic, predicated in part by SRFI developments such 

as Rail Central. 

Public Rights of Way 

Rail Central, as proposed, disrupts the current extent of public rights of way, footpaths, 

bridleways and other access routes without adequate replacement or mitigation. A 

number of constituents have been in touch with me to raise this point alone and above 

all others – such is the strength of feeling amongst local outdoor enthusiasts – and they 

are extremely concerned that the developers are not understanding this. 

The main issues arise from the access from Milton Malsor down to Courteenhall Road. I 

would respectfully request that the developers consult fully on public rights of way. My 

experience from HS2 has been that it is possible to use a development to extend and 

expand existing access as part of the planning process, thereby providing more public 

rights of way after the fact, provided that there is a constructive dialogue with local 

residents. 

A public rights of way strategy has been prepared for the site 

which looks at the 4 key routes identified within it (Document no. 

7.44 Rev C).  This provides a breakdown of each route and a 

comparison with the proposed diversion.  It is proposed to create 

a new combined cycleway / footway between Milton Malsor and 

Blisworth as part of the proposals.  It is also proposed to create 

new footpath links around the southern edge of Milton Malsor to 

improve east / west connectivity within a new linear country park. 

Traffic 

Residents are absolutely convinced that their villages are going to be deluged with an 

increase in traffic, both HGVs and commuting traffic. This is especially evident if there 

are 16,000 additional journeys being made each day by the new 8,000-strong workforce 

travelling to and from the site. 

The strategic road network in the area, namely the M1, A43 and A5, is brought to a 

standstill whenever there is a major incident in the area. My constituents are concerned 

that not enough consideration has been given to the impact that this traffic can have in a 

rural environment, particularly to the health and wellbeing of residents. 

I have also had concerns raised with me by constituents that the Rail Central proposal, 

in fairness as with other proposals in our area, is being considered in isolation in terms 

of the cumulative impact of traffic (domestic and commercial) in the area. Over the space 

of a period of the next ten years, South Northamptonshire is likely to see the 

construction of HS2, Rail Central, the Towcester Southern Urban Extension and relief 

A key aim of the highway improvements is to attract traffic towards 

the strategic road network, thereby reducing rat-running through 

local villages.  Analysis provided within Chapter 17 of the 

Environmental Statement and the TA at Appendix 17.1, 

demonstrates that the proposed package of capacity 

improvements provides an overall benefit to the operation of the 

wider highway network, with trips returning to major routes and 

away from, in some cases, inappropriate, minor routes. 

Vehicular access to the site will be provided via a new grade 

separated junction on the A43. The two sides of the SRFI site will 

be served via an underpass to ensure traffic cannot access the 

site via Northampton / Towcester Road.  The only points of 

access from Northampton / Towcester Road will be an emergency 

access serving the east side of the site and a bus gate / 

emergency access serving the west side of the site which will 
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road, significant housing expansion in Brackley, and other planning proposals 

throughout South Northamptonshire. HS2 alone will add around 1,200 HGV journeys to 

the A43 each day through to the completion of construction, and there are queries at a 

local level as to whether this is being taken into account by the developers. 

generate only very occasional vehicular movements associated 

with bus movements and access for emergency vehicles only. 

Details of what happens when links on the strategic road network 

are closed are set out in the Operational Traffic Management Plan 

(OTMP) provided as Document 7.9b of the DCO submission.  The 

document sets out advisory routing for HGV’s in the event of a 

closure.  The OTMP also promotes the use of smart GPS tracking 

systems which can be used to aid in the routing of HGV’s to and 

from the site, including during periods of unplanned road closures. 

Capacity assessments included within Chapter 17 

(Transportation) of the Environmental Statement, with further 

analysis provided within the Transport Assessment at Appendix 

17.1 of the Environmental Statement account for all planned Local 

Plan developments. In addition, a cumulative assessment 

including Northampton Gateway has also been undertaken. 

Other Concerns 

There is the pervasive feeling amongst those who have been in touch with me that this 

proposal is going to destroy the character and tranquillity of both Blisworth and Milton 

Malsor. The visual blight from the warehousing is difficult to mitigate with screening and 

bunding let alone the gantry cranes, and the audio blight from the movements of 

vehicles on the site will be just as problematic for local residents. 

The Woodland Trust has detected 20 veteran and 3 ancient trees which are being 

threatened by this development. As we have yet to see the exact site layout, my 

constituents are not sure if the trees will be directly affected but given the wholesale 

development of the sites, they believe that it is highly likely that some of them will be. 

My constituents want to see all ancient and veteran trees threatened by the Rail Central 

development fully protected. Ancient and veteran trees are a vital and treasured part of 

our natural and cultural landscape, and represent a resource of great international 

significance. Veteran trees are the ancient trees of the future. It has been estimated that 

These comments have been noted and considered. 

An assessment has been made with regard to the impacts of the 

Proposed Development on ancient and veteran trees, which are 

identified as an Important Ecological Feature.  The distribution of 

veteran trees, which are not in a woodland setting, has meant it 

was difficult to avoid their loss.  Some trees have been avoided as 

a result of changes to the scheme design, and these will be 

protected via measures in the CEMP, but a significant proportion 

will still be lost.   

Further to the initial concerns raised about veteran trees a 

desktop study was carried out to identify which trees within the 

pre-development tree survey displayed veteran features.  Further 

to this, a walkover study of the trees identified was carried out by 

BB Trees Ltd. in August 2018. Their findings show a reduced 

number of the trees being classified as veteran trees. The results 
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the UK my be home to around 80% of Europe’s ancient trees. They harbour a unique 

array of wildlife and echo the lives of past generations of people in ways that no other 

part of our natural world is able. 

The National Planning Policy Framework states that planning permission should be 

refused for development that would result in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable 

habitats, including ancient woodland or even aged or veteran trees. This can only be 

overridden if the need for, and benefits of, the development in that specific location 

clearly outweigh the loss. 

showed 4 ancient, 10 veteran, 3 notable and 21 locally notable 

trees are required to be removed to facilitate the proposals. Rao; 

Central has proposed a wide raft of compensatory measures to 

offset the loss of these trees on site which are outline in their 

veteran tree report.  The current removal represents a worst case 

based on the parameters plan for the site.  The location of these 

trees will be noted and further efforts made to retain them with the 

development of each phase. 

Adaptive mitigation proposed will use important features of the 

trees (for example deadwood which is of value to invertebrates) in 

mitigation areas.  The management of veteran trees during 

construction, including the protection of retained trees, and 

treatment of deadwood will be implemented by contractors that 

specialise in habitat creation and overseen by CIEEM registered 

ecologists.   

Due to the permanent loss of veteran and mature trees, and the 

difficulty in providing adequate mitigation, there remains a residual 

moderate adverse impact.  

Conclusion 

Thank you for taking the time to consider these remarks. I will state again that the views 

expressed in this consultation feedback are reflective of the opinions and concerns of my 

constituents, and I will continue to act to support them in any way that I can. 

These comments are noted. 

Rail Central is grateful to Mrs Leadsom and her office for their 

engagement throughout the pre-application period.  The meetings 

and correspondence have been helpful and valuable both in 

raising issues to be considered within the consultation and in 

providing additional insight. 
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15. Chris Heaton-Harris MP 

Feedback Regard 

Dated: 24 October 2016 

I write on behalf of my constituents in Milton Malsor regarding their concerns with the 

development of the Strategic Rail Freight Interchange (SRFI), Rail Central, in their local 

area. Despite the village of Milton Malsor falling within my remit, similar concerns have 

been expressed within the South Northamptonshire constituency of my colleague the Rt. 

Hon Andrea Leadsom MP, as they too will be affected. Although I have been assisting 

those villagers, I am writing to you solely in the capacity of Daventry’s constituency 

representative. 

A primary concern for the local residents is that the quiet character of the village will be 

compromised by your development programme; in a single choice questionnaire 

conducted by Stop Rail Central Action Group (SRCAG) earlier this year, 32% of 

respondents identified traffic/road congestions to be their primary concern, 24% noise, 

light and air pollution and 23% the destruction of countryside, environment and wildlife. 

Cumulatively, 89% of residents are totally opposed to the proposition. 

Many constituents also feel that the two-way communication that Rail Central has 

suggested has not occurred. Milton Malsor’s residents feel that the proposals would 

have a large impact on the area and yet the villagers have only been given one 

community meeting on the matter. Residents believe this matter has been exacerbated 

by Rail Central’s lack of advertisement given to this meeting. 

I would reiterate at this point that this response is simply a reflection of the views held by 

my constituents; on the merits or drawbacks of the proposals. On the subject of my 

constituent’s concerns, I will address each matter sequentially. 

The Rail Central team was disappointed that the local MP felt that 

our exhibitions were not widely advertised and that there was only 

one event in Milton Malsor. 

i. The proposed programme and format of the consultation was 

detailed in the draft SoCC and the draft Report to Inform the 

SoCC, which detailed the number of events and their 

locations and were consulted on with the local authorities 

covering Milton Malsor (ie South Northamptonshire Council 

and Northamptonshire County Council).  The details were 

then published and made available on the project website, at 

the public exhibitions and in local deposit locations.  This 

activity was complemented by direct contact with Milton 

Malsor Parish Council. 

ii. With respect to the number of events, a total of eight public 

exhibitions were held in the local area – including one day in 

Milton Malsor.  The primary reason for this was venue 

availability; however, it is also important to note that there 

were seven other events residents could attend, or they could 

review all information online on the project website or at the 

deposit locations.  Having regard to your comments around 

the number of venues however, we ensured that two 

exhibitions were held in Milton Malsor at the Phase Two 

Consultation.  These two Phase Two exhibitions were 

attended by approximately 185 people in total. 

With respect to publicity, the team sent out newsletters to all 

Milton Malsor addresses (more than 2,500 in total in the local 

area), placed adverts in the Northampton Chronicle & Echo and 

publicised through notifications to all local councillors, the parish 
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council and many other stakeholders in and around Milton Malsor, 

including the local MP.  We felt that there was a very significant 

level of awareness of the consultation and the exhibition dates, 

which was reflected by the fact that around 1,000 people attended 

the Phase One exhibitions in total.  Further details of this can be 

found in Chapter 7 of the Consultation Report.  This publicised 

was complemented by our considerable engagement with Milton 

Malsor Parish Council, both directly and via the LLG, in advance 

of the consultation opening. 

Communities and Involvement 

What appears to be a growing point of frustration amongst residents is the time disparity 

between the public consultations and the release of the digital renders of the site. This 

has been compounded by what has been described as ‘unrealistically positive angles’ 

used in these photographs; in the words of one of my constituents, “it’s amazing how a 

small shrub can mask a massive great crane.” 

Having heard from constituents over the past months, what is emerging as a pre-

eminent concern of local residents is the lack of information coming from Ashfield Land. 

To cite a recent complaint, the ‘updated plans and visualisations for community 

consultation’ do not appear to address the variety of issues facing the residents of Milton 

Malsor. Whilst the digital renderings offer an idea of location, size and style of the 

buildings being proposed, they offer no detail on the effects they may have on light 

pollution. When contacted by local residents, it has been reported to me that they reply 

they receive usual states that ‘it is too early to answer that question’. 

To note, some of these matters have been taken on board with Rail Central recognising 

that there is ‘a strong appetite for further exhibitions in Milton Malsor’. 

I have received numerous complaints from constituents on the manner in which these 

‘exhibitions’ were advertised to them; whilst a timetable was presented in the 

‘Community consultation’ document, many residents feel that it is Rail Central’s 

responsibility to actively, and regularly, draw their attention to community consultations. 

These comments have been noted and the issues raised within 

them are covered below. 

By way of background, it is important to note that the level of 

information published at Phase One Consultation reflected the 

level of information available at the time.  The project team 

acknowledges that the local community had an appetite for further 

details and these were made available with Updated Plans and 

Visualisation in August 2016, several editions of the community 

newsletter and – most notably – through the Phase Two 

Consultation in 2018, at which considerable details were 

published for consultation.  This included publishing a 

comprehensive suite of visualisations and 3D animation, as well 

as an interactive 3D CGI model that was made available at the 

public exhibitions (with a technician to assist visitors). 

Visualisations 

The visualisations were undertaken in line with industry and 

professional standards and are based on technical base 

information which enables us to show the potential Rail Central 

buildings in their landscape setting.  At Phase One Consultation, 

we selected a representative sample of viewpoints to develop into 

visualisations for illustrative purposes and to supplement the 

consultation.  In order to help address any confusion or 
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misunderstanding we produced and shared with the parish council 

a briefing note on the visualisations.  A full set of visualisations 

were subsequently developed and published as part of the Phase 

Two Consultation.  Furthermore, the project team ensured these 

were available in large scale (A1) at the Phase Two public 

exhibitions. 

Advertising of consultation 

With respect to the form of the exhibitions and consultation, in 

April 2016 Rail Central published its Statement of Community 

Consultation (SoCC) and the Report to Inform the SoCC, which 

specified how the consultation would be carried out.  The three 

local authorities covering the site were consulted on the draft 

versions of these documents.  Once finalised, they were published 

on the project website, made available at a series of local libraries 

and council offices (known as the deposit locations), and made 

available at the public exhibitions.  Adverts publicising the 

availability of these were published in the local newspaper, the 

Northampton Chronicle & Echo. 

With respect to advertising – in line with the SoCC and the Report 

to Inform the SoCC – notifications were issued to all individual 

addresses in the consultation zone (more than 2,500 addresses), 

to a wide range of local stakeholders and elected representatives 

(including all district and county councillors; parish councils; the 

local media; and others such as schools and community groups).  

This was complemented with posters sent to members of the LLG 

for placing in village notice boards and information on the project 

website.  Approximately 1,000 people attended the exhibitions.  

Attempts at Mitigation and Compensation 

A common argument expounded by Ashfield Land is that the economic benefits brought 

by SRFI will outweigh the drawbacks facing the residents. One of which is the argument 

These comments are noted and are considered in turn below. 

Jobs 
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that it will boost employment in the area. However I would draw your attention to the 

abnormally low levels of unemployment in South Northamptonshire and Daventry; 

Andrea Leadsom’s constituency in particular has unemployment of only 0.7%. Clearly 

the existing local workforce would not be able to sufficiently staff these operations and 

consequently you would be forced to draft in work from the surrounding area; it has been 

suggested that this labour would come from Northampton and Milton Keynes. This would 

increase local congestion and road usage, thus nullifying the apparent benefits of 

reduced congestion suggested by Ashfield Land. 

Another proposition by Ashfield Land is the offer of land for a local cricket club and the 

reworking of the existing footpaths, through and around the Rail Central site. I will 

reiterate, my constituents do not feel that this is an adequate return for the damage that 

will be done to the existing countryside; 23% of those asked in the single answer 

questionnaire I referenced earlier elected ‘Destruction of countryside, environment & 

wildlife’ to be their primary concern. 

 

The ES defines a labour force catchment area which includes 

South Northamptonshire, Northampton, Milton Keynes, Daventry, 

Wellingborough and Coventry.  This is considered to be the wider 

area from which workers will be drawn to work at Rail Central.  

There are currently 7,800 unemployed people claiming Job 

Seekers Allowance and actively seeking employment within this 

area.  Not all people would want a role in the logistics industry, but 

the scale of unemployment within this wider area does show that 

there is a need for employment. 

It is also important to understand that the full requirement for 

workers to fill jobs at Rail Central will not be immediate.  Rail 

Central is a large project and construction and occupation of 

properties will occur over 10 years. 

In that period of time the need for jobs will have changed both 

locally in South Northamptonshire and within the wider area.  The 

need for jobs is influenced by factors such as population change 

and young people reaching a working age and requiring 

employment. 

The ES chapter considers how the workforce is likely to change, 

as an indicator of jobs required.  It finds that over the next decade, 

there are plans to deliver around 69,000 new homes within the 

wider area in which labour is expected to be largely drawn upon.  

This will lead to growth in both the resident population and the 

labour force available to fulfil job opportunities.  This level of 

housing growth could result in a labour force which contains 

66,000 additional economically active people by 2026 and more 

beyond this time.  This scale of growth will generate a need for 

additional employment opportunities locally – need which Rail 

Central is well positioned to meet. 

Environmental considerations 
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Rail Central acknowledges that there are concerns over the effect 

on the countryside, environment and habitats.  These are reported 

in this document, along with a summary of the way in which the 

team has had regard to them. 

Roads 

A very real, and relevant concern of the residents of Gayton and Milton Malsor is the 

potential isolation that this programme could cause. With increased road congestion to 

the North and large-scale building work to the South, several residents have contacted 

me with worries of isolation resulting from Rail Central. This is particularly acute with 

elderly constituents who have questioned how easily the Emergency Services will be 

able to access the villages should they need to. 

Vehicular access to the site will be provided via a new grade 

separated junction on the A43.  The two sides of the SRFI site will 

be served via an underpass to ensure traffic cannot access the 

site via Northampton / Towcester Road.  The only points of 

access from Northampton / Towcester Road will be an emergency 

access serving the east side of the site and a bus gate / 

emergency access serving the west side of the site which will 

generate only very occasional vehicular movements associated 

with bus movements and access for emergency vehicles only.  It 

is therefore considered that any impact on accessibility to the 

villages, including emergency vehicles will be immaterial.  

The provision of a three metre wide pedestrian cycle route on 

Northampton / Towcester Road is likely to further enhance the 

connectivity of the village by sustainable means of transport and 

therefore increase levels of accessibility for some residents. 

Site Viability 

Having spoken to constituents from the Daventry area it seems many are thoroughly 

against the progression of the Rail Central proposals due to concerns that it will 

dominate the 650 acre patch that it is proposed to be built on. A predominate concern of 

my constituents is that the congestion and general noise/air pollution from the Rail 

central proposal will severely affect the surrounding villages; this is exacerbated by the 

large number of HGV’s in the delivery area. Many constituents are also questioning the 

validity and viability of the programme. As I am sure you are aware, it is Government 

policy to support Strategic Rail Freight Interchange (SRFI) infrastructure on the basis 

that it a) Reduces road congestion – delivering goods quickly, efficiently and reliably to 

reduce road congestion; b) Reduces carbon emissions – to meet the Government’s 

These comments have been considered and are responded to 

below: 

Policy context 

The National Policy establishes the need for a network of SRFI 

across the Country in locations which have access to road and rail 

infrastructure and in the most viable markets. This means that 

different regional geographies need to be supplied and there is no 

policy-based restriction or geographical restraint on the number of 

SRFI required across the Country or across specific regions to 

meet demand. 
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vision for a greener transport system as part of a lower carbon economy; c) Integrates 

existing SRFIs into a larger network that supports our major conurbations and helps 

develop efficient infrastructure programmes; d) Supports growth and creates 

employment – transferring freight from road to rail in appropriate sites. 

The points raised by my constituents are that Rail Central does not, in certain cases, 

meet these criteria and would not be a beneficial addition to the surrounding area. 

Notably, that the benefits of employment brought with a project of this size would not be 

enjoyed to their fullest by the local residents who currently see unemployment levels 

significantly below that of the national average. 

Stop Rail Central Action Group drew my attention to the environmental information 

report drafted by Ashfield Land that dismissed a local alternative, Northampton Gateway, 

as an unsuitable option. They emphasised the fact that this site is now under 

consideration by your competitor, Roxhill, and suggested that it may in fact be an 

appropriate choice after all. Upon examination, my constituents identified that the 

proposed site for Rail Central was already under the ownership of Ashfield Land and 

therefore see the validity of the decision to build upon this site as having been 

undermined. This point has raised concerns with my constituents as to how considered 

the reports by Ashfield Land have been and has served to degrade public trust in the 

programme. Cementing this point is the fact that many residents are questioning the 

need for another Freight Terminal given that Daventry already has a 300 acre alternative 

(Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal). 

As you may know, the Rt. Hon Andrea Leadsom MP hosted a meeting with Andrew 

Gough, Associate Professor at the University of Northampton and his BA students of 

International Logistics and Trade Finance and MSc students of International Logistic, on 

their findings regarding the proposals of Rail Central in the context of the rail freight 

market. Upon Ms. Leadsom’s authority, I have been informed that the students 

concluded that these proposals were premature and that more favourable sites are 

available for this project. This seems to reflect the findings of many of my constituents, 

and again I hope it will shape your decision making process going forward 

In this context, the NPS makes it clear it is for the market to 

determine the viability of particular proposals.  

In respect of addressing the aims of the NPS NN when supporting 

SFRI developments, we can comment briefly as follows but our 

full analysis of the Proposed Development against the aims and 

objectives of the NPS NN is set out in the submitted Planning 

Statement: 

Reduce Road Congestion 

The Proposed Development will deliver a rail connected logistics 

facility which will help reduce road congestion in the wider area. 

Reduce Carbon Emissions 

A Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation chapter (Chapter 21) 

has been prepared as part of the Environmental Statement, to 

support the submission of the DCO application. This chapter has 

been prepared to assess the effects of the Proposed 

Development on carbon emissions in accordance with the 

requirements of the NPS. Each tonne transported by rail rather 

than by road cuts CO2 emissions by 76%. 

Support long-term development of efficient rail freight 

distribution logistics 

The Proposed Development will deliver up to 702,097 sqm (GEA) 

of rail connected and rail served warehousing. With connections 

to both the West Coast Main Line and Northampton Loop Line, 

the development at Rail Central allows for a flexible Strategic Rail 

Freight Interchange (SRFI). It is intended that Rail Central will 

serve as an exemplar SRFI, which will connect to the existing and 

future network of SRFIs within the local area and around the 

country. 
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Support growth and create employment 

Once fully constructed and operational, the Proposed 

Development would support over 8,000 jobs. Construction of the 

SRFI will create an average of 410 net additional construction jobs 

per year for the duration of construction. The applicant will 

develop skills and training measures that will maximise the 

proportion of jobs which are taken by local people during the 

construction phase. Construction of the SRFI will also generate 

productivity impacts, with the construction phase expected to 

generate £20.4 million in Gross Value Added (GVA) per annum. 

Around £14.8m in business rates revenue would be generated 

every year. Once construction is completed, the SRFI will be 

occupied by companies who will in turn employ people and create 

a subsequent round of economic impacts. Once occupied the 

Proposed Development is expected to directly and indirectly 

create 12,410 net additional FTE (full time equivalent) jobs in the 

national economy.  There would be significant employment and 

productivity benefits arising from the Proposed Development. 

It has been consistently acknowledged that unemployment in 

South Northamptonshire is currently low and that given its scale 

and need for employees Rail Central will attract workers from a 

wider catchment area.  Unemployment levels nationally are also 

at a 40-year low and it is likely that in the future that these levels 

may rise.  

The ES defines a labour force catchment area which includes 

South Northamptonshire, Northampton, Milton Keynes, Daventry, 

Wellingborough and Coventry.  This is considered to be the wider 

area from which workers will be drawn to work at Rail Central.  

There are currently 7,800 unemployed people claiming Job 

Seekers Allowance and actively seeking employment within this 

area.  Not all people would want a role in the logistics industry, but 
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the scale of unemployment within this wider area does show that 

there is a need for employment. 

It is also important to understand that the full requirement for 

workers to fill jobs at Rail Central will not be immediate.  Rail 

Central is a large project and construction and occupation of 

properties will occur over approximately 10 years. 

In that period of time the need for jobs will have changed both 

locally in South Northamptonshire and within the wider area.  The 

need for jobs is influenced by factors such as population change 

and young people reaching a working age and requiring 

employment. 

The ES chapter considers how the workforce is likely to change, 

as an indicator of jobs required.  It finds that over the next decade, 

there are plans to deliver around 69,000 new homes within the 

wider area in which labour is expected to be largely drawn upon.  

This will lead to growth in both the resident population and the 

labour force available to fulfil job opportunities.  This level of 

housing growth could result in a labour force which contains 

66,000 additional economically active people by 2026 and more 

beyond this time.  This scale of growth will generate a need for 

additional employment opportunities locally – need which Rail 

Central is well positioned to meet.  

Northampton Gateway 

Whilst the Phase One PEIR does conclude that the sites that were 

assessed were not considered to be alternatives to Rail Central, 

the report did provide explanations as to why it reached these 

conclusions.  
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In respect of Northampton Gateway (Highgate at the time of 

drafting the PEIR), the report concluded: 

• This site is in third party land ownership and therefore not 

available; and 

• That the site was not currently being promoted for rail 

freight by the current developers 

The report did also acknowledge that the site had the potential for 

rail access, and could deliver rail served capacity in the future, 

potentially alongside or after the proposal at Rail Central. 

Miscellaneous Issues 

I will not delve into these subjects in any great deal but will just respectfully draw your 

attention to matters flagged by residents. These include Loss of heritage, Over 

population, Increase in crime and Lack of capacity on railways; for additional information 

on these subjects, I would refer you to Stop Rail Central Action Group’s ‘Consultation 

Feedback’ document. I hope this exemplifies just how extensive the grievances of my 

constituents are and I trust they will be appropriately integrated into all areas of 

management and consultation going forward. 

These comments are noted.  These issues are raised earlier in 

this document and duly are responded to that context. 

Conclusion 

Thank you for taking the time to read and consider the remarks made by my 

constituents; I will reemphasise that the views stated in this consultation feedback are 

the opinions and concerns of my constituents, and not my own, though I will do all I can 

to support and present their concerns. 

These comments are noted. 

Rail Central is grateful to Mr Heaton-Harris for his engagement 

throughout the pre-application period.   

 

 


